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1 More about characteristic features of kavya in: Lienhard 1984. 
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Introduction

Bilhana, Vikramankadevacarita 1.262

2 Biihler 1875: 3.
3 All the translations from Sanskrit are mine unless otherwise stated.
4 Also sandesakâvyas (‘messenger’ poems) should be examined thoroughly 

although these works were quite often created by authors not connected with 
courts. Nevertheless, they contain a surprising amount of information concern
ing history, society and religion in South India. Unfortunately, little research 
on South Indian sandesakâvyas has been done so far although the situation has 
been changing recently—new translations have appeared (e.g. The Mission of 
the Goose of Vedanta Desika, transi, by Yigal Bronner and David Shulman, 

prthvïpateh santi na yasya pârsve 
kavTsvarâs tasya kuto yasâmsi I 
bhüpah kiyanto na babhûvur urvyârn 
janati nâmâpi na ko’pi tesâm I/

Where could the lord of the earth have fame from 
if there were no lords of poetry at his side? 
How many kings lived on the earth 
whose names are not even known to anybody?3

The history of Indian southern kingdoms, although greatly ad
vanced in the 20i/l century, still needs a lot of consideration. One 
of the sources which should be seriously examined, while recon
structing the history of the South of India, is that of epic po
ems, i.e. mahâkâvyas or sargabandhas (epic poems in verse) and 
campus (verse and prose works),4 written at the courts of local 
sovereigns. The vast treasury of mahâkâvyas and campus which 
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were written in the South after the 10ift century A.D. has a lot 
to offer. The author of the monograph “A Historical Survey of 
Sanskrit Mahäkävyas”, L. Sulochana Devi, mentions 41 Sanskrit 
mahäkävyas produced only in Kerala after the lli/l century. The 
“Studies in Campti Literature” by C. R. Deshpande contains a 
register of 390 Sanskrit campus, most of which originated in me
dieval South India. Some of these mahäkävyas and campus were 
published in the South of India in the 20th century and yet failed 
to attract the attention of Western scholarship. Only a few of 
them have been translated and annotated by Indian scholars. The 
monographs on these works are almost non-existent. Among the 
Indian Sanskritists who have brought to light many interesting 
Sanskrit mahäkävyas that originated in the South of India, at the 
very least the name of V. Raghavan should be mentioned here. 
Of course, as with any Sanskrit work composed within the kävya 
tradition, the literary works first of all fulfil the conventional re
quirements specific to their genres, yet, nevertheless, they con
tain valuable information indispensable for writing the political, 
social and cultural history of the South of India. The medieval 
mahäkävyas, i.e. ‘great/major poems’ in verse (sargabandha5). 
prose (gadya) or mixture of verse and prose (campu), represent 
court culture and their authors were patronised by the kings and 
local rulers. If so, it is reasonable to presume that the examples 
of these genres, except for their aesthetic aims described by nu
merous Indian theoreticians of literature, could also fulfil special 
tasks serving the needs of their patrons. It is not difficult to accept 
such an opinion in the case of the so-called historical mahäkävyas. 
These Sanskrit poems are in fact pieces of panegyric literature.

Clay Sanskrit Library, 2009), interesting articles have been written (by Steven 
Hopkins. Yigal Bronner, Lidia Szczepanik) and in August 2013, at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem, an international group of scholars will be working on 
the project “Mapping the World through Courier Poems”.

5 The term mahakavya in its narrower sense refers to sargabandha—an epic 
poem in verse consisting of several chapters known as sargas.
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The rulers and their ancestors are eulogised in them. However, a 
great number of the mahakavyas are based on the Mahabharata or 
Ramayana. One may wonder whether also in this case the work 
in question can provide any extratextual pieces of information. 
It turns out that when analysed in the broad historical context 
from which they arose, they also reveal their crucial involvement 
in articulating the polities of medieval India.6

b The best example can be provided by the Kiratarjuniya of Bharavi; see 
for instance: Viswanathan Peterson 2003; Sudyka 2011.

7 The manner of describing the king and all his deeds, even his everyday 
routine, by means of images of all that could possibly be shining and white 
in colour, the colour which according to convention should be associated with 
fame, was omnipresent in Southern Indian literature. An interesting study en
titled “Royal Eulogy as World History. Rethinking Copper-plate Inscriptions 
in Cola India” with its subchapter “Gathering and Emitting Light” authored 
by Daud Ali addresses this subject (Ali 2000: 203-205).

The present book is a part of a bigger project focusing on 
glimpses of history of the Vijayanagara Empire hidden under the 
poetic matter authored by women. Part I concentrates on the sar- 
gabandha Madhuravijaya composed by GangadevT and the forth
coming Part II deals with Varadambikaparinaya Campu by Tiru- 
malamba. The aim of a so-called historical mahakavya or campu 
was to describe the victories and successes of its hero. The hero 
is always presented as abounding in all the qualities of a powerful 
ruler, no matter what the historical truth was. As C. R. Desh
pande notes, and his remark can be extended to the mahakavya, 
that it was conventional for the campu genre to “make use of such 
already current ideas as the fame of the king in question wander
ing in all three worlds making them white, his enemies turning 
pale at the mention of his name, the enemies’ wives leading a 
miserable life in forests, etc.” (Deshpande 1992: 188).7 However, 
behind the conventional kavya images, there might be a histori
cally important message which should not be overlooked. And in 
this case the king’s fame is really a crucial issue. The eulogies, 
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be it inscriptional or “textual”, were made in order to proliferate 
the king’s fame across his kingdom and beyond its boundaries for 
the king's contemporaries as well as for future generations. How
ever, links with the past were also extremely important. That 
is the reason for a long list of predecessors to be so often given 
in eulogies and mythical connections with the remote past to be 
presented in them as well. The task of the poet was to link aptly 
his royal patron with the past, show the glorious present and in 
this way open possibilities for “everlasting fame”. These Sanskrit 
kavya works presented royal histories and they must have aspired 
to enter the domain of the public political texts articulating the 
kingly power. Besides, each author was a witness to the times in 
which he or she wrote. In that way the authors and their outlooks 
are part and parcel of history. As Yigal Bronner aptly shows in 
his articles, Sanskrit authors, at least some of them, despite the 
possible limitations created by poetical convention, were able to 
show their own worldviews and attitudes.8

8 Bronner (forthcoming); Bronner 2010.

A great number of books and articles have been written on 
kavya conventions, stereotyped heroes and heroines as well as 
genre requirements and stylistic features. Now is the time to look 
beyond conventions in order to find scattered pieces of information 
which could be useful in the reconstruction of the forgotten past. 
It is hoped that the present study will bring to light some data 
concerning the Vijayanagara Empire culture and past but most 
importantly show the court poets and their patrons reflected in 
poems. However, as we are dealing with women’s writing here, 
it is expected that it would be possible to recognize Vijayanagara 
royal women’s views and feelings and perhaps understand what 
their position was, in the literary marketplace included. The pre
sumption is that the experience of women shaped by their gender 
could have an impact on their writings. Nevertheless, the question 
arises whether it will be true in the case of highly conventionalised 
Sanskrit poems.
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It is a demanding task to analyse women authors’ cultural 
contribution both in Sanskrit and vernaculars. First of all, not 
many literary works authored by women have survived to this day. 
There are poetesses whose writings are lost, whereas some other 
compositions, mainly in vernaculars, have never been committed 
to writing. On the other hand, not all preserved manuscripts may 
have been brought to light and published. Again those which are 
published may be understudied or have never been studied at all. 
The printed texts usually contain introductions limited to very 
basic facts only.

It is not the case of the Madhuravijaya or “The Conquest of 
Madhura”, however. The text was found purely by chance in 1916 
in a private library in Trivandrum, as a part of a collection of San
skrit works, then published by Pandit V. Srinivasa Sastri of the 
Travancore Archaeological Department (Aiyangar Krishnaswamy 
2003: 28). Two more manuscripts of the Madhuravijaya were dis
covered, neither of them complete or in a better condition than the 
one found first. The fourth existing manuscript is in the Punjab 
University Library in Lahore. In 1924 the second edition of the 
Madhuravijaya appeared (ed. G. Harihara Sastri &: V. Srinivasa 
Sastri, Trivandrum: The Sridhara Power Press). The next edition 
cum English translation was published in 1957 by S. Thiruvenkat- 
achari.9 It is provided with a lengthy historical Introduction by the 
editor and translator. Then, in 1969 SubrahmanyasastrT prepared 
another edition, trying to fill some lacunae of the manuscripts 
and offering Sanskrit commentary as well as introductory essays. 
This edition, to my knowledge, is absent from European libraries. 
In 1989 Kusalappa Gauda edited the text and translated it into 
Kannada. In 2001 Sharada Mishra produced another editition and 
translation of the text into Hindi.

9 I am following the Trivandrum edition of 1924 and Thiruvenkatachari’s 
edition of the Madhuravijayam. I had at my disposal only some excerpts 
copied from Subrahmanyasâstrï’s edtion, which I could consult. As to the 
translations, in several cases I am indebted to Thiruvenkatachari’s ones; how
ever, because of different reasons, I do not quote them in my book.
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There are two monographs on this mahâkâvya published re
cently. In 2007 Sharada Mishra published her study under the 
title Râjarânï Gangâdevî aur unkä kävyasilp (queen Gangâdevî 
and her Poetic Craftsmanship). She is mainly concerned with po
etic figures and other stylistic devices of the epic poem, although 
the first chapter deals in short with its historical aspect referring to 
S. Thiruvenkatachari, Venkataramanayya and other sources pub
lished decades ago. Mishra also discusses structural parallels to the 
works of famous Sanskrit poets. B. A. Dodamani's GangädevT’s 
Madhuravijayam. A literary Study edited one year later accord
ingly to the book's title is dedicated to the stylistic level of the 
poem. It seems that both books do not take into account new 
findings and hypothesis concerning Vijayanagara history.

Longer or shorter excerpts from the Madhuravijayam San
skrit text, sometimes together with their translations or trans
lations alone, appeared in different books, e.g. “Sources of Vijaya
nagara History” (Aiyangar Krishnaswamy 2003) and “Kingship: 
state and religion in South India according to South Indian his
torical biographies of kings (Madhurävijaya, Acyutaräyäbhudaya 
and Vemabbhüpalacarita)", an unpublished Ph.D. dissertation of 
D. Sridhara Babu, Georg-August-Universität zu Göttingen.

In 2013 a translation of two hundred selected verses from the 
Madhurävijaya into English, together with the Sanskrit text of 
the translated stanzas, was published as a jointly effort of Venetia 
Kotamraju and Shankar Rajaraman.10

10 Kotamraju and Rajaraman on the website www. rasalabooks. com mention 
also two recent monographs on the Madhuravijaya to which I had no access: 
Kannan, K. S. 2010. Madhuravijayam of GangadevT: A historical work of 
14(/l Century in Sanskrit (cantos 8 and 9). Bangalore University, Bangalore; 
Krishnamachariar, A. 2010. GangadevT’s Madhuravijayam. Shriranganachiar 
Publishers, Srirangam.

All the editors did not have an access to the Lahore manuscript, 
which although incomplete and consisting of seven sargas only, 
could provide some missing fragments from earlier cantos. The 
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task of a critical edition of the Madhurâvijaya undertaken in the 
20th century is still awaiting its completion. Nevertheless, it should 
be stated that just since the moment of its discovery after six 
centuries of oblivion, the work of Gangâdevï has attracted the 
attention of historians as well as that of literary critics. In fact, 
the Madhurâvijaya, this fourteenth-century mahâkâvya written by 
Gangâdevï, who introduces herself as a beloved of Kampana, the 
son of Bukka I of the Sangama Dynasty, is viewed differently by 
scholars nowadays. Velcheru Narayana Rao, David Shulman and 
Sanjay Subrahmanyam call it “the literary celebration of Kam- 
pana's conquest” (Rao, Shulman & Subrahmanyam 1992: 29) and 
seem to treat it mainly as a literary work devoid of significance 
as a historical document. Some other refer to it as a source of 
reliable historical information. Perhaps the truth is somewhere in 
between. Definitely, Gangâdevï’s composition fulfils the require
ments prescribed for its literary genre thoroughly. However, the 
poetess speaks not about the mythical or remote past but about 
the events she witnessed herself. That is why we cannot fail to 
take into account her voice while reconstructing the early history 
of the Vijayanagara Empire, which still poses questions difficult to 
answer decisively. We shall consult other literary works mention
ing personages and facts with which she presents us. Inscriptions 
from that period will be also taken into account. The degree of 
historicity of the work and other problems possible to address def
initely stimulate interest in the Madhurâvijaya and could make 
further investigations rewarding.

Tirumalâmbâ, on the other hand, associated with the court of 
Acyutarâya (Tuluva Dynasty), and her literary works, occasion
ally mentioned shortly in different articles and monographs, do 
not seem to draw similar scholars’ attention. Fortunately, there 
is an edition of her campü, entitled Varadainbikâparinaya. pub
lished together with an English translation and a 29-page-long In
troduction by its editor and translator Suryakanta. There are also 
some Sanskrit verses eulogising her kingly “employer” and then 
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husband, Acyutaraya (reigned: 1529-1542) of the Vijayanagara 
Tuluva dynasty. They are preserved in temple inscriptions in dif
ferent places, such as Hampi, Kalahasti, Lepakshi and Srirangam 
(Skr. Srirangam). There are also mentions about other works of 
this royal poetess which have not been preserved. It seems that 
she was a really prolific writer.

What life did the two poetesses belonging to different centuries 
and courts of different dynasty rulers live? Would it be possible to 
collect some scraps of it from among the verses celebrating their 
kings?



Chapter 1 
Vijayanagara 

Women—Whisperings of 
Inscripions11

11 I allude to Noboru Karashima’s declaration: "I always start my study by 
reading inscriptions, as many of them as possible, so that I may listen to their 
’whisperings’.” (Karashima 2001: 56).

Before we embark on any closer inspection of both texts, it would 
be worth thinking about the position of women in medieval South 
India and their career opportunities, especially in the field of lit
erature

According to the Portuguese traveller, chronicler and horse 
trader, Fernào Nunes (also known as Fernao Nuniz), who spent 
three years (1535-1537) in Vijayanagara, there were women at 
the king's court responsible for writing down all the accounts and 
expenses, while the task of some others was to note down all the 
happenings in the kingdom and compare their books with those 
of outside writers (Sewell 1992: 248 249, 382). There were also 
women who held offices of responsibility in the state (Sewell 1992: 
383). Mahalingam, in his study Administration and Social Life 
under Vijayanagar. Part IL Social Life, says that:

(...) from the evidence of Nuniz one may assume that women were 
employed for the management of the zenana. It is highly doubtful if 
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women were appointed to offices of responsibility in the government. 
(Mahalingam 1975: 42)

In fact, we know very little about women's lives and status in 
the period of the Sangama dynasty. Kâvya usually shows them 
in connection with the erotic emotion (tirngararasa) and literature 
created at that time did the same, which makes the picture lacking 
perhaps not so in colours as in details. There is one more source 
which can yield glimpses into women’s lives, namely inscriptions. 
Perhaps it is worth quoting Cynthia Talbot, who investigated the 
position of women in Kâkatïya Andhra:

The roles that women could assume in medieval society were not 
solely domestic, as one might believe from reading the dharmasâstra 
texts. The temple institution was the primary public arena for 
women in Kakatiya Andhra. There they could hold honored posi
tions as officials in charge of treasury (El 6.15; SII 6.89 and 228), as 
well as serving as temple dancers (SII 4.700, SII 5.140). In several 
temples in coastal Andhra, endowments were administered by the 
collective body of temple women known as the Sani 300 (e.g., SII 
5.161). Most of these temple women, or gudisâni, were daughters 
of respectable men like nâyakas or settis. (... ) Political authority 
could also be publicly wielded by aristocratic women.
(Talbot 2001: 84)

One can expect that the situation in the same territory and 
neighbouring ones under the rule of Vijayanagara, i.e. several deca
des later, would not be exposed to drastic changes.

The corpus of Karnataka texts written during the rule of the 
Sangama dynasty between 1336 to 148512 is not very rich in 
records mentioning women, nevertheless, it cannot be neglected 
as a source of information. We learn from the slab inscription in 
the Somesvara temple that during the rule of Devarâya I, when 
Samkaradëva was his mahâpradhâna (chief minister) governing 
Bârakûra-râjya, one Jogi-setti with his wife Râmakka and their 

12 Gopal & Ritti 2004.
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son Cikki-Setti made a grant for a regular supply of rice to feed a 
brahmana on the occasion of rudrapuja in the temple of Somana- 
thadeva of Murukeri (Gopal &: Ritti 2004: 1052-1053). It is a 
collective, family donation. However, studying inscriptions proves 
that individual donations by women happened quite regularly. It 
also turns out that women could be land owners. According to In
dian legal literature, women’s personal property (strldhana) was 
restricted to jewellery and some other movable goods. In the in- 
scriptional corpus one comes across a text dated 1366 which in
forms us that during the reign of Bukka I, Vithapa-damdanayaka 
had purchased land from one Sovaladevi* 13 and granted the in
come from the land for the offerings, a perpetual lamp and for 
feeding the brahmanas in the temple of SrTkrsna at Udupi (Gopal 
& Ritti 2004: 151-152). The inscription from Kaduru (Udupi 
District) dated 1371 records that a lady Dugu-binnanitti, after 
the death of her son, arranged for the regular feeding of one 
brahmana by granting a piece of land which she purchased for 
that purpose (Gopal & Ritti 2004: 215-216). Padumaladevi, a 
daughter of Kamadeva, a scion of the royal Kadamba family, ar
ranged for feeding 12 brahmanas, including hiring a cook, in the 
shelter (chatra) attached to the temple of Omamjuru. For this pur
pose she purchased land, as the inscription from Banavasi dated 
1387 records (Gopal & Ritti 2004: 478-501). Another woman, 
Nagavve, the wife of Ramanna-setti, made a grant of money to the 
temple of Somanathadeva of Manigarakeri for everyday worship of 
Siva in his Rudra form (rudra-puja) and feeding three brahmanas 
as well as providing different types of lamps and pahcamrta14 
on every full moon day (purnima) (Gopal & Ritti 2004: 333- 
334). The inscription from Araga (Shivamogga District), dated 
1376, records the construction of a hall for religious gatherings 

13 The transliteration of names according to Gopal and Ritti. Later on I use 
the Sanskritised version of some of these names.

13 The mixture of five nectars, usually milk, yoghurt, ghee, honey and sugar.
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(sabhâ-mandapà) in the temple of Vlrabhadra by Manjâdëvi, wife 
of Vedagiri Virupanna (Gopal & Ritti 2004: 315-316). The in
scription from Tirumani, Kolar Disctrict, dated 1397, marks im
portant irrigation works ordered by Jommâdëvi, a daughter of 
Virûpâdëvi, who was again a daughter of Bukka I. Jommâdëvi’s 
minister, Nâgarâja, made a contract for digging a channel to fill a 
tank.15

15 EC X.10: El: 232, 285.
16 For instance certain Nagamma, after her husband died an unnatural death, 

receiving assurance from her father-in-law that he would set up a hero-stone 
for her husband, committed satT (Inscription form Naduru, 1377 A.D.); the 
inscription on a sati-stone from Kanavi, Gadag District, dated 1407 A.D., 
informs us that Nagayi and Demayi died along with their husband (Gopal &: 
Ritti 2004: 175-176, 812-813).

These inscriptions, although low in number, prove that women, 
regardless of their social status, could buy and sell land as well 
as donate it individually to the temple. One of the above men
tioned women was the wife of Râmanna-setti, and setti forms a 
caste name of members of merchant communities in South In
dia. Another belonged to the ancient royal Karnataka family of 
Kadambas. They could also donate money, sacrificial utensils or 
found temple buildings. The inscription from Tirumani shows that 
women from the Sangama family financed irrigation of the area.

Among the material gathered by Gopal and Ritti, there is a 
number of inscriptions commemorating deaths of women. Some 
of them committed satf.16 Another group of inscriptions, which is 
less numerous, records the death by sanyasana-vidhi. It turns out 
that these women were disciples of Jaina teachers or ascetics. The 
inscription from Hire Àvali (Shivamogga District), dated 1396, in
forms that Kâmi-gaundi, wife of Kâna-Râmana, daughter-in-law of 
Bommara and Beca-gaunda, the chief of Jiddalige and Àvalipura, 
died by the rite (vidhi) of sanyasana (abstinence from all kinds of 
food). She was a disciple of Siddhânti-yatïsa (Gopal & Ritti 2004: 
579-580). Tavananadi inscription, dated 1372, registers the death 
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by samadhi-vidhi of Bommakka, daughter of Vitthala and wife of 
Bomma-gauda. She was a disciple of Simhanandi of Balatkara- 
gana (Gopal & Ritti 2004: 226-227). Another woman, Bommi- 
gaundi, wife of Beci-gaunda from Avali and a disciple of Jina- 
pati M(R?)amaracandra-maladharideva, also died by sanyasana- 
samadhi-vidhi. There is an interesting statement that describes 
her meditation on Jina being so deep that even in speech and 
thought she did not remember her sons and grandsons (Jinara 
nenevutta vacanadol manasinolam putrapautram toravuttam 
yenagiga pamcapadagale ghanavenutale mudihi svarggamam nere 
padedalu—Gopal & Ritti 2004: 750). This is the evidence that 
not only Jaina asetics, teachers, kings and other male members 
of Jain community practiced the rituals through which death was 
invited.17

17 Read more about samadhi, aradhana and sanyasana-vidhi in: Inviting 
Death: Indian attitude towards the ritual death (Settar 1989).

18 Parasher-Sen 2001: 471.

The way of renunciation was also open for the lay womenfolk— 
members of families. The case that women were disciples of male 
ascetics and monks has been already proved by the above-quoted 
Sangama inscriptions. On the other hand, as Aloka Parasher-Sen 
states in her article “Renunciation in the Jain Tradition”, women 
“were allowed to become nuns, and as senior nuns, had monks as 
disciples”.18

Inscriptions from the Tuluva dynasty period depicting women- 
donors are more frequent. The inscriptions registered during 
the twelve years of Acyutaraya’s reign only in two temples— 
Verikatesvara Temple at Tirumalai and Govindaraja Temple in 
Tirupati—belong to two types of donors: the Queen (4 records) 
and as V. Vijayaraghavacharya, the editor and the translator of 
these inscriptions calls them, the temple damsels (12 records) (Vi
jayaraghavacharya 1984: VII). As that Queen is Varadambika, 
the heroine of our campu, the records will be referred to in the 
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forthcoming Part II and its chapters devoted to the poem. The 
same concerns the poetess Tirumalamba, whose name appears in 
inscriptions quite often. Among the temple women we can find 
one Govindasani, who on 8tfl July 1530 donated money

(...) for the purpose of providing for Sri Govindarajan an offering 
of 1 atirasa-padi on the day of Masi, 1 atirasa-padi on the day of 
Pahguni-Uttiram. (...) and 1 atirasa-padi on the day of Padiya- 
vettai (hunting festival), altogether 6 atirasa-padi in each year while 
seated in your mantapam constructed by you on the bank of the 
GovindapushkarinT (...).
(Vijayaraghavacharya 1984: 14)

The sum of 300 panam was meant for “the improvement and 
excavation of the irrigation tanks and channels in the temple vil
lages” (Vijayaraghavacharya 1984: 14). There were also records 
concerning temple dancers. One of them is in favour of Mud- 
dukuppayi:

(...) as you are orderd to serve as the dancer in the temple of Sri 
Verikatesa at Tirumalai by Achyutaraya Maharaya, you are entitled 
to receive one taligai-prasadam daily for your maintenance from 
this day onwards from the temple of Sri Govindaraja abiding in 
Tirupati. In this manner you are authorised to serve through the 
succession of your descendants in the temple of Sri Verikatesa and 
to receive one taligai-prasadam as long as the moon and the sun 
shine.
(Vijayaraghavacharya 1984: 24)

Here the dancer sent by the king was provided with food 
gift or prasadam. Temple dancers were also donors to the tem
ple and in such a case they were entitled to have their share in 
food offerings, as was recorded on 13t/l July 1535 for Lirigi and 
Tiruverikatamanikkam, daughters of Tippasani, one of the Empe- 
rumanadiyal (temple damsels):

You are entitled to receive the quarter share of the offered appam 
and dosai prasadam due to the donor. The balance of the prasadam 
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we shall set apart for distribution at the early sandhi. 
(Vijayaraghavacharya 1984: 97)

Some inscriptions registered in Bhatkal area bring the name 
of “the Mahâmandalësvara Chennadevi Ammanavaru daughter- 
in-law of Devarasa-vodeya as ruling Bhatkala and other Râjyas 
from her capital Sangîtapura” (Raghavendra 1941: 38). Accord
ing to Noboru Karashima, the formal title of mahâmandalësvara 
refers to administrators (Karashima 1985: 24) or governors of 
the provinces. Sangîtapura, at present the village Haduvalli of 
Bhatkal Taluk in North Kanara District of Karnataka State, was 
a well-known cultural centre of Jaina culture. Chennadevi was 
not the only queen ruling in this region and her inscriptions show 
the strong position of women there. In the inscription from 23rd 
October 1542 it is stated that she

(...) granted to Naranadeva-Nayaka sister’s son of his officer 
named Linga-Nayaka, a land having the sowing capacity of ten and 
a half mudis of paddy, belonging to the palace, after detenanted it 
from the previous tenants (...). It is stated that the land should 
pass to the female descendants as gift (pennige dâna) or to the male 
descendants by right of succession (gandige müJa).
(Raghavendra 1941: 38)

It is worth mentioning the in this region as well as in Tulu coun
try and Kerala the matrilineal system of inheritance was practised 
by various communities (aliyasantana—i.e. a sister's son was the 
successor).

Summing up, according to epigraphical evidence, women in the 
Vijayanagara period could be individual donors, they owned land 
and could transfer land rights to others, and it seems that they 
could hold honoured positions in the temples. Definitely, educated 
women, as attested by European travellers, held important posi
tions at royal courts. Perhaps their importance was hidden behind 
the walls of the zenana enclosure but not necessarily restricted to 
it. On the other hand, a dancer can be sent to the temple as a 
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kind of gift. The examples of women-rulers in the Vijayanagara 
period can be provided, too.

Let us now try to amplify the whispering of inscriptions ap
plying to Vijayanagara women’s writing.



Chapter 2
The Woman-writer GangadevT

Speaks

2.1. Gangadevi introduces herself
Rajasekhara, Kavyamimamsa13

19 Rajasekhara 2000: 116.
20 e.g.: "The lady poet (or may we perhaps think rather of her pandit 

teacher?) was an accomplished Sanskrit scholar (...)” (Eineneau 1985: 401).

purusavat yosito pi kavibhaveyuh / samskaro hy atmani samavaiti, 
na strainam paurusam va vibhagam apeksate / sruyante drsyante ca 
rajaputryo mahamatyaduhitaro ganikah kautukibharyas ca sastra- 
prahatabuddhayah kavayas ca /

Women can be poets as men are. Mental impressions assemble in 
the soul, it does not require discrimination between men and women. 
One can hear about or see princesses, daughters of ministers, courte
sans and wives of artists having mind trained in scholarly disciplines 
and composing poetry.

Some scholars expressed their doubts about female authorship 
of such poems as the Madhuravijayam and suggested the pos
sibility that these were court poets or the gurus of the queens 
who wrote the compositions and ascribed them to these female 
authors.19 20
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If we consider the possibility that those queens, or at least 
some of them, were in fact courtesans ‘wedded" to a king, the 
chances for their literary education cannot be questioned. As A. K. 
Ramanujan, Velcheru Narayana Rao and David Shulman write:

(...) the courtesan enjoyed a freedom usually reserved for men; not 
only did she not suffer from many restrictions imposed on women 
but she was given the same honor shown to poets in a royal court. 
Names of great courtesans such as Macaladevi are known in liter
ature dating from the Kakatlya period. Some, such as the learned 
Rarigajamma, were prominent poets in the Nayaka courts. 
(Ramanujan, Rao & Shulman 1994: 27)

No one questions the role in the literary marketplace of the 
courtesan, MadhuravanT, who lived at the court of Raghunatha- 
nayaka. Some information about her relationship with King Raghu- 
natha can be acquired through her elaborated work SrTramayana- 
sarakavyatilakam.

The KrTdabhiramamu, a parodic work of a Telugu poet Vinu- 
konda Vallabharaya living in the first half of the fifteenth century, 
introduces a courtesan favoured by the great king Prataparudra 
in such words:

She is famous all over the world
as the great preceptor of love as laid down
in the Vedic Science of desire. She won the highest respect
of the assembly of scholars, presided over
by the King himself, Pratapa-rudra. Don’t you recognize 
this Macaladevi, the well-known whore? (180)
(Rao & Shulman transl. 2002: 8)

Judging by the contents of the Madhuravijayam, GarigadevT 
definitely was not one of the royal queens with a higher status. The 
kings and princes had many wives, as we know, but among them 
only a few principal ones whose sons could inherit the kingdom 
(Mahalingam 1975: 39-40). Nowhere in the poem is there even 
the slightest hint that GarigadevT was important in the hierarchy 
of the royal ladies.
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In stanza 17, sarga 3, we come across information that King 
Bukka I arranged for marriages of his son:

athainam âsâditayauvanodayam 
narendrakanyâbhir ayojayan nrpah / 
ghanâgamah sambhrtaratnasampadam 
varapagâbhir nidhim ambhasâm iva // MV 3.17 //21

21 The Sanskrit text of the Madhuravijayam is given after consulting the 
editions of 1924 and 1957. In several cases I introduced my own emendations.

Then the King joined him,
who attained bloom of his youth,
with the royal daughters,
like the advent of rainy season unites the ocean, 
receptacle of accumulated jewels, 
with the most excellent rivers.

Definitely these were political marriages. As Daud Ali points 
out:

Relations of friendship, fealty and even favour could be established 
through the ‘gift of a virgin’ (kanyâdâna). In some cases, the gift 
of a king’s daughter to an overlord’s household was expected as a 
sign of loyalty (...).
(Ali 2004: 51)

The next stanza of the Madhuravijayam promises the name of 
Kampana's chief consort, however all what is left contains several 
comparisons:

sacïva sakrasya rameva sârnginah satïva sambho
Like SacT to Sakra (Indra), like Rama (Laksmï) to Sâriigin (Visnu), 
like SatT (Parvati) to Sambhu (Siva)...

Perhaps the name of the principal consort, or most probably 
consorts as the previous sentence mentions kings’ daughters (three 
of them or more?) compared respectively to SacT, LaksmT and 
Parvati, came at that moment. Unfortunately this part of the 
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manuscript is missing. Was the name of GangadevT mentioned in 
this stanza? There are certain grounds to doubt it. If she was a 
princess, there would be a chance to add such an important piece 
of information about her parentage in some other passages of her 
work.

Yet another passage, namely 7.39 41, put before the readers' 
eyes the pair: Kampana and Ganga:

atha kainpanrpo 'pi krtyavit
krtasandbyasamayocitakriyah /
avadat savidhe sthitam priyam
bhuvi gahgetyabhinanditahvayam 11 MV 7.39 //

Then the conscientious King Kampana,
after performing worship proper for the twilight, 
addressed his beloved who was near him 
and who was greeted with the name Ganga in this world.

kamalaksi kataksyatam ayam
samayo varnanaya rasardraya /
jana esa vacas tavamrtam
sravasa payayitum kutuhalT 11 MV 7.40 //

“O lotus-eyed one!
Make this moment visible for me
by the description full of subtle feelings.
This man is eager to drink with his ears
the nectar of your speech.”

iti sa dayitena bhasita
daranamram dadhatT mukhambujam /
vadati sma sanaih sucismita
sarasodarapadam sarasvatTm // MV 7.41 //

She slightly lowered the lotus of her face
and slowly, with a bright smile,
she pronounced the speech
in measured cadence and effecting the sentiments.
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She calls herself Kampana’s priya. The word priya first of all 
means “beloved”, “mistress”, although a wife can be called priya, 
too. Kampana addresses her using a very popular epithet ‘lotus
eyed’ and calling himself Jana', a name which can mean the person 
nearest to the speaker, a lover. She starts her recitation with a 
bashfully lowered face and delicate smile on it. Such a scene tells 
of the intimacy between the speakers but does not prove Gariga’s 
position as the lawful wife. She does not even add the second 
part to her name, devT, which could be treated as the title of a 
queen, princess or any woman of high rank.22 Certainly, she shows 
herself as a talented poetess and a beloved of the king. Definitely, 
the image which emerges from her poem is not that of the chief 
queen and the number one in the king’s harem. In fact, what she 
cares about is to show us an image of a well-educated and gifted 
poetess.

22 In the colophons -devT is added to the name Gaiiga but they could have 
been written by a scribe. Additionally, some courtesans were also addressed 
with that honorificum, e.g., Macaladevl.

2.2. Royal poetess’s education and talent

First of all the author is very much concerned to show how well 
she is familiarized with the Sanskrit language, theory of literature 
and the works of great Sanskrit writers. She not only mentions the 
greatest poets from the past but devotes to each of them one stanza 
in which she characterizes the style and language of a particular 
kavi.

In the strophe devoted to Bharavi, she expresses such an opin
ion about his literary legacy:

vimardavyaktasaurabhya bharati bharaveh kaveh I
dhatte vakulamaleva vidagdhanam camatkriyam // MV 1.9 //
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Just like the garland of bakula23 flowers

23 bakula. m. (also vakula) is a medium-sized tree. Mimusops elengi, said 
to put forth blossoms when sprinkled with nectar from the mouths of lovely 
women. Its small sweet scented flowers are white with a yellowish tinge. The 
fragrance remains even when the flowers are dried. So garlands made of bakula 
flowers are known as sweet smelling and durable.

24 The Indian coral tree, Erythrina variegata, which according to mythology 
is one of the five heavenly trees.

25 More in Introduction to the edition of the Krsnakarnâmrta of Lilasuka 
Bilvamangala (Wilson 1975).

yields its scent when pressed,
so the composition of Bhâravi in close contact 
reveals its beauty and fills the learned with awe.

Gangâdevï's list of Sanskrit kavis starts with Vâlmïki and 
Vyâsa, then in chronological order the names of Kâlidâsa, Bâna, 
Bhâravi, Dandin and Bhavabhüti appear. Dandin receives the 
title of âcârya. These great masters of yore definitely gained pan
Indian fame. The poets mentioned later are connected with South 
India. The poet of the Karnâmrta is praised by her in the following 
words:

mandâramanjarïsyandimakarandarasâbdhayah /
kasya nâhlâdanâyâlam karnâmrtakaver girah 11 MV 1.12 //

Whom would the words of the Karnâmrta poet fail to delight?
The words which are like an ocean of honey
which oozes from the flower clusters of the mandâra24 tree.

The Karnâmrta poet is an almost legendary personage and 
many scholars have been trying to find out the truth hidden behind 
a great number of different legends about him.25 It is believed 
that the Krsnakarnâmrta was written by Lilasuka Bilvamangala 
but there is an agreement among scholars that the text is of South 
Indian origin. It has its different versions and one of them comes 
from Bengal. It is said that the text was brought by Caitanya 
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c. 1510 from his pilgrimage in South India and it is an authoritative 
work for the followers of Caitanya in Bengal. Gangadevi provides 
the earliest date for this poem.

Tikkaya is the next name given by the poetess. It must be one 
of the greatest Telugu poets, Tikkana Somayaji, who lived in the 
thirteenth century26 at the court of KakatTyas. He was one of the 
‘trinity of poets’ (kavitrayam) who translated the Mahabharata 
into Telugu. The other poets she mentions are her older contem
poraries. These are: Agastya, a poet at the Prataparudradeva II 
court at Warangal, then possibly under patronage of Bukka I; 
his nephews Garigadhara,27 a dramatist; and finally Visvanatha.28 
Agastya is called by Gariga the author of seventy-four poetic com
positions, of which we have been able to trace only three works so 
far: a prose poem (gadyakavya) the Krsnacaritam. the NalakTrti- 
kaumudikavya and an epic poem (mahakavya) the Balabharatam. 
Garigadhara is called the second Vyasa as he dramatized the story 
of Mahabharata. Agastya, Garigadhara and Visvanatha were con
nected with Prataparudradeva II. His court seems to have been 
busy with men of letters; it is said that there were about two 
hundred poets there. He was also a scholar and a poet him
self. We should stress firmly that in this way Gangadevi gives 
a picture of cultural continuity provided by the Sanga- 
mas: at the courts of Bukka I and his son these poets 
were respected and their works admired. No wonder that 

26 If we belive that Gangâdevï’s order is a chronological one, we have to agree 
that the author of the Krsnakarnamrta lived after the eighth century, as this 
is the date for Bhavabhüti, and the thirteenth century is the upper limit, as 
he should be a prior or older contemporary of Tikanna.

27 About this family connections read in Introduction to the edition of the 
Balabharatam text by K. S. Ramamurthy.

28 Visvanatha calls Agastya his maternal uncle (mâtula) in the prastâvanâ to 
his Saugandhikâharana (see: Introduction to the Krsnacaritam by T. Venkat- 
acharya, pp. VII-VIII and the Saugandhikâharana si. 4, ed. Sivadatta & 
Kasinath 1902: 2).
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such an attitude could give rise to the later Telugu works such as 
the Prataparudra Caritramu and the Rayavacakamu, showing the 
greatness of Vijayanagara and implying that the KakatTyas were 
actually the lineal predecessors of the Vijayanagara monarchs.29 
GangadevT's couplet dedicated to Visvanatha allows us to presume 
that this poet was especially close to Ganga. Perhaps he was her 
preceptor. She calls him the lord of poets and wishes him long 
life:

29 This line of reasoning will finally bring the works connected with the 
personage of Vidyaranya, such as Vidyaranyakrti or Vidyaranyavrttanta, in 
which the story about the service of Sangama brothers Harihara and Bukka 
under Prataparudradeva II appears.

30 More about catu in footnote 38.

dram sa vijayibhuyat visvanathah kavisvarah /
yasya prasadat sarvajhyam samindhe madrsesv api 11 MV 1.16 //

May the lord of poetry, Visvanatha, prosper long!
Through his favour, omniscience
has been lighten up even in someone like me.

A poet in South India, especially in the catu30 tradition, was 
believed to be omniscient as his talent was considered to be a di
vine gift. Velcheru Narayana Rao and David Shulman in their 
book A poem at the right moment: remembered verses from pre
modern South India retold some of the stories showing this amaz
ing quality which discerns the greatest poets and always helps 
them win any kind of competition or solve a literary riddle.

The quoted stanza suggests that our poetess aspired to the 
position among the first rank poets, those who are omniscient. 
On the other hand, to prove that her knowledge of theory of lit
erature is more than sufficient, she commences the discussion on 
theoretical issues. Some of her remarks, in fact, could be treated 
as her excuses addressed to literary critics. She says that, in real
ity, a perfect composition does not exist and critics should notice 
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the merits of the work instead of concentrating on their quest for 
faults.

kvacid arthah kvacic chabdah kvacid bhavah kvacid rasah / 
yatraite santi sarve 'pi sa nibandho na labhyate // MV 1.17 //

In one (composition) there is (a quality of) sense,
in another (that) of sound, or bhava, or rasa.
But nowhere is a work found
in which all these exist together.

gunam vihaya kavyesu dusto dosam gavesate I
vanesu tyaktamakandah kako nimbam apeksate // MV 1.20 //

A villain leaving behind good qualities 
searches for faults in poetic compositions. 
The crow looks for nimba31 fruit 
disregarding the mangos in the groves.

31 Azadirachta indica, its small olive-like fruit is bitter with one or two seeds, 
whereas the mango tree produces large, sweet fruit.

32 For the opinion on this subject formulated by Bilhana, see his Vikramahka- 
devacarita 1.11 and 1.12; also Bronner 2010: 461-462.

Gangadevi, anticipating perhaps possible accusations of pla
giarism, or just revealing her views on the subject discussed in the 
circles of literati at her times,32 openly declares:

cauryarjitena kavyena kiyat divyati durjanah / 
aharyarago na ciram rucirah krtrimopalah // MV 1.21 //

How long can a villain play
with poetry acquired by stealing?
The counterfeit jewel is radiant
but the artificial colouring is short-lived.

Concluding her poetic manifesto, Gangadevi once again sug
gests that her poetry is worth listening to: 
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na prarthaniyah satkavyasrutyai sahrdayo janah I 
svadupusparasasvade kah prerayati satpadam // MV 1.24 // 
tan madiyam idam kavyam vibudhah srotum arhatha/ 
madhuravijayam nama caritam kampabhupateh // MV 1.25 //

A connoisseur needs no invitation to listen to good poetry. 
Who urges the bee to taste the sweetness of flower juice? 
Oh, learned men, deign to listen to that poem of mine 
entitled the Conquest of Madhura, the story of king Kampa.

Also in stanza 7.40, as was noticed above, we are able to find 
confirmation that Ganga is listed among the best poets at the 
court of Kampana, who himself is introduced as surrounded by 
good poets and a connoisseur of good poetry (MV 5.11).

In that way GangadevT presents herself as a well educated per
son suited to the company of great Sanskrit poets and continuing 
certain literary traditions. It must be admitted that such lengthy 
expositions33 on a part of male authors occur quite rarely. It is a 
common practice that poets list a few of the names of their pre
decessors, which is a kind of a ‘routine procedure' to pay homage 
to great ones, perhaps with the hope that they will be able to join 
the line of famous kavis. There are also poems authored by men 
which are completely deprived of such openings. It seems that the 
Vijayanagara poetess felt that she must give an immediate proof 
of her capability of being a writer.

33 In fact, among GañgádevT's predecessors Bilhana in his Vikramáñkadeva- 
caritam proudly shows off his knowledge of the theory of literature in as much 
as twenty-one stanzas (VC 1.9-29). Some of his couplets are similar in tone 
to those authored by our poetess, as for instance those concerning the wicked 
tracing faults and overlooking qualities (VC 1.20, 29). However, he does not 
list famous poets of the past, not to mention his contemporaries. He concen
trates more on the presentation of his own person and literary skills, whereas 
GangadevT demonstrates herself as a competent theoretician and historian of 
Sanskrit literature, not so self-confident as her colleague-poet living in the 
eleventh century.

One can agree that after reading even a part of her poem no 
other proof is needed. The mahakavya authored by her is elegant 
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and its language correct from the grammatical and poetical point 
of view.

Her royal queen status, however, remains doubtful. Leaving 
aside the question of the position of Gangadevi at Kampana’s 
court, let as inspect the mahakavya devoted to the exploits of 
Kampana in search of historical data and also traits which could 
be specific to women's writing.

2.3. Pregnancy, childbirth and family life in 
GangadevT’s poem

Such physical conditions as pregnancy and childbirth are frequen
tly mentioned in epic poems as they are important for the con
tinuation of royal lineages. Even the definitions (laksana) of a 
mahakavya list the birth and raising of sons among the elements 
obligatory for this genre.34 There is nothing exceptional in select
ing such developments, however, as will be shown, GangadevT’s 
presentation is quite unique.

e.g. Dandin, Kavyadarsa, 1.17 . . . kumarodayavarnanaih.

Canto 2 opens with information about the pregnancy of Buk- 
ka's queen—garbham adhatta devT—and finishes with the stanza 
in which Bukka with his three sons is compared to Siva with three 
eyes. The whole 42-couplet-long chapter is devoted exclusively 
to pregnancy, childbirth and raising children, but Gariga speaks 
more about feelings connected with those issues than rituals and 
ceremonies, which are of main interest for male writers. In thir
teen stanzas she describes DevayT’s pregnancy mentioning all the 
signs which prophesy the future greatness of the infant. These 
were: eating the particles of earth and other adventurous and un
usual whims, such as bathing in the TamraparnT river although 
the Turigabhadra was flowing nearby (MV 2.5). In the first stage 
of pregnancy, the queen’s slender body and pale face is compared 

34
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to the sara grass35 (MV 2.2a). Next comes the comparison of 
the pregnant woman to the autumnal river with its water lilies 
closing by the end of the day but reflecting the moon during the 
night.36 Obviously, the child in the mother’s womb is compared to 
the moon but also the mythical lineage of the Sangama dynasty is 
alluded to.37 Then the poetess describes the physical changes in 
the appearance of the pregnant woman informing about the king’s 
positive reactions to them:

35 Saccharum sara or munja Roxb., a very large tufted grass, pale straw 
coloured, with long white hairs. Its white flowers are of ornamental value.

36 vilünarájTvavaná diñante cháyásasáñkena sarannadTva// MV II.2
37 The genealogical tables of Sangamas show the Moon as their progenitor.

kramaj jahadbhih krasimanam ahgair
mukhena mugdhalasalocanena I 
madhyena ca tyaktavalitrayena 
naresvaram nandayati sma rajm // MV 2.9 //

The king rejoiced over the queen
with the limbs of her body gradually forgetting thinness,
her face with charming and languorous eye-looks
and the waist no longer possessing three folds.

sa u bhagyagan dhadvipadanalekha
raraja tasya navaromarajih / 
tejonidhim garbhatale nigudham 
kaloragl raksitum agateva // MV 2.10 //

A fresh line of hair on her abdomen,
this stroke of ichor connecting her with happiness,
was glittering as if it were
a black female snake come to protect
this treasury of glory hidden in her womb.

syamayamanacchavina mukhena
stanadvayam tamaraseksanayah I 
samdastamlotpalayor abhikhyam 
rathahganamroradharicakara // MV 2.11 //
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Both breasts of the lotus-eyed, 
with the nipples growing dark, 
were surpassing in beauty a pair of cakravaka birds 
with blue water-lillies (in their beaks).

tarn ambugarbham iva meghamalam 
velam ivabhyantarallnacandram / 
antastharatnam iva suktirekham 
apannasattvam prabhur abhyanandat 11 MV 2.12 //

The king was delighted with her carrying the foetus, 
as if she were a rain-cloud pregnant with waters, 
a pearl oyster with a jewel inside 
and the evening hour hiding the moon inside.

The picture of the pregnant queen, on the one hand, refers to 
the conventional description of a beautiful woman so often met 
with in kavya literature, on the other hand, it truly depicts the 
stages of pregnancy. First the queen loses weight, becomes pale 
and shows different longings of a pregnant woman. Then she puts 
on weight. Then comes the conventional delineation of different 
parts of her body. The breasts are compared to the cakravaka 
birds (Tadorna ferruginea, the Ruddy Shelduck), which are usually 
found in pairs and their body plumage is light-brown. That is 
why two breasts are so often compared to the birds living in pairs 
and attractive in colour. The nipples were growing darker with 
the progress of pregnancy and they are compared to the darkest 
among Indian flowers, namely dark blue water-lilly flowers. The 
contrast between the dark nipples and light skin of the breasts was 
stressed by the poetess. The line of hair coming from the deep 
navel was always depicted and admired by the poets. In the case 
of a pregnant woman the depth of the navel cannot be accented 
because of physical changes. That is why Gangadevi concentrates 
on the hairline which is compared to a dark snake. It is a female 
snake, which is also worth noticing, that guards the unborn child. 
The belly of a woman considered to be a beauty should be adorned 
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with three folds. Again, it is not possible for a pregnant lady, 
but there are other charms the expectant queen shows off: sweet 
glances and plumpness. And what is stressed—she was attractive 
to her husband. The child in her womb is compared to white 
objects: a pearl, waters and moon, a fact which foretells a great 
future for him.

The last stanza (MV 2.13) in this long description of a preg
nant woman, full of sophisticated comparisons, informs us that 
the king celebrated the pumsavana ceremony accordingly to the 
prescriptions given by his purohita.

After announcing the birth of an infant (MV 2.14), the poetess, 
in 11 consecutive couplets, shows the reaction of the world, or 
better to say that of the universe, to this event. First we can 
see the shining quarters as if newly washed by the royal fame of 
the milk ocean whiteness. A cool breeze scented by the pollen 
of heavenly trees blew gently, the god of fire seemed to dance 
in joy in expectation of the sacrifices which would be performed 
in all southern countries and the kalpa vrksa, the wish-fulfilling 
divine tree, was showering down flowers. Now we are moving to 
the animal world: wild elephants trumpeted in joy as if feeling a 
premonition that the infant would grow up to be a lion hunter; 
horses neighed with joy in expectation of the moment when the 
prince would mount them. Then finally this happiness came down 
to the world of men. The king's subjects celebrated the moment 
with blowing trumpets and bards (carana) chanted memorable 
verses (catu).38 The king was overwhelmed with joy, ready to 

38 In Sanskrit câtu means ‘pleasing words’, câtu verses, however, create a 
whole system and they live in the oral context. “Once an existing poem (for 
instance, from a classical source) enters this system, it is transformed in highly 
specific ways; poems created within câtu tradition naturally embody its par
ticular understanding of poetry, the poet’s role and power, and metaphysics 
of language proper to this system. The mode of transmission and elaboration 
is entirely oral; once câtus are collected and recorded in manuscript or printed 
books, they belong to a different stage of literary history and mean something 
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give himself to those who brought the happy tidings (avancchad 
atmanam api pradatum—MV 2.22). He also decreed that:

visrhkhaJas tasya gira niriyuh 
karagrhebhyo vimatavarodhah I 
tuluskabandmivahaya turnam 
agamine datum ivavakasam // MV 2.23 //

The offenders were unchained
and left the prisons by his order,
as if to quickly make room
for the future mass of Tuluska prisoners.

Such a reaction by the king is in complete agreement with the 
Arthasastra prescriptions recommending the release of prisoners 
on the occasion of the birth of a male child:

(...) putrajanmani va mokso bandhanasya vidhlyate //AS 1.36.47cd 
(...) or when a son is born (to the king), the jail is emptied.

Then together with Bukka we are able to see the newborn: his 
two reddish hands, gracefully shaped feet, all the auspicious marks 
on his body, his large eyes like lotus petals, his lofty nose and red 
lips adorned with a smile. This detailed depiction from toe to 
top (in Skr. nakhasikhavarnana, i.e. from a toe-nail—nakha—to 
sikha—a lock of hair on the crown of the head) consists of six stro
phes (MV 2.25-30). Parental feelings and emotions overwhelmed 
Bukka. Tears of joy appeared and he embraced the child with 
his eyes. The king’s emotions were clearly recognizable due to 
horripilation (MV 2.31-32).

different. Usually catu verses are ascribed to highly visible poets and associ
ated with narratives about them” (Rao, Shulman 1998: 135-136). Perhaps the 
poetess stresses the fact that the bards were true masters in their art adding 
grandiose splendour to the celebrations so these verses were remarkable and 
worth memorising.
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The technique of the description adopted by the poetess makes 
the lying-in-chamber the centre of the universe; not only the cham
ber—it turns out that Vijayanagara ruler’s court is in fact the 
centre of the universe. The eyes of the gods, animals and people 
are focused on it.

The dominating colour is white again:

snatas tato dhautadukuladhari
vitTrya bhuri dravinam dvijebhyah I 
mahTpatih putramuhkham didrksuh 
praviksad antahpuram attaharsah // MV 2.24 //

The king bathed and clad in white fine robes.
After disposing of immense riches to Brahmanas, 
wishing to see the face of the son, 
he sped to the gynaeceum, overjoyed.

avaiksata ksamasarTrayasteh
kumaram utsangagatam sa devyah I 
saratkrsaya iva saivalinyas 
tarahgalagnam kalahamsasabam // MV 2.25 //

He saw the boy lying on the lap
of the weak and slender-bodied queen,
like a goose nestling on the waves 
of an autumnal river reduced in waters.39

39 Autumn comes after the rainy season and is described in kavya poems as 
white in colour and with the waters coming back to riverbeds.

prakTrnakasm Traparagaga urais 
tiraskrtabhyantaradTpasobhaih I 
nivaryamanam muhur ujjihanair 
aristageham mahasam prarohaih // MV 2.26 //

The lying-in-chamber was incessantly protected
by the rays of light,
whitish as the scattered saffron dust
and surpassing the lustre of the lamps.
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To that white and shining picture, the poetess adds strokes 
of reddish colour: the small hands of the newborn forming fists 
again and again had the colour of fresh shoots (muhurmuhuh 
pallavapatalena mustikrtena dvitayena panyoh—MV 2.27ab); it 
was pleasant to look at his little fingers similar to delicate, red
dish new leaves (pravalatamrangulidarsanlyau—MV 2.28 c); and 
reddish was also the colour of his lips (tamradharostham—MV 
2.30c). The tinges of red can speak about love as this colour rep
resents passion and love as well.

Due to the talent of the author and perhaps also the fact that it 
was a woman-writer who created these passages, the reader clearly 
senses the intimate atmosphere of the emotional scene between 
husband and wife welcoming the newborn child.

The child was brought up by trustworthy nurses, but Bukka 
watched every stage of the child’s development with joy and inter
est: his first tottering gaits and the lisping words.

The contact with the little one was a source of immense plea
sure for the king:

tadananam tasya sugandhi jighrann 
aJaksyadantarikuradarsaniyam I 
na trptim asadayati sma raja 
navodayam hamsa ivaravindam 11 MV 2.37 //

The king never had enough of kissing40

40 The word used here for kissing comes from the root ghra and means a sniff 
kiss, i.e. the touch of the lips and nose usually on the head (here evidently 
on the mouth), “smelling the family smell of one’s child or other kin” (Smith 
2005: 53). In sarga V, stanza 60, Kampana is shown with the ladies from his 
harem as he kisses them. This time the word paricumbana is used (derivatives 
based on the root cumb mean a kiss of the lips).

41 More about the hamsa birds or geese in: Vogel 1962.

the fragrant mouth of the child 
with no teeth noticeable in it.
Just like a hamsa41 bird is never satisfied
with sniffing at the budding lotus.
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tatha na karpurabharair na harair 
na candanair napy amrtamsupadaih I 
yathabhavan nirvrtam asya gatram 
sutangasamsparsabhuva sukhena // MV 2.38 //

The pleasure his body derived 
from touching the limbs of his son 
was such that even the contact 
with camphor, pearls, sandal paste and moon-beams42 
cannot give it.

42 According to the conventions observed in kâvya, all the listed items are 
cool and extremely pleasant in contact. Additionally, all of them are white in 
colour.

43 Among three prenatal and five childhood samskâras or the rites of pas
sage, only these four are mentioned in the Madhurâvijaya: pumsavana—a rite 

The next strophe shows both parents with their child:

kalakkanatkancanakinkinlkam 
grhangane janucaram kumaram / 
alokayantav amrtamburaser 
magnav ivantah pitarav abhutam 11 MV 2.39 //

Both parents, looking at the prince 
crawling on all fours in the house’s courtyard, 
with small gold bells tinkling, 
were as if submerged in the ocean of amrta nectar.

The author of this canto depicted the aspects of family life in 
a particularly touching way, showing the affection of a husband 
to his pregnant wife and the parental feelings towards a newborn 
baby. It is done from a woman’s perspective as if the poetess 
herself was this pregnant woman, then the one in childbirth, who 
wanted to make her husband happy and proud because of the 
birth of a son. Of course there are conventional and unavoidable 
elements in this description, such as the mention about proper cer
emonies of pumsavana, jatakarman, namakarman43 and the omens 
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and auspicious marks on the child’s body, but it is not the char
acteristic feature of this chapter or sarga. What really is essential 
here and makes this canto exceptional within the realm of Sanskrit 
poetry are the scenes from the life of a woman presented with all 
poetical skills. The poetess did her best to make the audience 
able to visualize the scenes which took place in the private apart
ments of the royal couple. In fact, in this particular moment it is 
not so important that this is a royal couple. We have a man, a 
woman and a newborn boy before our eyes. She mentions colours, 
fabrics and uses sophisticated comparisons and metaphors which 
help imagine the situation. Due to skilfully applied alliterations, 
we are able to hear the jingling of the small gold bells ornamenting 
the limbs of the crawling prince. The imagery in this canto is very 
successful.

If, for the sake of comparison, we try to look at the poems 
written by male writers, GarigadevT’s predecessors, it is essen
tial to find such works which devote considerably long passages 
to pregnancy and childbirth. One of such works would be the 
Vikramahkadevacarita of eleventh-century poet Bilhana, which is 
devoted to the rule of Vikramaditya Tribhuvanamalla, who reigned 
at Kalyana from 1076 to 1127. The poet describes in detail the 
queen pregnant with her second child Vikramaditya (VC 2.60-79). 
Bilhana speaks about the pale face of the queen (VC 2.60), her re
semblance to the kandalT tree, the flowers of which are white (VC 
2.61), and a lot of attention is given to the breasts of the woman 
(VC 2.63-66)—they are compared to golden pitchers44 contain
ing fragrant nectar for the prince and the nipples are in fact two 

performed during the second, third or fourth month of pregnancy in order to 
beget a male child, jatakarman—a rite meant for the development of the intel
lect of the newborn child, namakarman—the name-giving ceremony performed 
on the 12ih day after birth, and additionally, in the first stanza of chapter III, 
caula or cudakarana, a tonsure ceremony performed in the child’s third and 
fifth year, is referred to. More about these samskaras in: Pandey 1969.

44 It quite often occurs in kavya that female breasts are compared to pitchers 
or jars.
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dark leaves of invigorating herbs for him. Thus such an utilitarian 
treatment is far from evoking emotions of the kind described in 
the Madhurâvijaya. We also learn that the folds of skin disap
peared from her belly. The stanzas mentioned here are created 
on the basis of complicated metaphors and comparisons and the 
rest of the passage is even difficult to comprehend. Even if the 
happiness of the king is mentioned here and there (VC 2.62, 77, 
79), we do not have a feeling that the eyes of the king are fo
cused on his beloved. He happily and eagerly awaits his second 
male child, who, as was foretold, will be the greatest among his 
three sons and that is why he appreciates all signs which show 
that this moment is close. Then the description of the lying-in- 
chamber (sütikâgrha) is given. The chamber was duly prepared 
by the experienced ladies who scattered rice for protection of the 
child and supplied drugs recommended by the physicians. Armed 
men were standing near the threshold of the house with protec
tive plants. The people of the town were uttering incantations.45 
This picture resembles very much the lying-in-chamber of queen 
Vâsavadattâ presented in the Kathâsaritsâgara of Somadeva,46 a 
contemporary of Bilhana, and a court poet of king Ananta, whom 
Bilhana, a Kashmirian travelling all over India, also mentioned in 
the final verses of the Vikramânkadevacarita containing his own 
life-story. The moment of childbirth was announced by the drum 
of the lord of gods and divine flowers dropped from heaven. There 
is no description of the child—only the mention about his super
human body (... lokottarena vapusa ... —VC 2.88). The king was 
happy because “in this world, indeed, it is the chief fruit of the life 
of householder1' (iha hi bhuvane gârhasthasya pradhânam idam 
phalam—VC 1.91b). The descriptions we are offered in the two 

45 Such practices, at least some of them, can be still observed, especially in 
rural India; more about childbirth in India: Ram 2009, Naraindas 2009.

46 Kathâsaritsâgara of Somadeva, Book IV: Naravahanadattajanma. Here 
one can find a description of a newly-born child although not so detailed as in 
the Madhurâvijaya.
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mahâkâvyas differ very much as to the contents and the way of 
their presentation.47 In the Vikramânkadevacarita the emotions 
of the pregnant queen and the feelings of the husband towards his 
wife and the father towards his son are not shown. We see an im
portant event for the king and his kingdom but the familial bonds 
and tender feellings are not shown here.

47 The sixteenth century historical mahâkâvya the Pândyakulodaya gives a 
considerably long description of a pregnant queen (4.27-33) and the child
birth (4.33); however, these are again only the descriptions of the body of the 
mother-to-be, without any emotions shown. Also Râjanâtha Dindima, the au
thor of Acyutarâyâbhyudaya, in the first sixteen stanzas of canto II, describes 
the pregnancy of Acyuta’s mother.

48 tadananam mrtsurabhi ksitïsvaro rahasy upâghrâya na trptim âyayau / 
RV 3.3ab.

Perhaps the only work with which Gangâdevï’s composition 
could be compared as far as the treatment of the subject of preg
nancy and childbirth is concerned is the Raghuvamsa of Kalidasa. 
The third canto of the Raghuvamsa opens with a sentence inform
ing about the pregnancy of Sudaksinâ, desired by her husband and 
welcomed by her friends. The following stanzas inform not only 
about the desires of the pregnant woman and the changes in her 
appearance but also about the feelings of her husband. Although 
the news about the pregnancy made him happy, when in private 
he kissed her mouth, he could not attain satisfaction because of 
the smell of earth, which means that Sudaksinâ had been tasting 
particles of earth as her son was supposed to rule the kingdom48 in 
the future. He enquired of her friends if she had a desire for any
thing. He was pleased (nananda—RV 3.11) seeing her putting on 
weight and moving with difficulty in order to greet him arriving at 
the residence. It turns out that couplet 12 of the Madhurâvijaya 
quoted above is based on the very same idea as stanza 9 of the 
Raghuvamsa:
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nidhanagarbham iva sagarambaram 
samTm ivabyantaralinapavakam I 
nadlm ivantahsalilam sarasvatim 
nrpah sasattvam49 mahislm amanyata I/ RV 3.9 //

49 The text commented by Vallabhadeva reads sagarbham (Goodall, Isaacson 
2003: 84), a word with the same meaning—‘a pregnant woman’—and the same 
number of syllables, which is important for the metre.

50 sami—Prosopis spicigera, a small flowering tree possessing a very hard 
wood supposed to contain fire; it was employed to kindle the sacred fire.

The king regarded the pregnant queen as reminding 
the sea-clad earth with the treasure in its womb, 
like the samT tree50 with fire concealed in it 
or like the river Sarasvati with its water hidden in the interior.

tarn ambugarbham iva meghamalam 
velam ivabhyantaralTnacandram I 
antastharatnam iva suktirekham 
apannasattvam prabhur abhyanandat 11 MV 2.12 //

The king was delighted with her carrying the foetus, 
as if she were a rain-cloud pregnant with waters, 
a pearl oyster with a jewel inside 
and the evening hour hiding the moon inside.

Close reading reveals the resemblance in the choice of the vo
cabulary, too. The underlined words can be found in the stanza 
of GarigadevT almost in the same place in the verse.

Perhaps another one of Kalidasa's stanzas was also an inspira
tion for GarigadevT, namely the verse showing the pleasure of the 
king arising from contact with his child’s skin:

tarn ankam aropya sarTrayojaih 
sukhair nisincantam ivamrtam tvaci I 
upantasammilitalocano nr pas cirat 
sutasparsarasajnatam yayau // RV 3.26 //

Having placed him (his son) on his lap, 
whose skin was as if sprinkled with amrta, 
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the king, with his eyes closed at the corners 
due to the pleasures arising from the contact 
with (his child’s) body, stayed aware of the delights 
of the touch of his son for a long time.

The couplet describing the first lessons of walking and talking 
taken from the nurse (RV 3.25) also shows a picture similar to the 
one drawn by the Vijayanagara poetess.

There can be no doubt that Kalidasa’s strophes show the fam
ily bonds in a way not found in another male written poems;51 
however, the Madhuravijaya offers more scenes like that, not omit
ting any moment important for a woman—starting from the first 
signs of pregnancy, showing the physical changes in the woman’s 
body, then the delivery and the description of the newborn, men
tioning not only auspicious signs but the real physical body of the 
child, and finally the visit of the father in the lying-in-chamber and 
his reactions in contact with the child. All these traits present in 
the whole second canto of the Madhuravijaya speak of a woman's 
authorship.

51 The works of Kalidasa are unusual and innovatory in many respects. It 
can be claimed, for instance, that the main character of his mahakavya entitled 
the Kumarasambhava is in fact a heroine—Parvati, a very unique fact, indeed. 
More in: G. Tubb, ’’Heroine as Hero: Parvati in the Kumarasambhava and 
the Parvatiparinaya” (Tubb 1984).

There is also one stanza which should be mentioned here as it 
refers to the pregnancy and childbirth. The context in which it 
appears is quite unusual for such a subject:

antarbimbitacampendra kampendrasyasiputrika I 
apsarobhyah patim datum antarvatm kilabhavat 11 MV 4.81 //

Indeed, the sword of King Kampana 
with the reflection of Sambhuvaraya in it, 
was like his pregnant daughter 
supposed to give birth to a husband for apsarases.
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Of course it is a hint that Kampana's opponent, Sambhu- 
varaya, should be treated as a hero, as only the spirits of slain 
heroes are received and greeted with honours by celestial maid
ens. Nevertheless, the poetess designed a complicated metaphor 
aiming at childbirth.

2.4. Women at Kampana’s court

It will be of great interest to see how and in which situations 
women are described in the Madhuravijaya poem and if their pres
ence occurs also in other contexts than the topics necessary for a 
mahakavya. Of course the motif of the birth of a son/sons is nat
urally connected with a woman but it has been already discussed.

First of all, it must be stated that quite a lot of space is devoted 
to the depiction of the women at Kampana’s court. These are 
queens, dancers and servants, too.

We see young women with jingling bracelets bearing chowris 
and standing on both sides of Kampana during official occasions 
of receiving monarchs ruling the neighbouring countries (MV 5.9- 
10). There are women dancers at his court, some of the ladies 
play the musical instruments and sing the panegirycs about his 
achievements (MV 5.12-13). As we know, some of them are even 
the authors of these eulogies and the king introduced as a con
noisseur of good poetry appreciates their works. Of course, in the 
women's apartments there are maid-servants (sairandhrl), as is de
scribed in stanza 6.69, who help the king to dress properly. The 
world of all these women revolves around its central figure, namely 
the king. The monarch is the real centre of the women’s universe. 
As we can imagine, the royal ladies appear in the parts of the 
poem which deal with the subjects meant to produce srhgara-rasa 
or erotic sentiment, as for example “play in the garden, playing 
in water, drinking wine and the delights of love-making” (KA-D. 
1.16b: (...) udyanasalilakridamadhupanaratotsavaih). Indeed, we 
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see the king who “like Indra always attended by celestial nymphs” 
goes with his ladies to the garden to gather flowers.52

52 atha varatanubhih samam kadacid 
viracayitum kusumapacayalilam I 
pramadavanam amartyakaminibhir
harir iva nandanam asadan narendrah // MV 6.1 //

One day thereafter
the King set out to the pleasure grove 
to pass the time in picking flowers 
with his graceful queens- 
just as the noble Indra sets out for his garden Nandana 
with heaven’s beauties.

(transl. Ramarajan & Kotamraju 2013: 67)
53 As is well known, whenever the colour of the eye is mentioned in Sanskrit 

poetry, the poets speak not about the iris but the pupil and the white. The 
contrast between the dark pupil and the clear white of the eye is stressed. 
Gangadevi follows this pattern. In MV 6.4 she speaks about glances radiating 
dark and white hues, which reminded the darkest among Indian flowers, i.e. 
blue water lilies (Skr. kuvalaya) and white water lilies (Skr. kumuda). The red 
hue in the eye could speak about love passion. The eyes of a fierce warrior 
would be described as red in colour.

Such a sentence opens canto 6 dedicated to the garden plea
sures, among which frolicking in the water takes the most promi
nent place. The ladies following the king move to the accompani
ment of sounding jewelled girdles and anklets (MV 6.2, 5). Their 
glances are compared to blue and white water lilies and red lo
tuses53—a very appropriate comparison as the subject of garden 
with an indispensable element of garden landscape, namely the 
pond, is going to provide the background to the scenes presented 
in this sarga.

Interestingly enough, we are able not only to see the beautiful 
women forming the colourful and shining retinue of the king, we 
can also overhear their conversations.

If we think about the internal structure of a mahakavya, it 
consists of descriptive and discoursive passages.
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However, the speeches in court poems are mainly devoted to state
craft.

Another element indispensable for a mahakavya, one of politico
military sequence, namely the counsel, is just ideal for showing 
the orators and present the niti subjects. And these are men who 
debate about statecraft. Very often the speeches of women in 
the epic court poem, such as those of DraupadT in the Bharavi's 
Kiratarjumya or those of VibhTsana’s mother in the Bhattikavya, 
not to mention Ratios lament in the Kumarasambhava, originate 
from the vilapa subgenre of epic poetry.54

More in: Viswanathan Peterson 2003: 58-63, Pigoniowa 2005.

The women in the mahakavya world do not speak too much. 
And cerainly it happens very rarely that they speak among them
selves. They are to embellish the epic court poem in the same 
way as they adorn the royal court—with their presence, perfect 
bodies and their charm. Here we observe an unusual trait for a 
mahakavya—we are able to hear their courteous small talks. They 
pay compliments to each other comparing their feet to lotuses (MV 
6.8), shining finger-nails to water (MV 6.9) and their faces to a lo
tus (MV 6.10). They show protective care trying to caution their 
co-wives against the pearls from broken necklaces on the paths, 
which could injure their delicate feet (MV 6.7), and they give ad
vice to each other (MV 6.11). An ideal king, his ideal women in 
the ideal world of kavya created by a woman-writer. Was it wish
ful thinking of a woman belonging to a highly formalised world, in 
which also emotional expressions were subordinated to routines, 
and her longing for such a court at which there was no place for 
any intrigue and no envy between the co-wives? Or can we trace 
a subtle irony in such verses as stanza 8:

nalinamukhi na bodhaya prasuptan 
iha maninupurasihjitena hamsan / 
drutagamanavighatam acareyur 
niyatam ami tava padapadmalagnah 11 MV 6.8 //

54
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“Oh, lotus-faced lady!
Don’t wake up the geese which are sleeping here
with the sound of your jewelled anklets!
They would cling to your feet like lotuses 
and prevent you from hurrying ahead.”

Is this admiration for beautiful feet and graceful movements 
of one of harem damsels, causing the anklets to jingle sweetly, or 
is irony hidden here: ‘that one is always trying to be the first’. 
Anyway, the conversation is very polite and the women seem to 
pay compliments to each other.

Contrary to such a presentation, we find other kâvyaa abound
ing in depictions of envious women at courts of kings. In the Vi- 
kramânkadevacaritam of Bilhana, an epic poem which could have 
influenced Gangâdevï's own writings, there is the kind of conver
sation between women (VC 12.23-29). Each of the stanzas is full 
of caustic remarks concerning the behaviour of the rival-ladies:

asamsayam nllasaroruhaksi
samâruroha tvayi pancabânah / 
drutair viniryâsi padair yad esâ 
kasâhatevottaralâ turangî // VC 12.26 // 
asmâkam âlokanvighnahetos 
taramgitângï puratah sthitâsi / 
kim tungavâtâyanasamgatânâm 
karosi mâtsaryaparâ parâsâm // VC 12.27 //

“Oh, lady with eyes like blue lotuses,
the five-arrowed god (i.e. Cupid) doubtlessly got upon you 
because you are going out with quick paces 
like a trembling female horse struck with a whip.
You, with your body having folds,
are staying in front for the obstruction of our sight.
Being jealous, what will you do to other ladies 
who are at elevated windows?”55

55 Banerji & Gupta 1965: 197-198.
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Such malicious words of rivalling ladies were heard to the 
amusement of king Vikramaditya.

Unfortunately, the next stanzas from the courteous conversa
tion at the Kampana’s court are missing56 and the rest of this 
interesting talk is not available to us. The poetess continues with 
the conventional presentation of frolicking in the water of the king 
and his women. If we are going to accept the picture presented by 
Duarte Barbosa, Portuguese officer and traveller and the author 
of the so-called Livro de Duarte Barbosa, it will not only be a con
ventional picture so often met with in kavya literature but also a 
testimony to certain habits of the Vijayanagara kings. Barbosa 
mentioned that the city abounded in tanks, in which beautiful 
courtesans bathed daily and the king went to see them doing so, 
and the one who pleased him most was sent for to come to his 
chamber (Barbosa 1.208).

56 The text from stanza 14 up to sloka 56 of this chapter is incomplete.

The scene showing the pleasures of outing finishes with the 
stanza aptly closing it:

atha viharanakhedamantharabhih
saha niragat saraso nrpah priyabhih / 
kalasajalanidher ivapsarobhir
vibudhatarur mathanasramalasabhih // MV 6.66 //

Then, the king emerged from the pond 
together with his beloved ones 
fainting because of the fatigues of outing. 
He resembled the tree of gods 
surfacing from the milky ocean 
with the apsarases languorous 
due to the exertion of churning it.

Then the company went to women's apartments (suddhanta), 
where the king could admire the view of the ladies tying their 
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hair and redressing (MV 6.6857). He, too, was helped by maid
servants to put his royal garment on and, after worshipping Siva, 
he attended to his duties for the rest of the day (MV 6.6958).

57 cikuraniyamanesu kamininam 
abhinavavastraparigrahantaresu I 
abhimatapadadarsanair ayatnair
atimadanam svam amamsta kamparajah I/ MV 6.68 //

King Kampa considered himself above God of Love, 
because he could easily feast his eyes on 
his beloveds while they were changing into new cloths 
and were having their hair done.

58 tatah sairandhribhih krtasamucitakalparacanah 
purandhribhih sardham samadhigatasuddhantavasatih I 
trayigTtam tejastripuraharam aradhya vidhivad
yatharhair vyaparair narapatir ahassesam anayat // MV 6.69 //

Then the maid servants put proper ornaments on him, 
and together with his queens he entered women’s inner apartments. 
After worshiping Siva, accordingly to the rules, 
whose glory is sung by the Vedas, 
the King for the rest of the day 
attended to affairs deserving his attention.

59 sambhogasrhgara—a variety of srrigararasa showing ‘love in union’ in op
position to vipralambha — ‘love in separation’.

Such presentation of intimate situations in the king’s harem 
can be also found in connection with as popular a theme in kâvya 
literature as the depiction of the seasons (rtuvarnana). The de
scriptions of the seasons contained in the Madhurâvijaya are in 
fact the depiction of royal damsels throughout the year and their 
amourous adventures with the king during summer, monsoon sea
son, autumn, winter and spring. The wintertime descriptive pas
sage as a whole is satiated with sambhogasrngâra.59 Each and 
every stanza shows the charms of royal ladies in wintertime and 
the king involved in acts of love with them. The other seasons are 
designed as landscapes with the royal women. After presenting 
the season, there are always remarks about the attractive look of 
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the king's ladies arousing his love passions. In summertime their 
faces are adorned with pearl-like drops of sweat and the sirlsa flow
ers60 placed on the ears (MV 5.21). The beads of sweat inform 
not only about the summer heat but they can betray a woman's 
sexual desire:

60 sinsa (Acacia lebbeck, Willd.)—flowers in summer and it very often ap
pears in depictions of this season of the year; however, it also symbolizes the 
fair complexion of a woman and her delicacy.

madanasambhrtagharmapayah kanair
bhrsam alajjata mugdhavadhujanah 11 MV 5.59cd //

The newly wedded young women
with sweat of love passion
collecting (on them) in drops
were very much ashamed.

Perhaps the same message is contained in the verse describing 
the king's wives during the spring festival:

ksitipatim kiia kunkumamustina 
samabhitadayitum dhiyam adadhau I 
sapadi gharmapayahprasarena tarn 
vigalitam na viveda vadhujanah // MV 5.75 //

The women intended to throw
a handful of saffron at the king
but indeed,
they did not realize that immediately 
it had vanished with the excess of sweat.

Then again we find the stanza describing women’s amorous 
feelings revealed by perspiration:

ma[em.; m* Ed.]danavera[corr.; bera Ed.]ni[bham] nibhrtam purah 
ksitipatim krtacandanacarcikah I
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adhikagharmapayobhir avagaman
mrgadrso vikasatpulakaih karaih] // MV 5.72 //

The fawn-eyed women 
applying the sandal paste 
with their hands (marked with) horripilation 
and excess of sweat 
revealed their secret before 
the king with a Madana61—like body.

Madana, Kama—the god of love.

In contrast with Western aesthetic notions of sweating, in India 
this function of the body was traditionally known and appreciated 
as a visible symptom of sexual interest and arousal, and quite often 
mentioned by the poets.

The description of an autumnal night contains a beautiful com
parison of it to the royal damsels:

vilasad utpalalocanasâünTh
sphuritacandramukhlh kumudasmitâh I
narapatih sphutatârakahârinïr
niravisad dayitâ iva yâminïh 11 MV 5.47 //

The king enjoyed the autumnal nights 
which resembled his beloved ones with eyes like blue water lillies, 
faces like the glittering moon, smiles like white water lillies 
and the clear whites of their eyes like the stars.

To sum up: the way in which Gangâdevï pictures the royal 
ladies is not realistic at all. It seems that there is no envy be
tween the king’s women, no rivalry between the co-wives and all 
of them are well-disposed towards one another. It is not easy to 
believe such a picture. Of course, we cannot expect the realism 
to be a priority in kâvya literature, although the theoreticians of 
Sanskrit literature speak about such a quality of literary composi
tion (bhavikatva guna); elaborated style and sophisticated figures 

61
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of sound and sense as well as nice descriptions are more impor
tant. However, in this case there is a ‘realistic' explanation to 
the fact: she herself belonged to this circle of royal ladies and, as 
such, she was not willing to criticise the relationships among the 
king's women, especially if she was not the first one among those 
damsels. Even the images believed to be conventional in such a 
case could be interpreted wrongly and made the other women ill- 
disposed towards her. Definitely, the ranking and etiquette were 
strictly observed among women living in separate palaces or quar
ters (antahpura),62 but in this particular court poem or at least 
in what has come down to us, we are not able to identify the most 
important among Kampana’s wives and establish Gangâdevï’s po
sition in this hierarchy.

62 The Kamasutra informs how the senior (jyestha) and junior wives 
(kanistha) should behave towards one another (KS 4.2.1).



Chapter 3
Between Historical Truth and 

Dynastic Legends 
Translating Literature into Memory

As was already said, one cannot expect realism from kâvya litera
ture; nevertheless, in the patron-centred mahâkâvya, which come 
into fashion in the eleventh century, there are always important 
pieces of information, despite the fact that the storyline is some
times even fantastic.

Let us see what the Vijayanagara poetess says about the Sanga- 
ma dynasty and Kampana, the hero of her composition.

3.1. Bukka I—the founder of the dynasty 
lineage

The Madhurâvijaya’s hero is Kampana, the son of Bukka I, and 
his victory over the Sultanate of Madura, as the title stresses, is 
the main theme of this particular literary work. Nevertheless, the 
poem starts with the eulogy of Bukka in 27 stanzas (MV 1.26-43 
and 1.67-75). It could not be any different as it was Bukka who 
appointed his son a viceroy. Moreover, he, in fact, was the real 
creator of the Sangama dynasty. It seems that in the beginning, 
each of the five sons of Sangama ruled over his own territory and 
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there was no absolute sovereign. After some time it was Bukka 
who gained the supreme position and his descendants formed the 
first lineage of Vijayanagara kings. Bukka Raja is introduced in 
the Madhuravijaya as a younger brother of Harihara (hariharanuja 
MV 1.26b). Harihara is not given the title of king here. So the 
role of the founder of the dynasty is ascribed to King Bukka. Also 
in the genealogy of the Sangama kings provided by the inscrip
tions, the name of Harihara I is omitted as was pointed out by 
T. N. Mallapa (Mallapa 1974: 35).

Bukka is described in the Madhuravijaya in conventional terms 
as the tree of dharma (dharmamahiruh), his fame manifests as 
“sandal paste on the chests, as pearl earrings in the ears and 
camphor powder on the faces” (MV 1.31), and his right hand 
is “drawing the goddess of prosperity of his adversaries by her 
braided hair” (MV 1.35). Among all these conventional phrases, 
we find also statements which are fully confirmed by the epigraph
ical and archaeological evidence and other literary sources. Bukka 
is described as one “who counts on his arms as his only ally in the 
battle” (MV 1.29b: bahum eva ranotsahe yah sahayam amany- 
ata) and this is what we know from different other sources. Some 
sources claim that Harihara and Bukka started their career either 
at the courts of Kampiladevaraya and KakatTya king Prataparudra 
or according to other traditions, the brothers were in service with 
the Hoysala ruler VTra Ballala III.63 No matter what was the be
ginning of their career, the truth is that in fact their own mili
tary talents, courage and cleverness granted them their own king
dom. Bukka’s expertise in military science is also alluded to in 
the passage of the Madhuravijaya devoted to the education of 
his son. Young Kumara Kampana was educated in military sci

63 The epigraphical evidence contained in Vasundhara Filliozat’s L’epigra- 
phie de Vijayanagar du debut a 1377. shows that the Sangama brothers 
started their career under the Hoysala king Ballala III. The works such as 
Vidyaranyakrti or Vidyaranyavrttanta promote the version about the service 
of Sangama brothers Harihara and Bukka under Prataparudradeva II.
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ence by his own father, who gained it from an excellent masters 
(tîrthalabdhâyudhavidâ—MV 3.2a).

The Madhuravijaya is the only early source in which the name 
of Devâyï, Bukka's queen, is recorded (MV 1.43). In stanza 1.43 
Bukka is introduced as a man “who acquired all his riches by the 
conquest”—vijayârjitasampad—and his capital is called the “City 
of Victory”—Vijayanagara, which serves here as the etymologi
cal explanation for the name of the city. Vijayanagara, or more 
precisely Abhinavavijayanagara, was mentioned as King Bukka's 
magnificent capital in the inscription dated 1368 for the first time. 
This inscription in poetical language introduces Srïvïra Bukkarâja 
Srïmanmahârajâdhirâja Râjaparamesvara as the Lord of the East
ern, Southern and Western Oceans (pürvadaksinapascimasamud- 
râdhipati), who mounted the great throne of the new Vijayana
gara, which is like the main jewel in the middle of the pearl neck
lace of the Tungabhadrâ River encircling the Hemaküta Mountain 
as if it were the neck of the lady Earth.64 Earlier inscriptions give 
the names of some other cities as Bukka's seats: according to the 
inscription from Râmapuram dated 1350 A.D., he was ruling from 
a place called Pülipajeyapata (Gopal & Ritti 2004: 42); in the in
scription from the Kadiri (Anantapur District) dated 1352 Bukka 
was ruling in Penugonda and Dvârasamudra; in 1354 in the Penu- 
gonda inscription, Hosapattana (other names: Virüpâksa-pattana, 
Vijaya-virüpâksa-pura, i.e. Hampi) is mentioned as the place from 
which Bukka ruled over the kingdom of the Hoysalas (Gopal &: 
Ritti 2004: 53 54). In 1357 Harihara I died and the inscription of 
Bukka I for the first time gives the name of Vijayanagara (Filliozat 
1973: 39). It is possible that Bukka I began the construction of 
a new city, his future capital, in that particular year. It seems 

64 vasundharâvadh ükam thâyitahemakütâdiïparisarapariskâri- 
tumgabhadrodâramuktâhâramadhyanâyaka-ratnâyamânâbhinava-  
vijayanagaramahâsimhâsanasikharâdhiroha (■ ■ ■ )
(Epigraphia Carnatica, vol. VII, Sikâripura 281, pp. 256-7; 332-5; translation: 
Vasundhara Filliozat, L’Ëpigraphie de Vijayanagar du début à 1377, p. 96).
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that in 1368 the city was completed and became the capital of 
Bukka. The expression abhinava vijayanagara can refer to Vi- 
jayavirupaksapura, one of the names known from the Hoysala- 
period inscriptions describing Pampa/Hampi. In this case the 
abhinava epithet suggests that besides the older City of Victory 
dedicated to the god Virupaksa, there is a new city bearing the 
name of Vijaya. The Abhinavavijayanagara could have been situ
ated on the grounds of the area identified presently as the ‘Royal 
Centre'. The copper-plate grant dated 1378, to which Saletore 
refers (Saletore 1933: 105), mentions not a New City of Vijaya 
but the Supreme City of Victory (vijatya visvam vijayabhidhanam 
visvottaram yo nagarim vyadhatta). Again a very poetic descrip
tion of the city is given:

Its fort walls were like arms stretched out to embrace Hemakuta. 
The points of its battlements like its filaments, the suburbs like its 
blossom, the elephants like bees, the hills reflected in the water of 
the moat like stems—the whole city resembled the lotus on which 
Lakshmi is ever seated. There, with the Tungabhadra as his foot
stool, and Hemakuta as his throne, he (Bukka) was seated like 
Virupaksha for the protection of the people of the earth. 
(Saletore: 1933: 105)

This interesting passage uses Puranic imagery employed for the 
general description of the world, which can be represented in the 
form of a lotus with mount Meru as its pericarp and the continents 
around it as its petals (Rocher 1986: 130, ftn. 86).

It can be noticed that the language of the inscriptions goes 
in pair with the growing importance of Bukka: very simple in 
the very first inscriptions, then more and more sophisticated and 
fitting in his figure into the image of a paramount king. Definitely, 
it is proof that King Bukka's court was becoming a cultural centre 
with poets able to present their monarch skillfully. And GangadevT 
was one of these talented poets at the court.
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3.2. Gangadevi’s description of the City of 
Victory65

65 Some parts of this subchapter directly connected with the description of 
the Vijayanagara city as well as some remarks concluding the whole chapter 
were published in my article “Vijayanagara City as Described in the Mad- 
huravijaya and Acyutarayabhudaya”, see: Sudyka 2010. The article shows 
Vijayanagara city as described by Gaiigadevi in terms of an orthogenetic city 
in the sense proposed by Robert Redfield and Milton B. Singer.

66 campaka (Michelia champaka)—an evergreen tree cultivated beacause of 
its white or yellow strongly scented flowers. The flowers are used in religious 
ceremonies and by women for decorating their hair. There is a belief that the 
tree flowers only if a young woman sprinkles it with perfumed water.

67 asoka (Jonesia asoka L., syn. Saraca asoka (Roxb.) De Wilde)—the tree 
is cultivated in many gardens because of its decorative orange red flowers and 
evergreen beautiful foliage; sacred for Hindus and Buddhists. It is connected 
with god of love being a symbol of love. There is a belief that it flowers 
when kicked by a beautiful young woman. Asoka is one of the most frequently 
mentioned plants in Indian literature. More about asoka in kavya literature 
in Sudyka 2004a.

In the detailed description of the Vijayanagara as offered by Gan- 
gâdevï, besides the usual metaphors connected with the subject 
obligatory in the mahâkâvya, namely the description of a city, 
one can find a great amount of information corroborated by the 
travellers and archaeological surveys. We learn that the river 
Tungabhadra compared to the heavenly Gangâ (svarnadï), which 
flows round the borders of the city, makes its natural moat (MV 
1.44); nevertheless, the city is also protected by ramparts as high 
as mountains. The high and gem-set gopuras resembling the peaks 
of Sumeru adorn the city (MV 1.46)—again an allusion to the fact 
that we are dealing with the image mapping the mythical land
scape.

The inhabitants of the city could enjoy the beauty of the gar
dens (ârâma) which looked like abodes of Spring, full of differ
ent flowering ornamental trees, such as campakas,66 asokas67 and 
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nagakesaras.es There are pleasure hillocks (kcliparvata) there, an 
idispensible element in Indian garden landscape. They are fre
quented by the musk deer (kasturlharina) looking for the shade of 
plantains68 69 and camphor trees.70 The sporting-lakes (krTdasara) 
with lotuses on them, inhabited by kalahamsa birds (Anser anser), 
with gem-set steps (manisopana), are mentioned (MV 1.49). The 
steps of dirghikas (MV 1.60) are also paved with gems (manikya- 
mayasopana). According to Monier Monier-Williams dictionary, 
dirghika means “an oblong lake or pond”. Here evidently the 
authoress describes artificially made water tanks, rectangular in 
shape. In the long tradition of Hindu India gardening, the idea 
of a garden is exactly the same as all over the world; three basic 
elements of water, a mountain and a tree constitute such a place.71

68 nagakesara (Messua ferrea)—so-called Indian rose chestnut or Ceylon 
ironwood—is a big, ornamental tree with large fragrant white flowers.

69 kadalT (Musa sapientum L.or Aíusa paradisiaca L.)—the plantain or ba
nana tree, an evergreen tall plant with purplish brown drooping flowers, culti
vated all over India, considered auspicious by the Hindus and used for religious 
ceremonies. Its stem is a symbol of frailty.

70 karpüra (Cinnamomum camphora (L.) J. Presl)—an evergeen tree with 
yellowish white flowers in axillary panicles. Camphor, a white crystalline sub
stance, is obtained from the tree.

71 More about gardens as described in Sanskrit kávya literature in Sudyka 
2009.

The elevated portions of the city have “high-built palaces, 
white like the clouds of autumn” (MV 1.50). The city palaces 
(prasada) are so high that their pinnacles (srnga) are able to catch 
the disc of the sun (MV 1.55) and damsels playing on the top floor 
of the mansions “often laid their hands on the rounded body of the 
moon, mistaking it for their play-ball of pearls” (MV 1.56). The 
place where the ladies used to play the ball is called candrasala. 
According to the information contained in the introduction to the 
SrngaramanjarTkatha by Bhojadeva, the candrasalas were special 

nagakesaras.es
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apartments on the terraces, with white-washed walls and deco
rated with paintings, from which the moonrise was observed.72 
Because of these paintings they were also called citrasalas.

72 Bhoja, SrngaramanjarTkatha, 1959, Intr. p. 80. The SrngaramanjarTkatha 
provides a very interesting, colourful and abounding in different architectural 
details depiction of the city of Dhara. Perhaps the most interesting are the 
descriptions of artificially watered public baths (yantradharagrha) with many 
mechanical contrivances.

73 There was a belief that cakravaka birds, due to a curse, have to spend the 
night in separation. That is why they are a symbol of love in separation.

74 It is in accordance with Puranic vision of luminosity (tejas), the abstract 
force giving everything in the world the power to realize its destiny. The 
paramount rulers gathering and emitting light “might shine luminously in the 
entropic darkness of the Age of Strife” (Ali 2000: 204).

As one can notice, the white colour plays an important role in 
the palette used by the poetess. The city is described as having 
palaces white as autumnal clouds (MV 1.50), the city’s sportive 
lakes are full of lotuses and white-feathered birds, in the gardens 
grow campakas and nagakesaras, and camphor plants which have 
whitish flowers. Also camphor pigment and balm are white in 
colour. The faces of city damsels are lotus-like (MV 1.61). The 
ladies play with a pearl ball which is mistaken for the full moon. 
The city is always full of light even at nightfall due to the lustre of 
gems with which the steps leading to the lakes and palaces are set. 
That is why the cakravaka (Tadorna ferruginea)73 birds can stay 
together during the night (MV 1.60). The white colour, images of 
light present in the city delineation, as we already know, belong to 
the kavya repertoire and expresses the king’s fame (kTrti), which 
is also white in colour according to colour symbolism present in 
Indian tradition. The capital city, as was said previously, is con
nected with kingship. So the Vijayanagara city, white and lumi
nous, symbolises the rule of Bukka I, who himself gathers lumi
nosity and becomes its earthly receptacle.74 The same concept 
was employed in the above-discussed inscription from 1368, where 
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Bukka is introduced as ruling the city which is compared to the 
gem in the middle of the necklace, i.e. the river Tungabhadra.

This dominating white colour of the city, in the case of Vi
jayanagara as presented by GarigadevT, is tinged with red and grey: 
among the trees blossoming in white, there appear asoka trees. 
The geese on lotus ponds mentioned here are kalahamsas, which 
have white under- and upper-tail coverts, but their neck, body 
and wings are grey. Rajahamsas (Anser ¡adieus) are much paler 
than the other breed and, in fact, the poets speak only about their 
white feather. Here the choice of poetess was for the kalahamsas. 
She mentions also musk deer and cakravakas. The general colour 
of musk deer coat is sandy brown. Also the cakravaka bird has 
orange and brown body plumage and a paler head. The wings 
are white with black flight feathers. The clouds which hang close 
to the palaces reflect padmaraga gems (i.e. rubies) lustre. That 
is why they always resemble the evening clouds coloured by the 
setting sun. Perhaps the selection of this palette is not fortuitous 
as these are the colours of physical surroundings of the Vijayana
gara (Fig. 1). The Tungabhadra flows through a rocky terrain of 
pinkish-grey granite boulders (Fig. 4).

The expansive grounds of the city were inhabited by a crowd 
of virtuous Brahmanas, youths of fashion and beautiful women, 
as well as armies of musicians, informs GangadevT (MV 1.52, 53). 
Hearing the drums which accompanied the music played in the city 
mansions, the peacocks would dance although it was not the mon
soon season. “Serenity and music reigned unceasingly all around” 
(MV 1.52b). Stanza 1.53b supplies us with the information about 
large number of people, perhaps visitors to the city, who “loved to 
wander in its precincts”. In the evenings a dark cloud would hang 
over the city due to the smoke rushed from the buildings of the 
city (MV 1.59). There is no exaggeration at all in such a picture. 
We know quite a lot about the historical development of the city, 
which grew with extreme rapidity during the reign of Bukka I, 
first, due to several archaeological projects and systematic explo
ration of Vijayanagara and its surroundings and second, thanks
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Figure 1: Vijayanagara surroundings. (Photo L. Sudyka)

Figure 2: Virupaksha Temple, Hampi. (Photo L. Sudyka)
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Figure 3: MahanavamT platform (Vijayanagara, Royal Centre), 
often identified a« the place, from where the king witnessed the 
celebrations of the MahanavamT festival. (Photo L. Sudyka)

Figure 4: Hampi. Tungabhadra River. (Photo J. Sudyka)
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to numerous descriptions given by foreign travellers, who like the 
Italian traveller Nicolo Conti in the early 15i/l century or Abdul 
Razzaq Samarqandi, a Persian envoy visiting the city in the mid
dle of the 15i/l century, or Athanasy Nikitin (d. 1472), a merchant 
from Tver, to name only a few of them, left detailed descriptions 
of the Vijayanagara city. There are also other literary sources giv
ing a description of the city. Among them the Sarndesarâsaka by 
Abdul Rahman is of great interest. This Apabhramsa poem con
sisting of 223 stanzas can be situated on the borders of a message
poem (sandesakâvya), although the term râsaka refers to the rasa 
composition popular in the old Western Rajasthani literature or 
the râsaka genre associated with the worship of Krsna. The au
thor introduces himself as Addahamâna (SR 1.4), a weaver, son 
of Mlrasena from a famous Mleccha country in the west (paccâesi 
puvvapasiddho micchadeso—SR 1.3) and he possibly lived in the 
fourteenth century.75 The name only betrays the Muslim origin 
of the author. It is not surprising that a Muslim poet writes76 in 
vernacular and takes local genres:77 it only proves the multicul
turalism of the medieval Indian society. As to his social status, 
records of temple donations show that merchants and artisans were 
a very prosperous and important group in the Vijayanagara king
dom. King Krsnadevaráya, and definitely such an attitude towards 
encouraging trade and commerce in the kingdom was present long 
before his rule, declared in his Amuktamalyada:

75 The commentary by Laksmicandra is dated 1409 by its author (Mayrhofer 
1998: xii).

76 It seems that this sophisticated poem was not composed orally. Its au
thor shows himself as a well-educated person and one acquainted with Indian 
literary traditions and culture.

77 See for instance: Srngâramanjarïof Saint Akbar Shah (Raghavan 1951).

A king should improve the harbours of his country and so encour
age its commerce that horses, elephants, precious gems, sandal
wood, pearls and other articles are freely imported (...). Make 
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the merchants of distant foreign countries who import elephants 
and good horses attached to yourself by providing them with the 
villages and decent dwellings in the city, by affording them daily 
audience, presents and allowing them decent profits. Then those 
articles will never go to your enemies.
(Rangaswami Sarasvati 1925: 69, 72)

King Krsnadevaraya speaks about imported goods, but Vi
jayanagara also exported some articles. Textiles were one of the 
most important exported products.78 To demonstrate the high 
status of artisans, let us mention the Tamil community of weavers, 
known as Kaikkolas, who attained positions of responsibility at 
two important temples, SrTrangam and Tirupati (Asher &: Talbot 
2006: 83). The increased strength of artisan communities, such 
as weavers and smiths, which started in the fourteenth century or 
even earlier, is revealed in the inscriptions.79

78 The richness of Vijayanagara fabrics, their different patterns and colours, 
are well attested by the preserved murals on the Lepakshi temple rariga- 
mandapa ceiling (see: Gopala Rao 1969; Kameswara Rao, V. 1982; Sudyka 
2011).

79 Noboru Karashima analyses the inscriptions from the North and South 
Arcot districts showing the development of trade and growing importance 
of artisan communities in his book Towards a new formation: South Indian 
society under Vijayanagar rule (Karashima 1993).

In the Samdesarasaka, the poem authored by a weaver, an 
unnamed heroine, a Vijayanagara city dweller, sees a traveller, and 
after learning that he is on his way from Multan (mulatthanu— 
SR 2.65) to Cambay (khambhaittah—SR 2.65, 67), she asks him 
to convey a message to her husband, who went on business to 
Cambay. She describes to him her feelings throughout the whole 
year of her husband’s absence and in this way one can see some 
glimpses from Vijayanagara life from summer to spring.

Situated on the southern bank of the river Tungabhadra, Vi- 
jaya City was the capital of the Vijayanagara Empire from the sec
ond half of the 14i/l century to 1565. According to Carla Sinopoli, 
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an archaeologist participating in the Vijayanagara Metropolitan 
Survey Project initiated in 1987, “it is not unreasonable to be
lieve that populations may have been as high as 100,000 in the 
early 1400s, and more than twice that by the early 1500s”.80 In 
the first period of the city growth “the walls of the urban core 
were built and enclosed an area of approximately 12 sq km”.81 
A dense centre of population required irrigation works, building 
tanks, water reservoirs and providing agricultural infrastructure. 
The excavations prove that during the initial period of the city 
growth, “agricultural communities and artisans were drawn to the 
region to serve the economic needs of the expanding urban popu
lation”.82 The identified residential sites “provide evidence for a 
mobile population that moved through the Vijayanagara region— 
including pastoralists, travellers, pilgrims, artisan and soldiers” .83 
Over time the urban core expanded, incorporating the nearest set
tlements. The Madhurâvijaya offers a literary proof of this fact. In 
stanza 66 we have information that Pampa was a satellite town of 
Vijayanagara (sâkhânagarï) and there was a temple of Virüpâksa 
(Fig. 2) there and many wealthy lords resided nearby. As the 
story recorded in the sixteenth century, also by the Portuguese 
traveller Nuniz, has it, Harihara founded the temple of Pampâpati 
or Virüpâksa (i.e. Siva as the husband of the goddess Pampa) 
in order to honour his guru Mâdhavâcarya, otherwise known as 
Vidyâranya.84 Today around the Virüpâksa temple there is a vil
lage Hampi—the successor to the sâkhânagarï Pampâ. In fact 
this area, called the Sacred Centre, has its unbroken tradition of 
sanctity starting in the pre-Vijayanagara period. The Virüpâksa 
temple was constructed on the foundation of earlier structures as 

80 Sinopoli 2004: 276, note 2.
81 Ibid.: 268.
82 Ibid.: 270.
83 Ibid.; 275.
84 Sewell 1992 (reprint): 300.
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it probably existed long before the Vijayanagara period. However, 
it owes its present shape to the kings of the Vijayanagara Empire. 
It is still the centre of pilgrimages. Among the inscriptions coming 
from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries there is one registering 
gifts to the temple of goddess HampadevT/PampadevT. This local 
folk goddess identified with the Tungabhadra river was included 
into the Hindu pantheon by her marriage to Siva as Virupaksa, 
then identified with Siva's consort Parvati as her incarnation.85 
Hoysala-period inscriptions mention Virupaksapattana or Vijaya 
Virupaksapura.86 Judging by the names of the locality, at certain 
time the cult of Virupaksa, the god worshipped in Karnataka,87 
became more popular there than that of HampadevT. His presen
tation as a form of Siva on the one hand, and the husband of the 
goddess of Tungabhadra river on the other, could serve a purpose 
of uniting local traditions and creating a chance for them to join 
the Great Tradition. In the fourteenth century the place protected 
by Siva Virupaksa first became a large settlement as indicated by 
recent excavations, then a satellite town of the capital of Bukka I 
as presented by GangadevT, and later on a part of a huge urban 
complex.

85 It seems that very often the incorporation of the local goddess cult into 
mainstream Hinduism led through assimilating the particular goddess into the 
pan-Indian Saiva tradition and including her into the Saiva mythology as a 
wife or daughter of Siva. Cf. MTnaksi mythology and her marriage with Siva 
Sundaresvara; it is believed that Bhadrakali cult offered possibilities of intro
ducing local deities, together with specific ritual practices, into the pantheon of 
Hinduism and according to the myth popular in Kerala, Bhadrakali originated 
from her father Siva’s third eye.

86 Stein 1997: 31.
87 Perhaps the oldest Virupaksa temple is in Pattadakal, the capital of the 

Calukya dynasty. It was built in the 8th century.

Phillip Wagoner claims:

It appears that by the opening of the 14,/l century, the tirtha at 
Hampi had become the pre-eminent ritual centre in the region, and 
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that the Sangamas’ choice of this site for the construction of their 
new capital was consciously motivated by a desire to make use of 
the site’s ritual power to legitimise their newly instituted kingship. 
Thus, when the city of Vijayanagara was laid out in the 14th cen
tury, it was the unoccupied plain to the south of the old pilgrimage 
centre that was built into an urban zone containing the royal palace, 
while the tirtha itself was transformed into a sacred zone for the 
city by the gradual construction of a series of royal temple com
plexes along the river and the extension of the city walls northward 
to bring this zone within their ambit. Through deliberate and sys
tematic planning, the form of the new city functioned to effect a 
transferral of ritual authority from the old gods of the tirtha to the 
king who exercised it on their behalf from his palace in the royal 
centre.
(Wagoner 1996a: 141)

All things considered, the description offered by GarigadevT, 
though highly conventional, contains topographical and historical 
details, too.

There is tradition attributing the foundation of the city to 
Vidyaranya, and Vidyanagara, the alternative name of the capi
tal city, could be seen as connected with this sage. But the early 
Sangama inscriptions connected Bukka I with the creation of the 
City of Victory, not mentioning the name of Vidyaranya in that 
context. Even the inscriptions of Harihara II, issued in the years 
1380 A.D., 1384 A.D., and 1386 A.D., eulogising Vidyaranya make 
no reference to his role in the foundation of the city. There are 
certain early inscriptions referring to Vidyanagara, but the gen
uineness of these records was questioned by some scholars and 
other arguments opposing the idea of Vidyaranya’s direct or in
direct share in the building of the city and empire were given. 
According to these scholars, such as Heras, B.A. Saletore88 and 
others, in Durga Prasad’s words: “taking advantage of the weak
ness of the last Sangama rulers, the pontiffs of the Sringeri Matha 

Saletore 1936: 158-159.
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fabricated and propagated these stories and even the inscriptions 
were deliberately forged by these gurus to highlight the Hindu re
ligious fervour in the founding of the empire and the city.”89 Most 
recent scholarship by Herman Kulke and Philip Wagoner also de
nies the Sangama brothers close affiliation with this Hindu sage 
at the moment of building their kingdom.

89 Durga Prasad 1988: 198.
90 asâdhâranasârvajnyam vilasatsarvamangalam I

kriyâsaktigurum vande trilocanam ivâparam 11 MV 1.4 //

I praise Guru Kriyâsakti. who, like Siva, 
is of extraordinary omniscience, 
and who shines with universal auspiciousness, 
like Siva when he is with Durgâ.

91 It seems that there were different reasons for introducing versions of 
the Vijayanagara foundation myth into different texts as the case of the 
Râyavâcakamu proves. More about its textual strategies in: Ph. Wag
oner, Tidings of the King. A translation and Ethnohistorical Analysis of the 
Râyavâcakamu (Wagoner 1993).

92 Thiruvenkatachari 1959, Introduction, pp. 2-3.

In fact, the Madhuravijaya authoress uses the name Vijayana
gara exclusively and does not mention Vidyâranya at all. Instead 
she pays homage to Kriyâsakti, just after the invocation to Siva, 
Pârvatï, Ganesa and SarasvatT, which commences her poem. She 
compares Kriyâsakti Guru, unparalleled in wisdom and shining 
with auspiciousness, to Siva Trilocana with Pârvatï by his side.90 
It seems that Kriyâsakti, the kula guru of the Sangamas, as is 
known from the inscriptions, could be an influential and very im
portant personage at the dawn of the city and the kingdom, while 
the influence and high position of Mâdhava Vidyâranya started 
some years later,91 perhaps in the last quarter of the 14th century 
as S. Thiruvenkatachari suggests in his Introduction to the edition 
and translation of the Madhuravijaya text.92 Hermann Kulke has 
also reached the similar conclusions that Mâdhava Vidyâranya ob
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tained the highest level of hierocracy only in his old age. Kulke also 
collected evidence showing that in fact there were two Mâdhavas 
connected with the early Sangamas and belonging to two differ
ent families. The presence of Mâdhavamantrin of Angirasa gotra 
and Mâdhavâcârya of Bhâradvâja gotra can be now treated as an 
established fact (Kulke 2001b: 208-239).

There is also another dissenting opinion concerning Vidyâranya 
and Kâsîvilâsa Kriyâsakti Desika. According to T. N. Mallappa 
the inscriptions with the Vidyâranya’s name were not fabricated 
at all and Kâlâmukha Guru Kriyâsakti is Vidyâranya from the 
early Sangama inscriptions. After the consecration of his disciple 
Harihara II, he was addressed as Vidyâranya and

(...) was installed as the first jagadguru of Sringeri matha, and it 
is from him the parampara of Sringeri jagadgurus starts. It is he 
who helped the formation of the Vijayanagara Empire through his 
disciples Madhavacharya of Angirasa gotra and Naraharimantri. 
(Mallappa 1974: 58)

The second Mâdhava belonging to the Bhâradvâja gotra was 
the minister of Bukka. He was a brother of Sâyana, the talented 
author of the ParasaramadhavTya, but not such a great personage 
as Mâdhava of Angirasa gotra, according to Mallappa. His argu
ments concerning the identification of Vidyâranya are presented in 
the book Kriyasakti Vidyaranya. As we know from the epigraphi
cal evidence, contrary to the popular stories connecting the name 
of Sankarâcârya with the establishment of matha in Srngeri, the 
earliest reference concerning Srngeri only as the place of pilgrim
ages (tTrtha) comes from 1346.93 In 1356 King Bukka donates vil
lages to Vidyâtïrtha and his disciples in Srngeri. Then the name of 
Vidyâranya does not appear in inscriptions at Srngeri until 1375. 
In the Srngeri matha kadita books (accounts), one can find an in
teresting story contained in the copy of Harihara II inscription and 

93 Srngeri inscription of Harihara I (Gopal & Ritti 2004: 8-10).
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retold in Srngeri's Guruvamsakâvya composed in the 18i/l century. 
We learn that the senior guru Hiriya Snpadanga asked Vidyâranya 
to come back from Kâsï and on his return he ascended to the gadT 
of Srngeri. The title or epithet of Kriyâsakti describes him as “The 
Joy of Kâsï” (Kâsïvilâsa). Was it not Kriyâsakti, the guru of early 
Sangamas, who was asked to come back from Kâsï, then received 
the name of Vidyâranya and became the mahant of Srngeri matha 
and immediately Bukka I ordered Mâdhavamantrin to grant lands 
to him? From that time the name of Vidyâranya occurs frequently 
in the Srngeri inscription and the matha receives generous support 
of Bukka I, then Harihara II.

Inscriptional evidence, however, is against Mallappa’s concept 
that Kriyâsakti and Vidyâranya are one and the same person. 
The grant of Harihara II dated 1384 provides information that 
the king listened both to Kriyâsakti and Vidyâranya’s teachings. 
A record from 1403 registers land grants both to Kriyâsakti-deva- 
râya-vodeyar and to the guru of Srngeri matha (Lorenzen 1972: 
162). The identification of Mâdhava belonging to Bhâradvâja 
gotra, a disciple of Vidyâtïrtha, Bhâratatïrtha and Srikantha as 
Vidyâranya is also attested by his own literary works.94

94 “Mainly on the basis of this literary evidence of cross-reference in his own 
works, the traditional identification of Madhavacarya can be considered an 
established fact" (Kulke 2001b: 226).

95 About Savana see in Galewicz 2009.

Thus, as we can see, the debate concerning the identity of 
Vidyâranya was very vivid but it seems that finally convincing 
conclusions have been reached.

Judging by the opening of the Madhurâvijayam and what we 
know about the position of the kula guru during the rule of the 
first Sangamas, Kriyâsakti was an extremely important person in 
the kingdom of Bukka, more important than Mâdhava or both 
Mâdhavas and Sâyana95 as their names are not mentioned at all, 
and, what is more, Gangâdevï informs us that King Bukka relied 
only on his own judgement and power:
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vivekam eva sacivam dhanur eva varuthinim I
bahum eva ranotsahe yah sahayam amanyata 11 MV 1.29 //

He (Bukka) considered
his power of discrimination as his minister,
his bow alone as his guards,
and his arm as his only ally in the battle.

3.3. The Vijayanagara king as the saviour 
from the Muslim power

As mentioned before there are different accounts connected with 
the foundation of the Vijayanagara kingdom and city. Even if it 
is still a matter of controversy,96 it can be safely stated that the 
beginnings of the Vijayanagara Empire are closely connected with 
the history of the Muslim expansion in the South of India. It does 
not mean, however, that the kingdom was founded in order to 
protect the Hindu culture and religion against Muslim invaders. 
The founders of the future empire, two brothers—Bukka and Har- 
ihara, were ambitious and intelligent chieftains who obtained the 
royal titles due to favourable circumstances created by the polit
ical chaos that followed the fall of older dynasties, such as the 
Hoysalas and KakatTyas, and the appearance on the scene of the 
new and expansive power of Muslims. The military talents of the 
Sangama brothers and political situation enabled them to create a 
kingdom. Newly created kings and their realms require legitimiza
tion of rule and unquestionable authority behind them. Only then, 

96 According to research, particularly by Herman Kulke and Philip Wagoner, 
the Sangama brothers were most probably local warriors from Karnataka. 
They first served the Hoysalas. Then “they appear to have voluntarily given 
political allegiance to Muhammad Tughluq during the years when he was based 
at Daulatabad. Once Tughluq power waned in the Deccan, the Sangamas 
sought to establish their own state (...)” (Asher & Talbot 2006: 54).
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at the stage of strengthening the Vijayanagara kingdom, did the 
time for preparing ideological background of consolidating value 
come. Building an empire involves composing or selecting a narra
tive that gives identity. The literature created at that time under 
the patronage of the newly established dynasty obviously served 
that purpose. And the Madhuravijaya is the oldest literary doc
ument offering insight into ideological manipulations. The aim 
of a poet in service with the Vijayanagara monarchy must have 
been to show the power and greatness of the early Vijayanagara 
kings and all facts which could legitimate their right to the throne. 
Such traits are clearly visible in the Madhuravijayam mahakávya 
written by GañgadevT, who was the wife/concubine of Kumára 
Kampana, belonging to the second generation of the Sangama dy
nasty. The poetess first describes the defeat of the Sambhuvarayas 
and establishing a prosperous rule in KáñcTpuram. However, the 
reasons for the conquest of the neighbouring Tamil country are 
shown as preparations for the major task, that is the victory over 
Muslims. Here perhaps, for the first time, the image of the early 
Vijayanagara rulers as the protectors of Hindu dharma against 
Muslims appears. In canto 3 of the MV, king Bukka I explains to 
his son:

upetya tundTram akhanditodyamah
pramathya campapramukhán ranonmukhan / 
prasádhi káñcTm an uvarti tapraj ah
patir nidhTnam alakapurTm iva // MV 3.41 //

“You, making constant efforts,
after reaching Tundirá97 country

97 Tundira or Tundaka-visaya—a Sanskritized form of the name Tondainadu 
or Tondaimandalam, the historical region with KancT as its capital.

and destroying those headed by Campa (Sambhuvaraya), 
who only wait for war, 
take care of the subjects and rule in KáñcT 
just like the Lord of Wealth does in the city of Alaká. 
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athabhibhutakhiJavanyabhubhrtas 
turuskabhangas tava naiva duskarah I 
nigirnasakhasatasamfvrtah? hatih] katham 
taruprakandam na dahed davanalah 11 MV 3.42 / /

Then, if you subdued all the woodland kings,
it would not be difficult for you to break the power of Turuska.98 
Would the fire that had devoured hundreds of branches 
not destroy the trunk of a tree as well?

98 The words yavana, parasika and turuska/tuluska are used as synonyms in 
the Madhuravijaya meaning a ‘Muslim’ without differentiation of the origin of 
the invaders.

anena desan adhikrtya daksinan 
vitanyate raksasarajadurnayah / 
tvayapi lokatrayatapaharina 
vidhTyatam ragbavakarma nirmalam // MV 3.43 //

After imposing his supremacy upon the southern countries, 
he exhibits the bad conduct of Lord of raksasas.
You should perform the virtuous deed of Raghava, 
reducing the affliction of the world.

The Sambhuvaraya chieftains of the North Arcot and Chin- 
gleput districts in Tamil Nadu rose to local prominence under the 
Colas. Then they were associated with the Pandyas and the most 
famous member of this family was at that time Kulasekhara Samb
huvaraya (reign: 1306-1330), a son of Ekambaranathan (Sethura- 
man 1987: 12). Upto 1322, according to epigraphical evidence, 
he was faithful to the Pandyas. In 1324 the Muhammadan army 
from Delhi ran in the Tamil country and occupied Madurai. The 
Pandyas fled to the northern areas of Tamil Nadu. Probably it 
was the weakness of the Pandyas which encouraged Kulasekhara 
Sambhuvaraya to declare independence. As is attested by records, 
Kulasekhara Sambhuvaraya and his son Ekambaranatha Venruma- 
nkondan Sambhuvaraya (reign: 1322-1339) successfully restored 
peaceful life in the Tondaimandalam region of the Tamil country 
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after the Muslim invasion under the leadership of Malik Kafur. 
They revived worship in the temples, took care of refugees and de
velopment of handicrafts. In 1337 Tirumallinathan Rajanarayana I, 
the elder son of Venrumankondan Sambhuvaraya, came to the 
throne and the following year his younger brother Ponnin Tam- 
biran Rajanarayana II also started his reign. The territorial ex
pansion of Bukka I and his son, presented in the Madhuravijaya 
as a necessary and unavoidable prelude to a decisive battle with 
Turkish Muslims, put an end to the prosperity of the Sambhu- 
varayas' kingdom.

GangadevT describes the Vijayanagara army—elephants, hor
ses, foot soldiers—leaving the capital city, prince Kampana on 
his excellent horse," with Cola, Kerala and Pandya monarchs 
as the staffbearers before him. To this picture the sounds of 
war drums, trumpeting of elephants and Brahmanas’ chanting of 
Atharvaveda hymns augmenting the chances of victory should be 
added (MV 4.3-5, 16, 19). The cool breeze from the waves of the 
Tungabhadra welcomed the marching army. After five or six days 
of marching (pancasair eva vasair) through the Karnata coun
try, Kampana with his army reached Kantakananapattana (MV 
4.47), the modern Mulbagal or Mudlabagalu, the city on the bor
ders of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. He stopped 
there for a while waiting for the appropriate hour to launch the 
attack against a Sambhuvaraya ruler. Kampana “struck camp 
near Virincinagara” (MV IV. 50), the modern Virinchipuram sit
uated near Vellore. This time a breeze from the DugdhavahinT 
river, which is today called Pallar, is mentioned. After due prepa
rations Kampana started to lay siege to Sambhuvaraya, who is 
called here a lord of Dravidas (dramidadhipa). It can be sup
posed that the siege of Virincinagara is alluded to in the text,

99 The tall royal horse is described in ten stanzas (K1V 4.20-29), which con
stitutes almost 1/4 of the whole sarga'. To compare, the decisive battle between 
the two enemies takes only a few lines (MV 4.77-81). 
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but another possibility should be also taken into consideration, 
namely the siege of the town called today Padavedu. Accord
ing to S.Thiruvenkatachari, the editor and translator of the Mad
huravijaya and the author of Introduction, Kampana besieged 
KancTpuram (Thiruvenkatachari 1957: 33). I have not found any 
information confirming this supposition. It should be reasonable 
to suppose that the struggles must have taken place in the territory 
of the original home of the Sambhuvarayas. The mention about a 
camp near Virincipuram and laying siege to RajagambhTra make 
both towns—Virincipuram and Padavedu—more probable places 
of the events described in the Madhuravijaya than KancTpuram, 
which is situated circa 70 km from both Virincipuram and Padav
edu (the distance between Virincipuram and Padavedu is around 
20 km). Padavedu was the old capital of the Sambhuvarayas. It 
is encircled by mountains and hills, where it was possible to seek 
shelter in case of defeat. And that was what the Dravida king did 
in fact, taking refuge in RajagambhTra, a rocky fortress besieged 
by Kampana in all probability from Padavedu. According to the 
Manual of the North Arcot District, quoted by S.Thiruvenkatachari, 
Padavedu was once a large city full of temples. There were two 
forts upon the plains and another one upon the peak of the Javadi 
hills, overlooking the city (Thiruvenkatachari 1957: 68). Perhaps 
the latter one is the hill fortress the siege of which is described 
in the Madhuravijaya. The town was conquered after fierce fights 
but the Tamil king’s forces escaped and took shelter in the hill 
fortress named RajagambhTra:

atha tasya purTm eva nltva sibiratam nrpah /
acaiam rajagambhlram arundha dvisadasritam // MV 4.67 //

Then the king
converted his (i.e. Sambhuvaraya’s) town into a camp, 
and besieged the hill (fortress) RajagambhTra 
in which the enemy sought refuge.
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It seems that Kampana began the siege of the fortress from the 
city which became his camp, and if so, it must have been a town 
at the foot of the RajagambhTra hill. The sounds of his war-drums 
raised echoes from every hill cave:

taddundubhipratidhvanamukharaih kandaramukhaih I
bhayad amandam akrandam akarsTd iva parvatah // MV 4.68 //

The mountain seemed to cry intensely 
from fear with its mouth-like caves, 
resounding with the echoes of his war-drums.

This sentence should be also treated literally as the area of 
Padavedu is encircled by mountains and hills. “The battle be
tween the two armies again has started” (atha pravavrte yuddham 
sainyayor ubhayor api—MV 4.70ab) and it was described as mak
ing the battlefield shining with the missiles falling and shooting 
up.100 Is it an allusion to the use of artillery? According to the 
information provided by Mahalingam, in South India artillery was 
used for the first time in the battle of 1368 fought between Bukka I 
and Bahmani Sultan, which is attested by Tohfut-us-Salatin (Ma
halingam 1967: 269-270). Perhaps the first usage of gun powder 
happened a few years earlier and thus was recorded by the poetess. 
As Burton Stein states:

10(1 atha pravavrte yuddham sainyayor ubhayor api 
patadutptadastramsujvalitorvinabhassthalam // MV 4.70 //

The battle between the two armies again has started, 
lighting up both earth and sky 
with beams of missiles 
falling down and shooting up.

Reasons for the military success of Vijayanagara warriors against 
their Hindu and Muslim rivals are hardly considered in the exist
ing literature on the Vijayanagara state. This is peculiar since all 
have differentiated the Vijayanagara state from others on the basis 
of its martial character and achievements. An unchanging dharmic 
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ideology is presumed to account for the successes of the several 
dynasties; yet, as is clear from the records of Vijayanagara, the ma
jor victims of Vijayanagara military power were not Muslims but 
Hindus, and a major factor in this success were Muslim soldiers in 
Vijayanagara armies. (...) One that would appear to deserve se
rious consideration is that the success of Vijayanagara armies was 
a direct consequence of their experience with an imitation of Mus
lim armies, their tactics and weapon. (...) But there is another 
military factor which is almost totally ignored by Vijayanagara his
torians; that is the use of artillery by the Vijayanagara armies. 
(Stein 1980: 400, 402)

The fierce fight culminated in the duel of two kings described 
in four stanzas (MV 4.79-82). According to the relation of Gariga, 
Sambhuvaraya was killed. One can suppose that GangadevT ac
companied her husband in his raid,101 but in fact there is no cer
tainty if the whole campaign of the Vijayanagara prince was de
scribed faithfully in her poem. As Thiruvenkatachari observes in 
his Introduction to the edition of the Madhuravijaya, if Kampana’s 
invasion took place about 1351-2, a fact which is confirmed by the 
inscriptions,102 and at that time Rajanarayana Sambhuvaraya was 
the ruler, how is it possible that we have Rajanarayana’s inscrip
tions up to 1359? Who was then killed in the battlefield? Or 
possibly Sambhuvaraya was defeated and subdued but not killed. 
According to the epigraphical evidence convincingly presented by 
Thiruvenkatachari, GangadevT describes the second campaign aga
inst the Sambhuvarayas. The first one took place in 1351-2 and as 
its result Rajanarayana accepted the supremacy of Vijayanagara. 

101 Duarte Barbosa says that the king of Vijayanagara ordered his men to 
take their wives and sons to the battlefield because “men fight better if they 
have the responsibility of wives and children and household goods on them” 
(Dames 1918: I, 225).
102 There are about 132 inscriptions found in the districts of Chittoor, Chin- 
gleput, North and South Arcot, Tanjavur, Trichinopoly, Salem, Coimbatore 
and Ramanathapuram attesting to Kampana’s conquest and rule in the Tamil 
country. The earliest one, dated 1352, is from Avur in the North Arcot.
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According to Thiruvenkatachari, Kampana returned to the seat of 
his Mulbagal Viceroyalty and spend the period between 1353 and 
1359 there. However, there is an inscription from the Kolar area 
dated 8th February 1356 informing that Bukka I appointed his son 
a viceroy of the Mulbagalrajya “and entrusted him with the task 
of extending the Vijayanagara rule in the Tamil country.”103 It is 
possible then that prince Kampana, after the first struggle with 
the Sambhuvarayas, returned to his father’s seat and only in 1356 
moved to Mulbagal. His cousin VTra Savanna controlled the ear
lier subdued territory. VTra Savanna and his general Saluva Mangi 
both acquired the title of sambhuvarayasthapanacarya—another 
proof that the Sambhuvarayas did not disappear from the scene 
in 1352 if Savanna and the general under Savanna were the “es- 
tablishers of the Sambhuvaraya”. These titles also point to the 
fact that actually the two warriors were the heroes of the first en
counter of the Vijayanagara forces with the Sambhuvarayas. Ac
cording to Sethuraman’s investigation based on a thorough study 
of the epigraphical evidence, the records of Rajanarayana II are 
available up to 1359 and his existence in 1359 is confirmed in the 
records of Rajanarayana III. Around 1362 there was a battle and 
possibly it was Ponnin Tambiran Rajanarayana II who was slain 
in it. Tirumallinathan Rajanarayana I surrendered to Kampana, 
who restored him to the throne, and we have his records from 
1362. Later he figures as a donor in the record dated 1373 men
tioning Kampana's name as a ruler. As Sethuraman concludes, 
he must have entrusted the affairs of the kingdom to his son 
Rajanarayana III, whose records upto 1375 are preserved. The 
fate of the Sambhuvarayas after this date is not known.

It seems that the campaign against chieftains observing and 
guarding Hindu dharma was quite long and difficult. Should not 
the rulers of Vijayanagara, depicted as the protectors of the Hindu 
way of life, treat the Sambhuvarayas rather as their allies belong
ing to the same league? Was not the campaign against the Hindu 

103 Srinivasan 1990: 83.
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ruler a waste of time and power which should be directed towards 
Madurai Sultan immediately? The authoress tries to hide such 
an inconsistency on the one hand under popular sayings, such as: 
“Would the fire that had devoured hundreds of branches not de
stroy the trunk of a tree also?” (MV 4.42), as if the fights with the 
Sambhuvarayas were a kind of exercise before the main task. Then 
under a picture of the heroic battle and Kampana's successful rule 
in the newly obtained country, a message is hidden that the rule 
of the Sambhuvarayas was not in accordance with dharma:

ittham sahgaramurdhni campanrpatim nltva kathasesatam 
sriman kampanrpesvaro janayituh sampraptavah chasanam / 
kahcTnyastajayaprasastir amithassarikTrnavarnasramam 
nTtya nityaniratyayarddhir asisat tundTrabhumandalam // MV 4.83 //

In the field of battle,
having thus procured Campa to become a story only, 
venerable king Kampana received a decree of his father 
that he should rule (the territory thus conquered).
With the fame of his victory duly established in Kanci, 
he inaugurated a just and prosperous rule over TundTramandalam 
destroying all confusion in castes and religious orders.

That is how GangadevT finishes canto 4. The sentence justifies 
the military action and on the other hand confirms the opinion 
that Vijayanagara was, at the beginning of its history, more a 
military confederacy of “many chieftains cooperating under the 
leadership of the biggest among them” (Nilakanta Sastri 1964: 
79) than one kingdom. The Mulbagal Viceroyalty now extended 
to KancTpuram was actually ruled by Kampana himself. The next 
chapter offers the description of a happy life in the ‘Emerald City' 
(Marakatanagara, i.e. Kanci). It seems that Kampana was not in 
a hurry to destroy the demoniac Suratrana at all. He enjoyed a 
peaceful and pleasant life in Kanci for quite a long time, forgetting 
about his mission long ago entrusted to him by his father.

Gangadevrs poem was written only after the Madurai victory 
and from the perspective of the victorious party. No wonder that 
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the motives of the Sambhuvarayas' campaign could be changed 
accordingly to the new ideology connected with the purpose of re
moving the Suratrana from the political stage of Tamil Nadu and 
introducing Vjayanagara rule. It might also be, as Sethuraman 
suggested, that the Pandyas facing two serious problems, namely 
threatening power of the Madurai Sultanate and the strengthen
ing position of the Sambhuvarayas, asked king Bukka I for help. 
The fact which corroborates this opinion is that the Pandyas are 
described as Kampana’s allies in the campaign against the Samb
huvarayas, although it is highlighted by the author that they were 
staff-bearers for Kampana accepting his superiority completely. 
Secondly, the Vijayanagara kings brought Tamil Nadu under their 
control but the Pandyas were independent. After Vijayanagara 
victories they “retired to Ramnad, Tirunelveli and Kanyakumari 
districts. The Pandyas existed till the middle of the 17th century.” 
(Sethuraman 1987: 21).

3.4. Kumara Kampana—a picture of a son, 
husband and ruler

It seems that the name Kampana was quite popular among the 
early Sangamas. The younger brother of Harihara I and Bukka I 
was named Kampana (or Kampanna) and also two sons of Bukka I 
bore that name. The two brothers were known as Hiriya Kampana 
(i.e. older Kampana) and Cikka Kampana (i.e. younger Kampana) 

The table given below situates the hero of Madhuravijaya 
among the family of the early Sangamas:
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M.B. Emeneau explains that the name Kampan(n)a is formed 
of the personal name Kampa and the Kannada kinship term ‘anna’ 
—‘elder brother'. GangadevT uses the form Kampa, calling her 
King Kamparaja, Kampanrpa, Kampesvara, Kampendra, Kam- 
panarendra, KampamahTpati, etc. Only once does she employ the 
form Kampana104 while giving an ethymological explanation to 
that Sanskritized form of a Dravidian name:

104 I use the Sanskritized form of the name, i.e. Kampana not Kampan(n)a.
105 Emeneau’s translation; Emeneau 1985: 401.
106 Ibid.

akampayisyaty ayam ekavirah 
samgramarahge sakaJan aratin I 
ity eva niscitya sa dlrghadarsl 
namna sutam kampana ity akarsit 11 MV 2.34 //

The (king), being far-seeing, felt assured that
this son would be a matchless warrior
and would cause all his enemies to tremble [verb stem a-kampaya-] 
on the field of battle, and named him Kampana.105

As M.B. Emeneau notices, the poetess must be “an accom
plished Sanskrit scholar, and this verse is an echo of the epic pas
sage in the Mahabharata 2.4.19f-20” .106 The sloka from the MBh 
to which Emeneau refers reads:

(...) kampanas ca mahabalah 11 19 // 
satatani kampayam asa yavanan eka eva yah / 
yathasuran kalakeyan devo vajradharas tatha 11 20 //

‘and the mighty Kampana, who, all by himself,
ever made the Yavanas tremble [verb stem kampaya-], 
as the thunderbolt-wielder Indra did the Kalakeya demons.'107

It introduces the famous ksatriyas who gathered in Pandava's 
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assembly hall, among them Kampana, who alone was able to make 
the Yavanas tremble.

One could agree with Emeneau that it must be a reference to 
the passage from the Mahabharata and admire the education and 
skills of the poetess. It is worth mentioning that, at the same 
time, it suggests that it is also our Kampana’s fate to make the 
Yavanas tremble. As mentioned earlier the ethnic terms such as 
yavana, parasika and turuska/tuluska were designates of Muslims.

Bukka’s queen gave birth to her son at an auspicious mo
ment, as it pronounced by astrologers (pr asaste divase samastair 
mauhürtikar sádhitapunyalagne—MV 2.14a). She is compared to 
Parvati delivering a child to Siva. All signs prophesied the great fu
ture of the first-born son of the royal couple: the gentle breeze was 
spreading the fragrant flower-dust from heavenly trees (MV 2.16), 
the flowers of kalpa vrksas were falling down through the clouds 
(MV 11.18), the auspicious circles described by dancing flames of 
the fire betokened that fruitful sacrifices would be performed all 
over the southern countries (MV 2.17). The quarters shone as if 
washed by royal fame comparable because of its whiteness to the 
milky ocean (MV 2.15). The living creatures in the kingdom were 
overwhelmed with joy. Interestingly enough, the poetess lists here 
only elephants, horses and people, as if to show that her prince will 
be a great commander of the Vijayanagara army who will lead the 
cavalry, infantry and elephants towards future victories. After giv
ing the list of all good omens, GañgadevT describes the festivities 
in the city. However, it could not be Vijayanagara city. Prince 
Kampana’s campaigns into the northern Tamil country started 
in the 1350s as the inscriptions testify. It means that he could 
have been born in the 1330s, i.e. before his father established his 
capital known as Vijayanagara and acquired the position which 
GahgadevT describes in the first chapter of her poem. Neverthe
less, we can accept the picture of a town celebrating the birth of 
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a male-child of its ruler108 as is shown by the poetess: auspicious 
horns were sounded (mangalaturya—MV 2.21), wandering singers 
(carana) were chanting the memorable verses (catu) and people 
were in the joyous mood. Bukka wanted to give everything, in
cluding himself, to the messengers who brought the glad tidings. 
On his command prisons were emptied as if he could anticipate 
that quite soon space to hold Muslim prisoners would be needed 
(MV 2.23). After disposing great wealth to the Brahmanas, the 
king bathed and dressed in white silk entered the queen’s apart
ments in order to see the face of his son. The scene which we are 
presented with is depicted by GangadevI in the white colour as she, 
as was said earlier, aims at suggesting prosperity and royal fame 
of the Sangama House, now increased by the birth of the prince. 
We see the king dressed in white silk (dhautadukula-dharin), his 
wife's lap is compared to the bank of an autumnal river and the 
newborn son to a duckling (kalahamsasaba). Rays of light, white 
as camphor, played on the child’s auspiciously marked body. On 
a proper day the jatakarman rites were performed by a priest, a 
name was selected for the child and the prince grew, tended by 
trustworthy nurses (dhatrl). The overjoyed King Bukka witnessed 
his son's first lessons in walking and talking. He liked kissing and 
embracing the little boy.

108 In the 1330s Ballala III gave both talented brothers, Harihara and Bukka, 
special privileges, such as issuing records independently and using some of the 
titles (Srinivasan 1990: 81). Of course, to call Bukka at that time a king would 
be an exaggeration. Gariga, however, starts writing her poem when Bukka was 
really a powerful ruler. Even if there were still people who remembered him 
in Hoysala service, her task was to present him as a king enveloped in all royal 
splendours.
109 Bukka I fathered more sons but DevayT must be his chief queen or this 
is the picture presented by Gariga. In the Penugonda inscription of Bukka I 
dated 1354, it is said that he entrusted Penugomde-rajya to his son, Virupanna, 

Soon the first-born child of the royal couple had two more 
brothers—younger Kampana and Sangama—and the princes grew 
together.109 After the tonsure ceremony (caula), the prince became 
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proficient in all arts and sciences. Under the guidance of his fa
ther, he acquired perfection in martial arts. As GangadevT says 
the qualities of all the Pandava brothers: Yuddhisthira, Bhima, 
Arjuna, Nakula and Sahadeva were gathered in this one person:

sa satyavag bhuribalo dbanurdharas 
turangam arohanakarmamarmavit I 
krpanavidyanipunah prthabhuvam
adarsi samghata ivaikatain gatah // MV 3.3 //

He was truth-telling, immensely strong, proficient in archery, 
knowing the tricks of mounting a horse, 
conversant with knowledge of swordplay.
One could see all (accomplishments) of Pandavas united.

So this time the Mahabharata and its main heroes are used by 
the poetess in order to create a picture of Kampana’s valours.

Then the poetess gives a detailed depiction of the youth (MV 
3.6-16):

sa sarvatah parvatakandarasrayaih 
parigrahanugrahakahksibhir gajaih I 
vitTrnam utkocatayeva dhTradhi-
-radharayad vibhramamantharam gatam // MV 3.6 //

His gait was entirely dignified and graceful,
as if (with it) this clever-minded one
were bribed by the elephants 
dwelling in the mountain caves 
and longing to be caught and kept (by him).

sa rupagarvena nirasthad ahghrina 
smarasya nunam jayavaijayantikam /

born of the queen Jommadevi (Gopal &: Ritti 2004: 53-54). After the death of 
Bukka I, his and Gaurambika’s son, Harihara II, ruled between 1377 and 1404. 
Bhaskara and Mallinatha or Mallappa were also the sons of Bukka I. Among 
Bukka’s daughters Jannambika is mentioned (Rice 1909: 112) and Virupadevi 
(EC X.10; El: 232, 285).
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na cet katham tasya tale 'tikomale
sulekham alaksyata mTnalanchanam // MV 3.7 //

Indeed, he must have put his beautiful foot
on Kama’s banner of victory.
If not for that, why the auspicious lines 
on his soft sole form a sign of a fish?

subhakrtes tasya suvarnamekhalam 
katisthalam sthulasilavisankatam I 
vyadambayan nutanadhatupattika 
-pariskrtam anjanabhubhrtas tatTm // MV 3.8 //

The loftiness of the buttocks of this handsome (young man), 
hard as stone, with a gold belt,
resembled the slopes of the Anjana mountain 
encircled by a fresh ribbon of minerals.

adharayad darsitadehasaustavam
sa rajasunus tanuvrttamadhyatam I 
parakramatrasi taci t tavrtti bhir 
mrgadhirajair upadikrtam iva // MV 3.9110 //

110 The verse is given in accordance with reading proposed by Subrahmanya- 
sastrT.

This son of the king possessed
a slender circumference of the waist
enhancing the beauty of his body.
It was like a gift/bribe from the lions,
kings of the jungle,
with their hearts trembling because of his courage.

vyarajatorahsthalam asya tavata 
visalabhavena kavatabandhuram / 

karindrakumbhapratimam mrgldrsam 
kucadvayam yati na yavata bahih I/ MV 3.10 //
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His charming panel-like chest shone.
(Even) the pair of women’s breasts
similar to the globes on an elephant’s head 
does not cross such breadth.

ghanamsapTthau kathinarunarigulT 
patuprakosthau parighanukarinau I 
mahaujasas tasya manoharau bhujav 
apasyad ajanuvilambinau janah // MV 3.11 //

People noticed
his iron bar-like mighty and attractive arms,
with solid shoulder-blades and hard, reddish fingers,
strong fore-arms, hanging up to his knees.

vihaya madhyam yadi laksmarekhaya
bahih prasaryeta sudhamsumandalam / 
daroditasmasrukrtasriyas tada 
tadananendor upamanatam vrajet 11 MV 3.12 //

If the series of spots could be removed
from the centre to the edge of its orb, 
then the moon might attained resemblance 
to his moon-like face made beautiful by the beard just visible.

vimdraparikeruhadala[em.; ma Ed. 111]dFrghayor 
drsor upante janito ’sya sonima / 

111 The word ‘daman’ means ‘a gift, share, string, garland, large bandage’, etc. 
(Monier-Williams 2005: 474-475). If we think about the conventional images 
obligatory in Sanskrit poetry, the emendation appears necessary: the shape 
of the eye is compared to the lotus petals. The word for petal in Sanskrit is 
however ‘dala’, not ‘däla’. According to the Monier Williams Dictionary: däla 
means ‘a kind of honey produced from petals’. However, we can understand 
däla as ‘belonging to petal, having its characteristics’. So Kampana’s eyes 
are depicted as ‘having the largeness typical for a lotus petal’. This particular 
stanza, similarly to all the verses of the third canto, is written in the vamsastha 
metre, which pattern (v—v----- v v—v—v —) requires a long syllable in that
place; hence the choice of the poetess was most probably ‘däla’.
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anargalasvaprasaraprarodhaka— 
srutidvayidarsitarosayir iva 11 MV 3.13 //

In the corners of his eyes,
long like the petals of a blown lotus,
redness appeared,
as if showing anger towards the ears 
that limited their freedom in expanding.

anulbanam ayatatungabandhuram 
amamsta lokah sphutam asya nasikam I 
visrrikh alavyapn u vadlksan ad vayT— 
parasparakrantinivaranargalam // MV 3.14 //

People thought of his long,
prominent and slightly hooked nose
as a bar extended in order to prevent (his) eyes 
from stepping upon each other’s territory.

adharayad garbhitaraktasandhyakam 
nrpatmajah kesakalapam ayatam I 
drdhanuragacchuritair mrgTdrsam 
anupravistam hrdayair ivantara // MV 3.15 //

The prince had a mass of long hair 
interlaced with red water-lily flowers, 
as if inlaid with hearts of doe-eyed beauties 
bound by the fetters of their passion (for him).

saha pratapena samunnatim vapur 
va/aksa[em.: valarksa Ed.jbhavam yasasa vilocane I 
gunaih parTnaham amusya kandhara 
svarena gambhlryam agacchad asayah 11 MV 3.16 //

His body and strength grew,
his eyes and fame became white,
his neck along with his qualities widened,
his mind together with his voice became deeper.
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Figure 5: Ideal man and woman. The pillar in Lepakshi Temple, 
Andhra Pradesh. (Photo L. Sudyka)

Figure 6: Figure of ideal woman (padmim type). The pillar in
Lepakshi Temple, Andhra Pradesh. (Photo L. Sudyka)
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Figure 7: Figure of ideal man. The pillar in Lepakshi Temple, 
Andhra Pradesh. (Photo L. Sudyka)

Figure 8: Face of ideal man. The pillar in Lepakshi Temple, 
Andhra Pradesh. (Photo L. Sudyka)
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Such a depiction of a person from the bottom up, called nakha- 
sikhavarnana, belongs to the kavya convention. Not surprisingly, 
a detailed description of a human body appears in the Kamasutra 
and other manuals on ars amatoria as well. Also Manusmrti, 
Yajnavalkyasmrti, Visnudharmasutra and puranas name qualities 
and faults of different parts of the body. This time the detailed 
information is important for predicting future or arranging a mar
riage. And of course kavya descriptions of a beautiful woman and 
a handsome man make use of this culturally established reper
toire.112 In fact, GangadevT mentioned all good signs to be seen 
on the body of a newly born prince which clearly indicated his 
potential to become a good ruler. The second description shows 
the fully developed and mature prince. This time the poetess con
centrates on the physical charms and attractiveness of his body 
described from tip to toe. Usually such nakhasikhavarnanas con
cern the depiction of female beauty. However, the woman-writer is 
visibly more interested in presenting the body of her hero. There 
are no detailed descriptions of a woman’s body in her poem at all. 
The only exception is the pregnant Bukka’s queen.

112 According to the Manusmrti (1.3.10), the good signs for a girl are a gait 
like a goose (hainsa) or an elephant, a delicate body, not too hairy, and long 
hair. Other texts add small teeth, a neck like a sea-shell with three lines and a 
delicate body, etc. According to the Garuda-Purana (1.63-65), a man should 
have arms round like the trunk of an elephant; a deep navel, voice and intel
lect; a broad forehead, chest and face, a long nose, arms, eyes, teeth and face; 
a tall neck (the three lines on it are also recommended), etc. Some of these 
traits are easy to spot while looking at the column from the Lepakshi tem
ple interior (Anantapur District of Andhra Pradesh) presenting an ideal man 
(Fig. 7, 8) and woman (Fig. 6) of the physically superior type, i.e. padminL 
The temple was developed during the 14ih and 16ih centuries and was an im
portant pilgrimage centre in the Vijayanagara Empire. The paintings which 
are preserved in the rariga mandapa must represent faithfully the clothes and 
other details of everyday life at that time.

On the other hand, male-writers prefer the nakhasikhavarnana 
of a beauty and their presentation of a hero’s body is usually 
limited to mentions about broad chest, strong arms long up to the 
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knee, the lion-like (i.e. thin) waist and the comparison of different 
parts of the body (face, eyes and limbs) to the lotus occurs.113 
GangadevT’s description is full of erotic sentiment (srhgara-rasa) 
and the picture of Kampana nearly as an embodiment of Kama is 
suggested. The ‘local trait’ enters the scene when Ganga compares 
his buttocks to the slopes of Anjana,114 a mountain so important 
in geographical and mythological landscape of the Vijayanagara 
city.

113 In devotional poems, no matter if composed by male or female writers, 
the god’s, i.e. male, body is described in detail, but this time in the reverse 
order, from bottom to toe.
114 Anjanadri—a place where Hanuman was born. The Hampi area was iden
tified to be Kiskindha, a monkey kingdom mentioned in the Ramayana.

On attaining youth, the prince married several princesses, and 
this piece of information may have been accompanied also by the 
name/names of his principal consort or consorts, but the manu
script is damaged in this place and after the usual sequences of 
comparisons equalling the queens with the consorts of gods, there 
are lacunae in the text. Was our poetess among them? There is 
no other evidence than her own words contained in stanza MV 
7.39 quoted earlier. The poetess speaks of herself as the king’s 
beloved—priya—but we cannot be sure of her status at the court. 
As far as we know, the literary circles were male-dominated and 
the only women that might easily participate in such communities 
were well-educated courtesans. On the other hand, it cannot be 
excluded that the princess whom Kampana married was educated 
and talented, as Gariga's poem clearly shows.

Kampana as a husband and lover is shown in several cantos: 
5, 6 and 7. The eroticism of the king and his harem was an 
important subject in kavya literature. As David Smith notices in 
his recently published article “One man and many women: some 
notes on the harem in mainly ancient and medieval India from 
sundry perspectives”:
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At the centre of the production of Sanskrit poetry was the royal 
court; and at the centre of the court was the harem, the antahpura, 
avarodhana, suddhanta. At first glance we might say that the cen
tre of the court was the king on his throne. His harem came into the 
throne room with him, and flanking him from behind, as described 
in the Manasollasa (3.1161ff.). But rather than this public place, 
the centre, the secret heart of the palace was indeed the harem, 
where the king was more or less alone with his women.
(...) the king was a great lover, or at least sought to be so seen. 
Such was the assertion of many medieval Sanskrit inscriptions, as 
well set out by Thomas Donaldson in his Kamadeva’s Pleasure Gar
den, Orissa. Indian poetry and painting generally was fascinated 
by the erotic splendour of the king and his many wives.
(Smith 2012: 4)

Kampana is shown with his women, too. We see his erotic 
prowess at the background of kaleidoscopic changes of seasons. All 
the descriptions are written in perfect accordance with the kavya 
convention. This ’song’ of seasons starts with the depiction of 
summer in 9 elegant strophes, afterwards monsoon time comes— 
14 stanzas presenting the fauna and flora during the rainy season, 
then the king in his harem. The standard, yet delightful depiction 
of autumn is contained in 13 verses. Also winter, the season usu
ally neglected by kavya writers, is presented in a longish passage 
(MV 5.51-61). In fact, here the poetess concentrates entirely on 
the king’s lovemaking in wintertime and frankly declares this in 
the first couplet of this eleven-stanza-long description:

atha nrpasya samutsukacetaso 
madanakelikalasu vilasinah / 
priyam ivacaritum samupagamat 
pragunayan ksanadas tuhinagamah // MV 5.51 //

Then the winter came lengthening the nights,
as if to please the passionate king,
who longed for lovemaking.
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Then the king and his womenfolk are shown in the inner apart
ments scented with agaru fumes (ramanTjanair agarugandhisu gar- 
bhagrhesu—MV 5.55cd), with beds strewn with fresh leaves of 
clove trees (navalavangatariiprasavastrtani sayitani—MV 5.57cd), 
engaged in lovemaking.

The next 14 stanzas, full of conventional images, offer a nice ex
ample of spring description. Canto 6, though not complete (slokas 
14-56 are missing), seems to be devoted to the water-sports of the 
king exclusively. Canto 7 depicts the sunset and night, again in a 
manner doing full justice to the kavya tradition. There is, how
ever, an unexpected personal touch in these standard descriptions: 
as we already know, Kampana, after performing his evening rituals 
or sandhyavandana, addresses his favourite Ganga, who is the au
thoress of the poem, to describe the beginning of night in elegant 
verses. Asked courteously by the king, she presents before him the 
description of the darkness and the moon, suitably to the subject 
addressing him as ‘the moon among the kings' (nrpacandra).

The comparison of Kampana to the god of love, Kama, is a 
recurring motif in these passages. Take for instance the strophe 
showing the king's courting in wintertime:

iti sukhany ucitani himagame
samanubhuya manobhavasannibhah / 
sisirayamavatisv api ragavan 
ramayitum ramanir udayuhkta sah // MV 5.56 //

The impassioned king, who resembled the God of Love, 
stimulated his lovers to lovemaking, 
even if the nights were cold, 
thus enjoying the delights of winter.

Kampana is introduced as a good husband and a lover full of 
sexual energy and desire, enjoying the company of his women. The 
mention about newly married, inexperienced wives (MV 5.59d— 
mugdhavadhujanah) underlines that his harem grew bigger and 
bigger.
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GarigadevT depicts Kampana as a good ruler. One could say 
that Kampana did not only listen to the words of his father but 
was following his wise advice provided in the excerpt finishing 
canto 3 (verses 21 to 43). King Bukka warns him off different sins 
of youth and addictions which can be dangerous especially for a 
king. Among these vices he mentions gambling, drinking, hunt
ing and women, which in Kautilya’s Arthasastra are classified as 
‘a fourfold group arising from desire’ (kamajas caturvarga/ AS 
8.3/ Jolly &; Schmidt 1923:167). As mentioned above, Kampana’s 
relationships with women suited the pattern115 accepted for an 
Indian ruler. The other two vices, namely gambling and drinking, 
are not even mentioned in Ganga’s poem. In the mahakavya tra
dition wine drinking usually is referred to when the night is being 
described. Canto 7 contains a depiction of the night, but the poet
ess, in elegant verses, presents mainly her observation on natural 
phenomena: the setting sun, the evening sky, the rising moon, 
lotuses, birds, stars, etc. In the picture of this evening hour, she 
introduces only women proceeding to a tryst or abhisarikas (MV 
7.31). Then, as we know, two actors appear on the scene: Kam
pana and Ganga, and a short conversation takes place culminating 
in ex tempore creation of a short ‘nocturnal’ poem finishing the 
canto.

11,1 “From the Ramayana onward, the analogy of the king and his wives is 
that of the bull and his cows, and the bull elephant and his cow elephants. 
The royal court with its dozens or hundreds of sexual partners for the king 
alone is consciously and specifically modelled on the single bull with his herd 
of cows, or a bull elephant with female elephants. The bull-like king ipso facto 
has superior sexual powers” (Smith 2012: 2).

As to hunting, Bukka warns his son:
vina phaJarn jivitasamsayapradam 
vinodabuddhya mrgayam bhajeta kab I 
pramadyatam parthivagandhahastinam 
iyam hi vari kathita vicaksanaih I/ MV 3.29 //

Who will indulge in hunting endangering his own life 
without any gain, only with the intention to diverse himself?
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Wise men used to call it a trap for 
passionate kings as well elephants in rut.

It is stated in the Arthasastra that if we were to choose between 
hunting and gambling, hunting is the worse vice of the human 
race, since falling into the hands of robbers and enemies, getting 
into wildfire, fear, inability to distinguish between the cardinal 
points, hunger, thirst and loss of life are evils consequent upon 
it. But there are also positive things which should be said about 
hunting, remarks Kautilya. It provides a good exercise causing the 
disappearance of phlegm, bile, fat and sweat. Additionally, it gives 
a chance to develop different skills, such as, for instance, aiming at 
stationary and moving bodies (AS 8.3). Hunting was considered 
not only a favourite pastime and sport of Indian kings but almost 
their duty. As Raja Rudradeva (c. 15- 16i/l century) explains in 
his Syainika Sastra or the “Book on Hawking”, royal hunting leads 
to the acquisition of merits by killing ferocious animals, such as 
wolves and tigers. By the slaughter of stags and other animals, 
crop is protected (vadhena harinadTnam sasyadmah ca raksanat— 
SS 3.22cd). It is also a good occasion for an inspection of the forest, 
which again can serve many useful purposes, such as frightening 
thieves and conciliating forest tribes (SS 3.23). Defined as such, 
hunting belongs to the rajadharma or king’s code of conduct, one 
can say.

Kampana, engaging himself in hunting, proves to follow the 
path of a righteous sovereign fulfilling one of his duties:

hatataraksu pariksatasairibham 
mrditarahku nisuditasukaram / 
glapitakhadgl grhitamatahgajam 
vanam asau mrgayasu muhur vyadhat // MV 5.14 //

During his hunting expeditions, 
he constantly cleared the forest, 
slaughtering hyenas, killing buffaloes and deer,
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exterminating wild boars, subduing rhinos
and catching wild elephants.

It is clearly visible that the purpose of his hunting escapades 
was not the self-enjoyment but protecting his subjects from wild 
and dangerous animals. Kampana and his men did catch the ele
phants, as they could be tamed and used, and their killing was 
even prohibited, if not in battle. The hunting expeditions of Kam
pana took place after defeating Sambhuvaraya, when Kampana 
was staying in KaricTpuram.

At that time his subjects benefited also from his intelligence 
and novel methods of management, which he brought to perfec
tion (MV 5.3b—abhuhkta navam nayasampadam). What new 
methods are alluded to here? Perhaps the organization of the 
administrative system characteristic of the Vijayanagara Empire 
is mentioned here. As K.A. Nilakanta Sastri points out, Hari- 
hara I shaped the administrative system following the model of 
the KakatTyas (Nilakanta Sastri 1958: 254). He appointed the so- 
called karnikas over 3-5 hamlets, sthalakaranas over 20-30 villages 
and nadu-gaudas and nadu-talaiyars over the region (Venkatara- 
manayya 1942: 187). As Burton Stein states:

Administrative specialists provided a web upon which the entire 
fabric of Vijayanagara politics was intricately woven.
(Stein 1997: 91)

According to K.G. Krishnan, the first administrative step con
nected with the effective management of the newly annexed area:

(...) was to arrange for the formation of convenient territorial 
divisions which can be easily governed. They were designed as 
rajyas in consistence with the vastness of the empire transcend
ing the usual devisions of kottam or valanadu, nadu etc., which 
were current in the previous regional regimes (...). The area un
der Tamil Nadu was organised as five rajyas—Chandragiri-rajyam, 
PadaivTdu-rajyam, Tiruvadigai-rajyam, Chola-rajyam and Madurai 
or Pandya-rajyam. (...) Many readjustments were made some
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times by changing the name as in the case of RajagambhTra into 
PadaivTdu-rajya (•■•).
(Krishnan 2006: 16)

Interestingly enough, the name of RajagambhTra was changed 
as if to cover the past of this territory. Perhaps the name of 
RajagambhTra was too strongly connected with the Sambhuvara- 
yas. After all, it was the name of the ancestor of Camparaya, 
RajagambhTra, a subordinte od Rajaraja III. It should be noticed 
here that padaividu means ‘encampment’, and according to stanza 
MV 4.67,116 the town at the foot of the hill was transformed into 
the camp of the Vijanagara army besieging the fortress of Raja
gambhTra and possibly the new name (today Padavedu) commem
orates this fact.

For the text and translation of this stanza see: p. 81.

In the early Vijayanagara inscriptions coming from Tamil Nadu, 
titles such as mahamandalesvara and mahapradhani appear. Peo
ple bearing such titles must have been administrators, provincial 
governors supervising the work of their subordinates adhikaris and 
building the whole bureaucratic machine enabling the Vijayana
gara ruler to govern the territory through his officers. Velcheru 
Narayana Rao, David Shulman and Sanjay Subrahmanyam stress 
in their book that the main impact of Kampana’s campaign con
sisted in:

(...) settlement of Telugu and Kannadiga warrior lineages in the 
Tamil country to a far greater extent than had ever been experi
enced before. Conspicuous figures such as Gandaraguli Marayya 
Nayaka (a warrior-leader of major significance in the South Arcot 
region in the third quarter of the fourteenth century), should be 
seen not merely as the ‘agents’ of Kampana’s will, but as semi- 
autonomous actors, whose significance for rural political economy 
was far longer-lasting than the Vijayanagara campaigns orches
trated by Kampana.
(Rao, Shulman & Subrahmanyam 1992: 29)

116
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The nayamkara and ayagar systems117 will develop in the next 
stage only.

117 Nayamkara—a form of military land tenure. This Vijayanagara system 
originated most probably “as an Indic adaptation of the Islamicate system of 
administration through iqtac assignements. As formulated under the Saljuqs, 
the iqtac was an assignement of the right to collect land revenue, in return for 
which the iqtac—holder was obliged to provide military service for the state”. 
(Wagoner 2000: 318) Ayagar—a paid village servants system.
118 parisaradvayacâmaradhârinï- 

kanakakaiikanarinkhananisvanah / 
asamayan nrpater birudâvalî- 
mukharamâgadhamandalavaikharïm II MV 5.10//

The sound of moving gold bracelets of
the women waving chowris on both sides 
deadened the voice of a group of bards 
singing panegyrics to the king.

Kampana introduced a system of light taxation in his do
minion (MV 5.5ab—karaparigraham (...) mrdutaram). He also 
used the methods recommended to a king by the Arthasastra, 
namely “nothing could be unnoticed in provinces of friends and 
foes alike by him, who was employing many spies” (MV 5.4 abc: 
asuhrdam suhrdam iva mandalesu ajani tena na kihcid alaksitam 
prahitacaraganena). He granted audience to crowds of kings of 
different countries named duly in stanza 5.9. On his both sides 
the beautiful ladies waved the chowris, and in the jingling of 
their golden bracelets, the voice of court bards—magadhas, singing 
panegyrics—birudavaiis, was almost drowned (MV 5.10118). It 
seems that biruda gadya recitation was part and parcel of every
day life at the royal courts in South India. In the morning, the 
royal vandins or magadhas recited these eulogies to the king. Ni- 
lakanta Sastri calls biruda gadya “a type of historical composition 
standing midway between the prasastis in the inscriptions and the 
chronicles” (Nilakanta Sastri 1964: 86). Biruda gadyas preserved 
and transmitted by the bhat community grew in contents and 
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length during the oral transmission, resulting finally, after a few 
generations, in a new shape, that of a chronicle. Unfortunately 
only few of these have survived.119

119 The most famous among them is the Ramrajiyam, telling the history of 
the Aravidu dynasty.
120 In the MV, besides the mention that Kâncïpuram was a big city “which 
was like an ornament to this earth” (MV 5.1), there is no description of the city 
proper: perhaps Gahgâdevï, after supplying the reader with the description of 
The City of Victory standing for the symbol of the empire, considered another 
description of the town superfluous. It is also possible that Kampana and his 
court after some time moved to Mulbâgal, the capital of his viceroyalty.
121 The Madurai Sultanate was a short-lived result of Muslim expansion to 
the South. In 1311 Malik Kâfür led the army of the Deccan Sultanates against 
the Pândya kingdom and sacked Madurai. The other two Muslim expeditions 
were in 1314 and 1323, when Muslims managed to establish a viceroyalty for 
the Delhi Sultanate in Madurai. In 1333 Jalâl ud-Dîn Ahsan Shah became 
an independent ruler of Madurai. He was succeeded by Alâ ud-DTn Udaiji 
(1339-1340), Qutb ud-Dln (1340), Ghiyâs ud-DTn Damghani (1341-1343), 
Nasiruddin (1343-1352) and Qurbat Hasan Kangu (1353-1370).

Kampana's glory was sung not only by the bards. The ladies of 
the court used to play different musical instruments to accompany 
songs telling of his acts of glory (MV 5.12). The remaining slokas 
of this 76-stanza-long chapter, as already mentioned, depict the 
king and his beloveds' entertainments in the setting of different 
seasons of the year.

The three chapters, though purely descriptive and full of con
ventional images, possibly provide us with information of historical 
value. Perhaps these chapters can be treated as a testimony that 
Kampana's rule in the Tamil country was well established and 
really welcomed by the inhabitants of TundTramandala. That is 
why the ruler, feeling safe, could devote so much time to diverse 
entertainments, not without forgetting about affairs of state (MV 
6.69).

This happy and peaceful life in Kâncïpuram120 lasted several 
years. Those were the years when information concerning the sit
uation in the neighbouring Madurai Sultanate121 was gathered.
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Figure 9: Cidambaram Temple. (Photo A. Niteeka)
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Figure 10: Srirahgam Temple. (Photo L. Sudyka)

Figure 11: Madurai Temple. (Photo J. Sudyka)
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The campaign against Madurai was carried on between 1365 and 
1370122 (Nilkanta Sastri 1958: 256; Stein 1997: 28). The rule of 
Qurbat Hasan Kangu, who had been brought from Daulatabad 
to fill the vacant throne in Madurai, was disastrous. He knew 
too little about the political situation; additionally, his character 
and behaviour disappointed his own people, which is corroborated 
by Shams Siraj Afif’s Tankh-i-Firuz-Shahl (Thiruvenkatachari 
1957: 52). It was a really good moment for Vijayanagara to 
launch an attack in order to extend the kingdom and expel the 
enemies. At that moment Kampana, playing the part of Rama, 
could wage a war against Turuska, who behaved like Ravana, as 
his father Bukka I stated (MV 3.43). For Kampana it was a 
favourable opportunity to acquire widespread fame and strengthen 
the Vijayanagara position immensely. The scions of old south
ern dynasties—VTra Pandya, Sundara Pandya Ramadeva and VTra 
Ballala III—submitted, lost their lives or ran away from Muslim 
power. According to Vijayanagara dynastic legends123 recorded in 
later sources, sage Vidyaranya asked the Sangama brothers, who 
were at that time in the service of Mohammedan governor, to res
cue Siva and other gods from Muslims, and his request became 
their sacred dharmic mission.

122 Even before 1365, Savanna, the governor of Kampana, started preparing 
the ground for his cousin, subduing some territories as far as those in the 
Tanjavur District. The proof confirming a stable situation in the country 
after defeating the Muslims is offered by the fact that in 1371 the image of 
Raiiganatha was brought back, as the inscription in the Ranganatha temple 
in SrTraiigam says.
123 Different versions connected with the beginnings of the Vijayanagara city 
and kingdom are related in the Vidyaranyavrttanta, Vidyaranyakalajnana, 
Rajakalanirnaya, Guruvamsa, Tamil, Kannada and Telugu chronicles and ac
counts of foreign travellers and Muslim historians. The first three historio
graphic narratives were discussed in detail and confronted with Muslim sources 
in the article ‘‘Harihara, Bukka and the Sultan. The Delhi Sultanate in the 
Political Imagination of Vijayanagara” by Philip Wagoner.

What does GangadevT say about the direct reasons for the 
struggle undertaken against Muslims?
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Unfortunately, sarga 8 lacks the first slokas. The remaining 
stanzas describe the poor condition of the Tamil country under 
Muslim occupation. Three places extremely important for every 
Hindu are mentioned: Cidambaram (Fig. 9), SrTrangam (Fig. 
10) and Madhurâ (present Madurai—Fig. 11). The poetess puns 
on another name of Cidambaram, namely Vyâghrapuri.124 She 
says that it has now become a real city of tigers. The desolated 
Srlranga temple complex is guarded only by the lord of serpents. 
In the ruined temples one can hear the howl of jackals instead of 
the sound of temple drums (inrdanga). The doors are worm-eaten 
and grass is growing in the temple halls (mandapa). The inner 
shrines (garbhagrha) are in ruins. The Tâmraparnî’s waters are 
red with the blood of slaughtered cows. The Kâverï has forgot
ten its boundaries and causes destruction.125 In the Brahmanas’ 
settlements (agrahâras), the smoke of sacrifices and the sound of 
Veda chanting has been replaced by the smell of meat and voices 
of drunken Turuskas. Coconut groves in Madhurâ do not exist. 
There are rows of iron spikes with heads on them. In the streets 
of Madhurâ, instead of the charming sounds of women’s anklets, 
the noise produced by the chains of Brahmanas is heard. In the 
houses of Yavanas, parrots are taught to speak Persian.126

124 This name can be connected with the legend recorded in the Cidambara- 
mahatmya, which concerns the mythical sage Vyaghrapada, who came to the 
holy lake of Cidambaram and worshipped the lifiga at Sivaganga. Then god 
Siva arrived there and for the first time performed his cosmic dance.
125 It is highly probable that the lack of routine irrigation works caused floods.
126 na tatha katughutkrtat vyatha me

hrdi jTrnopavanesu ghukalokat I
parisTlitaparasTkavagbhyo
yavananam bhavane yatha sukebhyah 11 MV 8.12 //

“It is not the harsh hoots
of owl broods
in gardens run wild,
so much as the parrots practising Persian 
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In the kavya tradition the description of the city creates the 
feeling of amazement and admiration, also for the king who lives 
in such a beautiful capital. Here the description is the cause of 
utmost fear and disgust. We face the negation of the usual role 
of the description of the city. A literary parallel for this picture 
can be found in Kâlidâsa’s Raghuvamsa, sarga 16.127 What is the 
historical truth hidden behind this literary device?

in the dwellings of the foreign princelings 
that torments me.”

(Rajaraman & Kotamraju 2013: 97)

127 See the forthcoming article “Women Town—Ghost Town” by Tomasz 
Winiarski, in Cracow Indological Studies, vol. 15, 2013.
128 As legend has it, when Kampana entered the MTnaksi Temple after defeat
ing the Muslims, a Kulaśekhara Peruman opened the sealed sanctum sancto

Persian historians and poets, such as Amïr Khusrau (Târikh- 
I-Alai) and Ziyâ’ al-Dïn Baranï (Târlkh-i Fïrüz Shâhî), also the 
accounts of Ibn Batuta, Firishta, to name but a few (Hodivala 
1957: 102-103), but mainly South Indian inscriptions and sthala- 
purânas of Srlrangam, Madhurâ and Kâncïpuram, and other lit
erary sources provide us with equally frightful details of Muslim 
policy towards Hindus. Thus the description contained in the 
Madhuravijaya appears to concur with other sources as far the 
poor condition of the Tamil country under Muslim occupation is 
considered.

Malik Kâfür’s raid in 1311 left Madhurâ temples plundered 
(Nelson 1989 3.2: 81-82), and the Pândya king abandoned his 
capital. According to the temple’s chronicle, festival images of the 
deities had been carried to Kerala safely. The Mïnâksi Temple 
priests ran away. Before leaving, they managed to seal sanctum 
sanctorum of Sundaresvara and place a substitute linga in front 
of it. The invaders pulled down the outer walls of the temple, 
ruined many buildings and soon only the shrines of Mïnâksi and 
Sundaresvara were left intact.128
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In SrTrarigam thousands of Vaisnavas lost their lives. It is 
related that the main shrine was walled up in order to protect 
garbhagrha and its Sleeping Beauty mulabimbam from the in
vaders whereas the utsavabimbam129—Smiling Beauty—was taken 
to the north and given shelter in Tirupati. The manuscripts 
of Srutaprakasika, the commentary on the SrTbhasya, were en
trusted to SrT Vedanta Desika, who found shelter in a remote vil
lage. It is believed that at that time he composed AbhTtistavam— 
Hymn of Fearlessness—containing 29 stanzas which prayed for be
ing rid of fear and the enemies of Lord Rariganatha and his devo
tees. In several stanzas he asks the Lord to destroy the fear that 
seized those in SrTrangam (bhayam samatha rahgadhamni—stanza 
20), to establish once again the sway of dharma in SrTrangam, 
his great abode (punah pravartayatu dhamni te mahati dharma- 
cakrasthitim—stanza 23 b) and to allay the fear in SrTrangam 
and other ksetras caused by the foes who are like cruel demons 
(danuprabhavadaruna).130 In stanza 22 he enumerates these foes 
and the creators of fear at the same time. He prays:

rum and it turned out that the lamp left almost seventy years previously was 
still burning and sandal paste and flowers were fresh. Kulasekhara Peruman, 
due to the fact that the miracle had taken place in his presence, was appointed 
chief priest (sthanika) by Kampana. After a few years, Kampana, dissatisfied 
with his and his family conduct, decided that Sadasiva was worthy of that 
position. The decision caused a conflict between Kulasekharas and Vikkira 
Pantiyas (Fuller 2007: 32-33).
129 The deity taken out in procession is known as the utsavar, utsavabimbam, 
utsavamurti or kautukabimbam. The main deity remaining in the shrine is 
called moolavar, mulabimbam.
130 manuprabhrtimanite mahati rahgadhamadike 

danuprabhavadarunair daram udiryamanam parah I 
prakrstagunaka sriya vasudhaya sandhuksitah 
prayuktakaranodadhih prasamaya svasaktya svayam // AS 24 //

kalipranidhilaksanaih kalitasakyalokayataih 
turuskayavanadibhir jagati jrmbhamanam bhayam / 
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prakrstanijasaktibhih prasabham ayudhaih pahcabhih 
ksititridasaraksakaih ksapaya ranganatha ksanat 11 AS 22 //

O Ranganatha, with Thy five weapons, 
known as extremely powerful 
and protecting gods of the earth (i.e. Brahmanas), 
destroy in a trice the fear growing in the world, 
caused by the emissaries of the Kaliyuga: 
Buddhists, Lokayatas, Turuskas, Yavanas and others.

Also the Madhuravijaya underlines the links of the Muslims 
with the Kali age:

udagram agre yavanadhibhartuh 
saksat kaler maulim ivasugena I 
sa mahksu sardham jayakahksitena 
d h van ksadhvaj am dhvamsayati sma dhanvi 11 MV 9.32 //

First, this bowman (Kampana) quickly destroyed,
with an arrow longing for victory,
the projecting crow banner of the Yavana king, 
evidently resembling the crest of the Kali age.

A Vilasa Grant of Prolaya Nayaka (issued between 1325 and 
1350 A.D.), discussed by Cynthia Talbot in detail in her article 
“Inscribing the Other, Inscribing the Self: Hindu-Muslim Identi
ties in Pre-Colonial India” (Talbot 1995), lists all the atrocities and 
vileness of Muslim rule in Andhra after the death of the righteous 
king Prataparudra KakatTya: the desecration of the temples, the 
confiscation of Brahmana villages, the slaying the Brahmanas. Of 
course, bad Muslim habits such as drinking wine and eating beef 
are also mentioned. Cynthia Talbot notices that the stylistics of 
the Vilasa Grant is very close to a popular literary convention and 
reminds us the rhetoric and contents of the puranas:

Among the contents of the major puranas is the history of India, 
narrated in the form of royal genealogies that end in the fourth 
century C.E. with the dynasties of the Kali age, the fourth and last 
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era in the cycle of time. In the ancient Indian conception, truth 
and morality declined in each successive era, and one of the main 
symptoms of the Kali age’s degeneracy was the growing strength of 
foreign dynasties. Because political power would increasingly pass 
into the hands of foreigners and non-royal Indians, the puranas 
prophesied a terrible future.
(Talbot 1995: 697)

The puranas, the Vilasa Grant and the AbhTtistavam definitely 
reflect the anxieties of their Brahmana composers and preservers 
of the Brahmanical culture at certain historical moment, their 
fear (abhTti) of barbarians who, like the demons, do not know 
and do not obey the rules of dharma. They were afraid to lose 
their position and privileges. Muslim attacks affected mainly the 
Brahmanas as they controlled the temples and the performance 
of rituals. They were also deprived of tax-exempt villages. The 
core of the Brahmanic world was endangered as it had happened 
in the past with the advance of Buddhism or encounters with 
Hunas, Sakas and Yavanas. All of them belonged to a different, 
unknown world and as such they were demonized. As Cynthia Tal
bot stresses, in the Vilasa Grant there are no allusions to Islamic 
and religious beliefs or doctrines and the word ‘Muslim' does not 
appear at all. The Muslim invaders were called Turks, Persians 
or even Greeks, a fact which confirms that the sense of difference 
between ‘us" and ‘them' was not primarily grounded on a religious 
base. They were considered one more ethnic community in India 
among many others.

Cynthia Talbot’s words concerning Prolaya Nayaka chief, hail
ing from the Musunuri family of the Kamma caste, turn out to 
be applicable to the Sangama rulers as well. They were also war
riors of a low social position and, after establishing their realm, in 
their quest for acceptance as legitimate kings, they also sought the 
most prestigious support possible, namely ‘the use of the all-India 
literary language of Sanskrit, the patronage of Brahmins' (Talbot 
1995: 703). They also included the memory of previous dynasties 
into their cleverly created image.
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What should also be stressed, in the medieval history of India, 
temple desecrations were recorded in connection with conflicts be
tween Hindu rulers, too. In 642 A.D. Narasimhavarman I looted 
an image of Ganesa from the capital of the Calukyas. Rajendra 
Cola I brought to his capital several images seized from neighbour
ing kings (Eaton 2000: 256). One could multiply the examples of 
stealing or destroying the images of rastra-devatas, which were 
the symbol of dynastic power. Temples were institutions of great 
political significance. The cases of temple desecrations by Mus
lims received special attention from certain historians131 (Eaton 
2000: 246-247), a fact which obviously resulted in the creation 
of communalistic atmosphere, although they belonged to the pat
tern observed in the medieval period of the history of India on 
both Hindu and Muslim sides.

131 Some of these historians, such as Sir Henry M. Elliot, were keen to contrast 
the British enlightened rule with the cruelty and despotism of the Muham
madan invaders. The fact that this was a very successful policy becomes obvi
ous while reading the Introduction to the second edition of the Madhuravijaya, 
in which T. A. Gopinatha Rao commented on the end of the Vijayanagara 
Empire in such words: “The barrier in the shape of the Empire of Vijayana
gara, which was raised by the hand of Providence to protect the virgin south 
from that ravishment her sister Northern India had suffered at the merciless 
and vandalistic hands of the Muhammadans, continued in fact for over two 
centuries until the fateful year A.D. 1565, when the magnificent Empire was 
shattered at the battle-field of Talikota by the confederacy of the Sultans of 
Bijapur, Golconda, etc. and the south became once again a prey to anarchy 
and disorder. Providence, at this juncture, ushered on the stage the British 
nation, who have once again restored order and peace over the whole of India” 
(Sastri & Sastri 1924: 15).
132 More about mahâkâvya as described by theoreticians of Indian literature 
in Chapter 4.

If we come back to the Madhuravijaya and its literary form, 
we can see that the affiliation to the court epic poem genre (ma- 
hakavya, sargabandha) offers the symbolism of the fight against 
demons undertaken in order to save the world.132
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3.5. The Goddess with a sword

The above-presented description of the Tamil country under Mus
lim rule opening canto 8 is offered by a mysterious woman who 
appears before Kampana. Finally, she presents Kampana with a 
sword, explaining that the sword was made by Visvakarman for 
god Siva. Siva gave it to the Pandya kings once, but it is time 
to change the possessor of the divine weapon as “the Pandya race 
has lost its virility by the wearing influence of time” (kalavasena 
pandyavamsyan gataviryan avadharya (...)—canto 8133). It was 
Sage Agastya,134 the custodian of the culture of the South, who 
decided to give the sword to King Kampana. As Nilakanta Sastri 
points out:

133 In the editions of the Madhuravijaya, the stanzas of chapter 8 and the 
final one are not numbered as there are some lacunae in the text.
134 Agastya also equipped Rama with the weapon.

The meaning behind the poetic conception is clear. The failure of 
the Pandyan kings to recover Madura is the historic justification 
for Kampana’s conquest of the Madura country; moreover, in the 
Pandyan kingdom, the task of the Vijayanagara rulers was the con
tinuance of the work of the ancient rulers of the land.
(Sastri 1972: 214)

The mysterious lady, after handing in the scimitar, once more 
reminds us of the awful appearance and behaviour of Turuskas 
and their women, and appeals to Kampana:

nihitahitalohitarnbu varsair nrpa 
nirvapaya tapam urvarayah //

May you, king, by the rain of enemies' blood 
allay the sufferings of the earth!

S. Thiruvenkatachari suggests that the lady may be taken as 
the personification of suffering Dharma, who will be reinstalled
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Figure' 12: Bhramarambika handing down a scimitar to Sivaji.
Srisailam. Mallikarjuna temple complex. (Photo L. Sudyka)
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Figure 13: Royal crest of Vijayanagara rulers. Varadaraja temple,
KäncTpuram. (Photo L. Sudyka)
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now by the Vijayanagara king (Thiruvenkatachari 1957: 9-10). In 
this figure one could also see RajyalaksmT (Royal Fortune), who 
has left Pandyan kings and chosen Kampana as her husband. Ju
lia Hamper Hiebert sees “a divine water nymph” in this unnamed 
female figure (Hiebert 1985: 99). Perhaps she connects the appear
ance of the woman just before the battle with mythological beings, 
namely apsarases, the female spirits taking care of the heroes dy
ing in battles. Panduranga Bhatta, in his book Contribution of 
Karnataka to Sanskrit, states that “the guardian deity of the city 
of Marakatapura appears to Kampana in a vision” (Bhatta 1997: 
109).

In fact, due to the lacunae in the Madhuravijaya manuscript 
and the absence of the first stanzas in the eighth canto, the only 
thing we know about the woman is that she acts as Agastya’s 
messenger and the sword is a divine weapon; the facts make us 
think that the woman herself is also a divine being.

The goddess offering a sword to the king appears in the Tel
ugu “dynastic chronicle” of the early 16i/l century, Ekamranatha’s 
Prataparudracaritramu. The legendary founder of the KakatTya 
dynasty, Madhava Varman, receives a divine sword and shield 
from goddess Padmaksi to rule successfully with their help and 
transfer both talismans to his successors, who “will occupy the 
throne for one thousand years”.135 Also the famous Maratha ruler, 
SivajT, was equipped with an invincible weapon by the goddess. 
In fact, two places aspire to be the scene of this event: Tuljapur 
in Maharashtra and Srisailam in Andhra. In the Tuljapur story, 
Bhavani comes to ShivajT in his dream and leaves the token of 
her protection—the sword. As the Srisailam legend has it, SivajT, 
while meditating near the Mallikarjuna Temple,136 was about to 

1.5 Wagoner 1993: 43.
1.6 Among other rulers, the kings of Vijayanagara, starting from Harihara II, 
made donations to this temple of great religious, historical and architectural 
significance.
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leave this world. He raised his sword to cut off his head before the 
goddess Bhramarambika. At that moment the goddess appeared, 
prophesied victory and everlasting fame to him, and presented a 
scimitar to him (Fig. 12) for protection of Hindu dharma. Both 
goddesses are considered to be aspects of Parvati.

Such traits as obtaining a divine helper and subsequently magic 
objects are typical for orally transmitted folk narratives and the 
motif of a god empowering the first ruler is popular in dynas
tic legends. What is also worth stressing in the story as told by 
GangadevT is the fact that the sword is described as Siva’s gift to 
Pandyas. Siva as a giver of divine weapons is well known from 
the Kairata episode, which in different versions spread wide in 
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu due to the Saiva inclinations of the 
South Indian royal houses. Under the patronage of these rulers, 
the Kairata episode inspired many works of art, and it seems that 
the image of Arjuna, the great warrior-ascetic, to whom the gods 
spoke and gave weapons in order to make him invincible and se
cure his victory, was particularly attractive for the ambitious local 
rulers of the South aspiring to the identification with Great Tra
dition.

On the other hand, Cornelia Mallebrein and Heinrich von Sti- 
etencron in their book The Divine Play on Earth. Religious Aes
thetics and Ritual in Orissa, while discussing the figure of a still 
active Zamindar Raja in Bhatapada Garh, inform that:

For his ancestors the Raja keeps a special room for worship (isana), 
where he also keeps his weapons, including the royal sword or 
patkhanda, containing the power (sakti) of his istadevT goddess 
Siddhesvari.
(Mallebrein & Stietencron 2008: 49)

The connections between the Orissan rulers and their tutelary 
goddesses were very complex and involved even taking over the 
istadevT of the former dynasty (Mallebrein & Stietencron 2008: 
45). Similarly, the goddess of Pandyas could be associated with 
the new power in the region.
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In the early 16i/l century, most likely during Krsnadevaraya’s 
reign, the SamrajyalaksmipTthika, showing the links between Sam- 
rajyalaksmT and a king, was composed. Due to certain tantric 
practices the goddess could help a ruler to acquire power and god
like status on earth.

And such a goddess connected with Pandyan rulers was the 
goddess Minaksi of Madurai, who is depicted as a great warrior. 
She could not defeat only Siva, her future husband. It might be 
that the divine lady described in the Madhuravijaya is Minaksi 
herself, empowering the hero to subdue Muhammadan invaders 
of Madurai. In fact, such an identification one can find in the 
booklet The Great Temple of Madurai, being an English version 
of Koyilmanakar by K. Palaniappan. The author of the book 
collects legends connected with the Madurai temple and in the 
chapter “Some miracles of later days” there is a story “Kambannar 
is Given a Sword”, in which we read:

It is said that in a dream the Goddess Meenakshi appeared before 
him and gave him a sword saying “This was given to Siva by Vis- 
vakarma. Siva gave it to the Pandyans, but they have lost ability 
to use this sword. Agasthyar has asked me to give this sword to 
you. Take it and save the people of the Pandyan Kingdom from 
the Muslims”.
(This incident is mentioned in the Sanskrit work Madurai Vijayam, 
written by Kambannar’s wife Ganga Devi).
(Palaniappan 1970: 59)

Having taken all this into consideration, it seems only natural 
that, in order to make the biography of her king more interesting 
and to the taste of the audience, not forgetting the divine legiti
mation of the undertaken war and his rule in the Tamil country, 
GarigadevT introduced such a motif into her narration. We do not 
know if she really aimed at depicting the goddess Minaksi;137 if 

137 There is one more "trace’ of Madurai and Minaksi in Ganga’s work, namely 
after the usual formula finishing canto I, we read: minaksai namah.
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so, it would be again a clever move to strengthen the position 
of Vijayanagara in Tamil Nadu. In case the mysterious woman 
represented some other personage or idea, the above quoted frag
ment, a kind of post scriptum to Gangâ’s poem, is a proof of how 
it could have been interpreted by a Tamilian receiver of the story.

Perhaps it is also worth mentioning that the royal crest of Vi
jayanagara rulers has the figure of a sword which stands on its 
point by the side of a boar (Fig. 13). As N. Venkata Ramanayya 
suggests the kings of Vijayanagara are indebted for this crest to 
the Kâkatïyas, who took the boar crest symbolizing the imperial 
power from the Câlukyas (Ramanyya 1933: 102-103). If it is 
so, it sheds light on the policy of the first Vijayanagara rulers. 
They aptly used the symbols of earlier dynasties: the boar and 
the sword of the Kâkatïyas and the sacred site of the Hoysalas 
became their crest and capital respectively. In the Penugonda in
scription, it is stressed that Bukka I ruled over the kingdom of 
the Hoysalas from Hosapattana, which obviously suggests that in 
this way he introduced himself as a successor of Hoysala kings 
or even more universal ruler—Sultan among the Hindu kings— 
himdurâyasuratrâna.138 Later on, during the expansion on the 
Tamil country, the story connecting them with the Pândyas was 

138 The Penugonda Inscription of Bukka I (On the wall of the bastion on the 
north gate of the fort) dated Saka 127, Java, Caitra su. 1, corresponding to 
1354 A.D., March 25.

1. namastumga-siras-cumbi-camdra-camara-carave / 
trailokya-nagararambha-mulastambhaya sambhave // svasti [ * ] sri

2. jayabhyudaya saka-varsa 1276 neya jaya-samvacarada caitra su I 1 ] 
mam svasti [ * ] snman-mahamamda

3. svara ariraya-vibhada bhasege tappuva rayara gamda himduraya- 
suratrana purvva- pascima-samudra-

4. dhipati sri vTra-bukkamna-vodeyaru hoisalanvaya-mahlpalara medim- 
mamdalavanu ni[ja]-bhujamam-

5. danavagi palisuftha] hosapattanadali sukha-samkatha-vinddadim 
rajyam geyyutta tanna pattadarasi jo[mma]devi-
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narrated in order to make them ‘familiar’ and in the ‘right place’ in 
the Tamil country. In this way the Sangama lineage could be seen 
as continuing the traditions of older royal families. Such a con
firmation was necessary for them, as it was once needed for Kul- 
lotunga I. Hermann Kulke, in his article “Functional Interpreta
tion of a South Indian Mâhâtmya: The Legend of Hiranyavarman 
and the Life of the Cola King Kulottunga”, shows how a trans
formed temple legend could strengthen Kulottunga’s claim to the 
Cola throne. The story about the sage Vyâghrapâda is amended 
by the introduction of the person of the legendary king Hiranyavar
man in the last section of the mâhâtmya. His story is full of al
lusions to a historical situation, and he himself becomes a kind of 
porte-parole of Kulottunga. The handing over of a tiger banner 
to Hiranyavarman by Vyâghrapâda is the culminating moment for 
the story, and it can be understood as the sanctification of Ku
lottunga’s rule. The tiger flag is the royal symbol of the Colas 
and obviously it meant the adoption to the royal line. We have 
an interesting addition to the legend of Hiranyavarman, namely 
the story of 3000 Brahmanas whom Hiranyavarman brought to 
Cidambaram. Hermann Kulke suggests that Kulottunga settled 
the priests from his own country as the story about their settle
ment becomes part of Cidambaram’s sanctity after the 12th cen
tury. “As newcomers, these newly settled priests might have faced 
the problems similar to those of King Kulottunga” (Kulke 2001a: 
203). That is why the story about the legendary king and a group 
of priests, with Lord Siva as one of them, appears and gets its place 

6. yara kumara, sn vira-virupamna-vodeyarige penugom[deya] ra[jyava]nu 
kottu â pattanadalu sukhadim

7. râjyava pâJisutta penugomdege sthaladurggavâgi mahaprathana 
ananta[ra]sa-vodeyaru mâdisida [sîjlida kail a kö-

8. /te] döni gottalavamka badagana samtheya hebbâgeüge mamgalamahâ 
srï sri sri

(Gopal & Ritti 2004: 53-54).
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in the Cidambaramahatmya, still experiencing some changes after 
the death of Kulottunga, and finally becomes a part of collective 
memory.

As one may notice something similar happened in the case 
of the Vijayanagara Sangama dynasty and Srngeri matha. It 
seems that the literature created with a certain purpose in mind 
lived up to expectations as after some time it was translated 
into collective memory. The story about the early Sangamas 
continuing the tradition of old dynasties was successfully con
nected with sage Vidyaranya's figure allegedly continuing the line 
of great Sankaracarya in Srngeri. Srngeri itself received the status 
of Sankaramatha. The fact that this version is still used is the 
best proof that literary activity can help in creating empires of 
gods and kings.139 And GangadevT definitely has her little share 
in this enterprise presenting her king as the receiver of the magic 
indomitable sword inherited from the Pandyas.

139 The Saluva dynasty lasted perhaps for too short a time for one to be able 
to expect similar results, i.e. the disappearance of the figure of Kampana as 
the conqueror of Madhura Suratrana and taking over the story of triumph over 
the alien rulers.

3.6. The battle with the Sultan or plotting 
against history

The battle which follows the mysterious woman’s speech is the 
culmination of GangadevT’s narration. The fight is fierce: tur
baned heads fall, streams of blood form many Tamraparms, killed 
warriors attain paradise or svarga. The king is a real paragon of 
heroism. His deeds on the battlefield are described in a conven
tional manner. With one blow of his sword he splits in two both 
elephants and their riders with their coat of mail (ekapraharena 
sakahkatanam adhorananam karinam ca—MV Final canto). 
Pearls came out from the heads of other elephants pierced with 
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his javelin, like flocks of geese from the hole in the Kraunca moun
tain.140 The white colour of pearls and geese obviously suggests 
the king’s fame. The pearls coming out from the elephants’ globes 
are mentioned in three more strophes. Perhaps Gangâ uses this 
image also because of its oxymoronic nature: the white colour of 
pearls and the dark red hue of blood at the battlefield, the cold
ness of pearls and the warmth of blood are in the same contrast 
as life and death.

140 As was believed, the biggest pearls grow in the temples of elephants (ga- 
jamukta).

The climax of the battle is the fight between Kampana and 
Madurai Sultan (suratrâna). As is required by the kâvya conven
tion, the antagonist (pratinàyaka ) is also presented as a power
ful and courageous man—indeed, a victory over such an adver
sary brings fame. Among all the sentences creating a picture of a 
mighty heir to the throne of the Madurai Sultanate, one calls for 
attention:

parâkramâdhahkrtacolapândyam
vallâlasampallatikâkuthâram / 
ranonmukhain kampanrpo ’bhyanandïd 
vîrah suratrânam udagrasauryah 11 MV 9.27 //

The brave hero king Kampana was delighted 
having such an opponent in battle as the Sultan, 
who by his power reduced the Colas and Pândyas, 
and who was an axe to the creeper of Ballâla’s prosperity.

There is no doubt that from this point of view the victory 
over such an enemy, who had defeated the Colas, Pândyas and 
Kâkatïyas, was definite proof that the Vijayanagara rulers were 
the protectors of dharma, worthy to be the successors of the splen
dours of old dynasties. Vijayanagara sovereignty could be fully 
legitimate.
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At the beginning, the two fighters, Kampana and Sultan, shot 
arrows at each other. The wounds on Kampana’s body caused by 
the Yavana king's arrows shone like the nail marks of the Goddess 
of Victory.141 Finally, Kampana cut the bow string of the Tuluska 
king with his arrows. The time for using swords came. Kampana 
beheaded the Sultan with his divine sword. The South was finally 
freed from ParasTkas (dig daksinasTt ksataparasTka).

141 MV, the final canto:
ksatani yan yasya saraih sarTre cakara vTrasya tuluskavirah /
vitenire tani nakhankasankam jayasriyo bhogasamutsukayah // 31 //
The idea presented here is that the Goddess of Victory is Kampana’s lover 
and it suggests that he will be the winner in this fight.

The mortal struggle between Kampana and Qurbat Hasan 
Kangu has been described in detail in 11 stanzas. What is the 
real truth, though? The mahakavya or campu has special rules 
governing the depicted world and a license to a special use of lan
guage. The language is supposed to give an aura of kingship but 
no one promises a systematic account of events. Does the choice 
of a hero who is a contemporary to the author of the literary work 
in question situate the mahakavya or campu within the sphere of 
history? Or does the historical person chosen as the hero act true 
to type? That means that Kampana, once offered a magic sword 
by a supernatural being, has to use it in the next chapter and 
unavoidably win the combat. There is no doubt that Kampana 
broke down Muhammadan power in the South, but can one be 
sure that the Sultan died in a duel with the Vijayanagara viceroy? 
Or was there a duel that finished with Kampana’s victory at all?

According to Shams Siraj Afif’s TarTkh-i-Firuz-ShahT or His
tory of Firuz-Shah:

A neighbouring chief named Bukka at the head of a body of men 
and elephants marched into Ma’bar and made Qurbat Hasan Kangu 
prisoner.
(Thiruvenkatachari 1957: 54)
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There are two other mahakavyas that mention the slaying of 
the Suratrana, but the victory is ascribed to Saluva Mangi, who 
was the general under Savanna. The inscriptions record such a 
name even if GarigadevT is silent about it.142 The authors of the 
Ramabhyudaya and Saluvabhyudaya speak about the event. The 
author of the Ramabhyudaya, before telling the story of Rama, 
provides us with information concerning the Saluvas. The author
ship of this epic poem is not certain. The majority of scholars 
generally ascribe it to Saluva Narasimha,143 the founder of the 
second Vijayanagara dynasty. However, as will be shown, there 
is a possibility to assign it to the poet of the famous Dindima 
family. This episode in the history of the Dindimas seems to be 
closely connected with the end of the Sangamas and the ascent to 
Vijayanagara’s throne of the Saluvas, a short-lived dynasty.

142 The Madhuravijaya is not complete; some ¿lokas, especially from the 
last cantos, are missing. However, in my opinion, it is hardly possible for 
GarigadevT to have mentioned the success of one of the generals of Kampana’s 
army in the battle, even if it had been a historical truth. It is clearly visible 
that Gariga’s mahakavya is a eulogy of Kampana and at the same time propa
ganda of the military success of Vijayanagara. The victory of a general could 
be easily ascribed to Kampana as the main ‘author’ of Vijayanagara victory.
143 Krishnamachariar 1989: 218; Visalakshy 2003: Introduction 7, 10; Thiru- 
venkatachari 1957: Introduction 60, Krishnaswami Aiyangar 2003: 32.
144 Visalakshy 2003: 18.

Stanza 1.64 in the Ramabhyudaya reads:

tad idam ramacandrasya caritam tatprasadatah I 
ucyate tena vidusa narasimhamahibhuja //144

This story of Ramacandra is told
by the wise King Narasimha through his kindness.

The sentence can be interpreted both that a king called Nara
simha is the author of the poem and possibly also that the very 
same King Narasimha is the patron of the poet. It was due to his 
grace and favour that the story of Rama was told.
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The pieces of information given by the colophons are even more 
confusing. The first chapter is closed by the sentence:

RA 1.147cd145

145 The first half of the strophe contains the epithets of Visnu Narasimha 
(Visalakshy 2003: 24).

visnoh srmarasimhavigrahabhrto bhâvormisetau krtau 
srïrâmâbhyudaye ‘tra kâvyatilake sargo ’yam âdir gatah 11

Here ends the opening sarga
in the composition Triumph of Rama, 
which is an ornament of poetry, 
a bridge over the waves of bhâvas, 
the composition for/of Visnu who takes the form of Narasimha.

Again a double interpretation is possible here: the poem is 
dedicated by the poet to Lord Visnu in his Narasimha form or to 
the King Narasimha who is highly praised as the incarnation of 
Visnu. The other solution, presuming the employment of the gen
itive sense, opens the possibility of a Narasimha being the author 
of the composition.

To sum up, the colophon gives no certainty who is the author 
of the poem. There is no usual formula with the instrumental 
case providing the name of the author responsible for composing 
(viracita, nirmita, krta) the work. The message we get from such 
fragments is obvious—the victories of Narasimha Sâluva are com
parable to those of Râma and he himself is compared to Visnu in 
his Narasimha avatara (an allusion to the name of the usurper). 
However, there is no certatinty as to the name of the composer of 
this poem.

The same formula (with the necessary change of the number 
of the sarga of course) is repeated in the rest of sargas. In some 
chapters an additional colophon appears, perhaps coming from 
a scribe as it repeats the information given earlier that here the 
sarga ends, i.e.:
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visnoh srlnarasimhavigrahabhrto bhavormisetau krtau 
sriramabhyudaye ’tra kavyatilake sargas caturtho ’gamat 11 
iti ramabhyudaye caturthah sargah /146

146 Visalakshy 2003: 49.
147 Ibid.: 56.
148 Ibid.

Of the utmost interest is the end of Chapter 5. After the 
above-quoted sentence, which besides other interpretations can be 
read that a person called Narasimha is the author of the work, we 
learn that the son of Rajanatha and Ambabhirama, Sonadnndra 
Dindima, using the titles of KavTndra and Sarvabhauma, has writ
ten the poem—stanza. 5.75! This revelation is “sealed” with a 
corroborating formula:

iti dindimasarvabhaumakri.au ramabhyudaye pahcamah sargah /147

Cantos 6, 8, 10, 11, 12 and 16 end with stanzas mentioning 
Narasimha and newly gained knowledge, i.e.

iti dindimasarvabhaumakrtau sriramabhyudaye sasthah [astamah, 
etc.] sargah I

The remaining cantos are silent about the poet.
The concluding stanza of Chapter 5 gives additional informa

tion. The Ramabhyudaya was created before the Mahanataka, it 
was first in succession (kramavisayamhanatakasyagrajata). The 
Mahanataka mentioned here is in all probability Mahanataka- 
sudhanidhi in the words of Krishnamachariar (Krishnamachariar 
2004: 641), an anthology of the story of Ramayana, composed by 
king Devaraya of Vijayanagara. Who was Sonadrlndra Dindima? 
Let us refer to the text again:

sonadrmdram kavlndram sravanakaturaddindimam sarvabhaumam 
prasutambabhirama navanavakavitabhajanam rajanathat / RA 5.75ab148

dindimasarvabhaumakri.au
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Ambabhirama had with Rajanatha (a son), SonadrTndra,
Lord among the Poets,
Known throughout the world,
Announced by the voice of a drum,
New receptacle of fresh style.

It must be Arunagirinatha of the Dindima family who hides 
under the synonym sonadrindram,149 used by the poet to create 
the rhyme and because of the metre requirements.

149 sona = aruna—meaning red colour, dawn; adri = giri—meaning mountain; 
indra = natha—meaning lord, king. The compound word refers to the deity of 
Arunacala or “Dawn-coloured Mountain”. Some connections of the Dindima 
family with the shrine of Arunacala are indicated by their names appearing 
alternatively as Arunagirinatha or Arunacalesvara.
150 The work was edited under the title Vivekapatramala by T. A. Gopinatha 
Rao in the Indian Antiquary, 1918.

According to a Sanskrit work, the Vibhagaratnamalika,150 the 
ancestor of this family of poets, invited by the Cola kings, migrated 
from the banks of the Ganges and settled in the village named after 
its deity Talpagrama or Rajanathapura. His skills in composing 
poetry brought him the right to be announced by the sound of 
drums (dindima) and that is why he and his family were known 
as Dindima or Gauda-Dindima. The rulers of Belur were their 
patrons. Later on Bukka I granted them the village of Attiyur. 
During his reign ten other families moved to Navagrama. The most 
important member of the Dindima family was Arunagirinatha pro
moted by Praudha Devaraya II (1424-1446), who donated him the 
village near Navagrama. The village was known as Mulandram 
or Praudhadevapuram, Dindimalayam or Sarvabhaumapuram, as 
Sarvabhauma Kavi was the title given to Arunagirinatha. There 
are several inscriptions which refer to the family. For instance, 
Dindima Kavi is mentioned in the Svayambhunathesvara tem
ple in Mullandram. He must have been the poet Arunagirinatha 
Dindima Kavi Sarvabhauma, the hero of a local chronicle (Aiyan- 
gar 1942: 27).
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The reign of Devaraya II was the golden age of the Sangama 
dynasty. In addition to all his victories and successes, his court 
was a famous cultural centre. Devaraya, himself a scholar and a 
poet, was a great patron of men of letters. As legend has it, the fa
mous Dindima Kavi was defeated in one of the literary debates by 
another author at the king’s court, namely the famous Telugu poet 
Snnatha. Devaraya is the author of the above-mentioned campu 
Mahanataka-sudhanidhi.151 So the stanza RA 5.75b gives the pri
ority in time to the Ramabhyudaya. The work of Arunagirinatha 
Dindima, a poet at the king’s court, was written before Devaraya’s 
own poem, which is dated around 1440. One has to agree with 
Visalakshy, the editor of the Ramabhyudaya, that it is highly im
probable to make a reference mentioning a subsequent work while 
writing the book (Visalakshy 2003; 10). The last two lines of 
verse RA 5.75 should be treated as an interpolation as Visalakshy 
suggests. She arrives at a conclusion that the whole text must 
have been composed by king Narasimha (reign 1485-1491). How
ever, such a statement does not explain who is responsible for the 
interpolations. Why would Saluva Narasimha inform about the 
authorship of Arunagirinatha Dindima? If the scribe had made 
a mistake, why would it happen in so many places? And the re
mark about the priority of this poem over the work of Devaraya 
put together with it would be even more surprising.

151 Triennial Cat. of Sanskrit Manuscripts in Oriental Library, Madras vol. 
I. 879; II. 2115, Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Palace Library, Tanjore by 
P.P.S. Sastri, VIII. 3704.
152 Triennial Cat. of Sanskrit Manuscripts in Oriental Library, Madras, II. 

2276

There is also one fact corroborating the hypothesis that Aruna
girinatha Dindima could be the author of the Ramabhyudaya. 
From the prologue to his prahasana Somavalliyogananda,152 one 
gains more details concerning the history of the family. We can 
assume that Arunagirinatha’s mother was a sister of Sabhapati. 
As is known, Sabhapati was the father of Svayambhu, who mar
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ried a daughter of Arunagirinatha, and he also fathered a daugh
ter Abhiramakamaksi. Abhiramakamaksi was the authoress of 
Abhinava-Ramabhyudaya153—a new Ramabhyudaya. Her close 
connections with the family of the famous Dindima Kavi Sarva- 
bhauma, the author of the Ramabhyudaya, could make her willing 
to write a completely new Ramabhyudaya. Her poem about Rama 
was divided into 24 cantos, exactly like the previous work under 
the title of the Ramabhyudaya.

153 Triennial Cat. of Sanskrit Manuscripts in Oriental Library, Madras vol. 
IV. 5202.

In my opinion, there is one person who could rewrite the poem 
of Arunagirinatha, namely his own son Rajanatha II. His father 
was a real star in the galaxy of literati at the court of Devaraya II 
and the bosom friend of this powerful monarch, if we are going 
to believe the Vibhagaratnamalika. Rajanatha was a court poet 
of Narasimha, the founder of the new dynasty. After Devaraya's 
death, the heyday of Sangama rulers was a matter of past. The 
weak and incompetent rule and fratricidal wars in the family were 
the causes of the rapid decline of royal power. Vijayanagara lost 
control over some territories but the southern lands were pro
tected by the trusted commander of a large royal army, Saluva 
Narasimha. This noble rose in power and prominence, subjugated 
the Tamil plain, and in 1485 he usurped the throne. As Burton 
Stein notices:

His Tamil conquest differed from all previous Vijayanagara forays 
into the South by setting aside the ancient authority of Tamil kings 
and chiefs, whom he replaced by a man like himself representing 
new imperial order.
(Stein 1997: 71)

However, that man of military and administrative talents, plan
ning to establish a new dynasty, had to surround his family with 
an aura of kingship. He did not move the capital of the kingdom to 
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the more convenient for him and secure Candragiri, his patrimony. 
The ‘City of Victory’ was the symbol of the empire. He could have 
aspired to imitate the example he witnessed himself—the life at 
the court of Devaraya II. The Dindima poets were connected with 
the royal house of Vijayanagara from its very beginning, as is 
attested by a copper plate grant of Bukka I. Definitely, it must 
have been essential for a new ruler to have a poet or poets com
ing from this family at his service. Rajanatha, a son of distin
guished Arunagirinatha Dindima KavTndra Sarvabhauma, was an 
ideal candidate to write a panegyrical poem on the king’s ancestors 
and his heroic deeds. It seems that the quickest way to achieve this 
aim was to rewrite the existent (perhaps unfinished?) poem, or at 
least its parts, and dedicate it to the new king.154 It was enough 
to add information about Narasimha and his ancestors to the first 
canto of the poem and suitable colophons dedicating the poem to 
the ruler. However, just in the middle of the poem (cantos 5, 6, 8, 
10, 11, 12 and 16), there are some colophons ascribing the work to 
Dindima Sarvabhauma. Did Rajanatha considered it his duty to 
preserve the name of his father, the author of Rama's story and 
the information was put in several somewhat hidden places in the 
poem, and in the ‘external sargas' an ambiguous information con
cerning Narasimha authorship was given? It is tempting to put 
forward such a hypothesis.

154 The court poet’s task was to satisfy his kingly patron, irrespectively of 
his own feelings. The most telling example in that respect is the life of Amir 
Khusrau (1251-1325), the author of the following qasida:

Composing panegyric kills the heart,
Even if the poetry is fresh and eloquent.
A lamp is extinguished by a breath,
Even if it is the breath of Jesus.
(Sharma 2005: 18)

The story of Rama was an interesting subject for the new ruler 
also from another point of view. Rama was an incarnation of 
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Visnu, and it is obvious that the composer of the concluding stan
zas quoted above plays on the concept of Narasimha, the king be
ing an incarnation of Visnu. In that way Narasimha’s rule could be 
compared or even equated with the reign of Rama. Such an idea 
was fully developed later on in the poem Raghunathabhyudaya. 
Ramabhadramba, its authoress, makes “a consistent effort to cre
ate for Raghunatha a divine identity that is public, ritualized, and 
patterned after a specific, dominant paradigm—that of Rama, epic 
hero and avatar’" (Rao et al. 1998: 192).

For us the most interesting question at the moment is how the 
ancestors of Narasimha Saluva were introduced. Kampana’s cam
paign against the Muslim rulers in the South is mentioned there 
and the role of Saluva Mangi, the general who assisted the prince, 
is stressed. Frankly speaking, Kampana has been marginalised 
here. It is stated that:

sauhardat kamparajasya camburaya bhayarpakah I 
agaj jiglsus tadarin agastyayuvatim disam 11 RA 1.23 //155

155 Visalakshy 2003: 15.
156 According to the inscription dated 1369, Sovamna-Odeya was the son of 

Because of his friendship for king Kampana, 
the procurer of fear in the Sambhuvarayas, 
striving to conquer his enemies, 
went to the southern direction.

As far as we know, Saluva Mangi was an important comman
der during the campaign against the Madurai Sultanate. Be
fore the fights with Muslims, in the first campaign against the 
Sambhuvarayas led by Savanna, he was given the title of sam- 
bhuvarayasthapanacarya (establisher of the Sambhuvarayas), but 
never could he be called in such a patronising tone a friend of 
Vijayanagara prince. He was a general under Kampana’s cousin 
Savanna,156 not even the commander-in-chief during military op
erations of both cousins. He was subordinate in rank to Gopana, 
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who was Kampana’s general, a fact proved by inscriptions.157

Marappa-Odeya, the younger brother of Bukka I (Gopal & Ritti 2004: 198, 
199). However, there was another Savanna in the Sangama family, namely a 
son of Kampa I and his successor of Udayagiri Viceroyalty. Savanna’s first 
inscriptions in the Tamil country are dated 1350 and as we know it was him 
who was engaged in fights with Muslims there and ruled some parts of its 
territory.
157 The inscription at Dalavanur, dated 1363 A.D., records an order of Saluva 
Mangi issued according to a letter from Annar Gopana (the senior oficer 
Gopana).
158 Visalakshy 2003: 15.
159 sa nikhaya jayastambham tamraparnltate tatah I

srngam nirakaragiram srirangam agaman nrpah // RA 1.29 //

After erecting the pillar of victory
on the bank of the Tamraparni river,
the king entered Srirangam,
the highest expression of Visnu’s praise.

In the Rámábhyudaya, he is presented as a victor in the fierce 
battle (tasyásl(t) daksinasuratranena samaro mahán—RA 1.24cd) 
with the Sultan, the one who beheaded him:

svayam tato mañgidevah suciram racitahavah /
taddviso ’pátayac chittvá [em.; chitva Ed.]
sákam [em.; sákam Ed.] bhuvanapTdaya // RA 1.28158 //

After a long time, Mahgideva who waged a war 
because of the compassion for the world, 
decapitated the Saka himself 
and destroyed his enemies.

According to the Rámabhyudaya, he immortalized his victory 
over the Muslims by erecting a pillar of victory on the banks of 
the Tamraparni, then he proceeded to Srirangam.159 He presented 
eight agraharas to the temple, as if to make his conquest of the 
eight directions memorable, gave away thousand of sálagrámas, 
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together with sixteen other gifts.160

160 sahyajayam tatah snatah salagramasahasradah I
sakam sodasa danani tatrakarsTt sa saluvah // RA 1.31 //

Then after a bath in the Kaveri river,
this Saluva gave a thousand of salagramas 
together with sixteen gifts.

suvrttan sucibhavadhyan sudrg yah sugunottaran I 
astagraharan adisad astadigvijayT nrpah // RA 1.32 //

That well-looking king, a conqueror of eight direction of the world, 
granted eight agraharas, excellent because of their qualities, 
well-conducted and endowed with honest inhabitants.

161 The text of the Saluvabhyudya comes from the manuscript DC No. 11818 
& 11819, Govt. Oriental MSS Library, Chennai.

The Saluvabhyudaya, in tune with the Ramabhyudaya, says 
that Saluva Marigi came willing to conquer the Sultan of the South 
(daksinatyam asau suratranam agaj jigTsuh—SA 1.45ab161) and 
finally he slew him (ahan suratranam asahyavirya (?) saluvama- 
ngidevah—SA 1.46ab). It is stated that after the restoration of 
Hindu rule in SrTrarigam, he dispensed one thousand salagramas, 
gave eight agraharas and received the fame and the title of Srirah- 
gasamsthapana (SA 1.54-56).

So the ideas presented in the Ramabhyudaya are repeated, 
sometimes even the same words are used. Of course, in the Saluva- 
bhyudaya the life story of Saluva Mangi is described in a more 
detailed way, as the whole chapter is dedicated to praise this son 
of Gundaya, an ancestor of Narasimha.

It should be stated that there are no inscriptions corroborating 
the fact that Mangi played such an important role in the cam
paign against the Madurai Sultanate and restoring order in the 
SrTrarigam temple. On the contrary: there is evidence connecting 
someone else with the restoration of SrTrarigam. It was Gopana, 
a general of Kampana’s army, who played an important role in 
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the reconsecration of the Ranganâtha temple. Mangi could not go 
to SrTrangam just after the decisive battle with the Muslims and 
find the place flourishing, ready to accept donations and gifts. 
It probably looked as Gangâdevï described it—desolated and ru
ined. Gopana retook the temples from the Muslims. It is said 
that deities’ festival images were taken by Gopana from Tirupati 
and for some time kept in Ginjee, his headquarters, and when 
SrTrangam was freed from the Muslims, Gopana restored the idols. 
This fact is proved by the inscription on the Snrangam temple. 
It is said that on the 17th Vaikasi in the year 1293 of Sam vat 
Era—which corresponds to 13i/l May 1371—Gopana, “the mir
ror of fame”, placed Lord Ranganâtha together with LaksmT and 
Bhu Devi again in their proper place and worshipped them. The 
tradition ascribes the two stanzas from the Ranganâtha temple 
to Vedanta Desika,162 who on hearing the happy news on the re
established idol, composed the stanzas, which then were inscribed 
on the temple wall. Other literary sources speak about Gopana’s 
victory over the Muslims (the Prapannamrtam163). The Kôyil 
Olugu, which records the history of the SrTrangam temple, de
scribes how he obtained gold from Bukka I with which he pur
chased 101 villages for the maintenance of the temple.

11,2 According to Vaishnavite tradition, Vedanta Desika was born in 1270 and 
lived for a hundred years. If it is so, the verses must have been composed by 
him shortly before his death.
1<i3 For the summary of the Prapannamrtam of Anantârya and the excerpts 
from that text see: Aiyangar 2003 (1919): 34-40.

Is it possible to find the historical truth in the accounts of con
temporaries of the heroes or those who lived one hundred years 
later? It looks as if Kampana’s and his commander-in-chief Go
pana’s fames, once announced by Gangâdevï and Vedanta Desika, 
were stolen. Such a thing could have happened during the reign of 
a king who was deeply interested in propagating information about 
the glorious past of his family in order to show that he and his sons 
are worth the throne of Vijayanagara. Another clever move was 
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to employ the poet Dindima for the task of writing a panegyric. 
It could give the sense of continuum of the traditions of Devaraya 
court and rule. Rajanatha wrote the poem on Saluva victories, 
but first the poem about Rama appeared with its opening sarga 
dedicated to the dynasty legend later on repeated in other literary 
sources written by the poets of his court.164 It cannot be proved 
decisively that it was Rajanatha who is responsible for the inter
polations in the work originated some forty years earlier; however, 
the supposition that its author is Narasimha causes more doubts. 
It is highly improbable that after usurping the Sangamas throne, 
the at least sixty-year-old experienced commander and administra
tor would have been devoting his time to writing a poem instead 
of taking care of the situation in the kingdom. The possibility 
that he had written the poem during the reign of the Sangamas 
must be also excluded. How would it be possible to present his 
own ancestor as more important than the Vijayanagara prince and 
ascribe him the victory over the Muslims?

164 The same information concerning Saluva Marigi is supplied by a Tel
ugu poet at Narasimha’s court, Pinavirabhadrudu, the author of Jaimini 
Bharatamu. For the summary and the excerpts from that text see: Aiyan- 
gar 2003 (1919): 29 -30. 85-87.

3.7. The strategies of telling history

In conclusion, it may be said that these three epic poems, namely 
Madhuravijaya, Ramabhyudaya and Saluvabhyudaya, are telling 
examples of how the dynasty legends could have been created. In 
her poem GangadevT presents the picture of a dharmic king and 
stresses the fact that the Vijayanagara rulers are the continuators 
of old dynasties but introducing better methods of management, 
and their sovereignty is fully accepted by the gods and needed for 
people and nature.

The tasks of the other two poems are also connected with the 
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legitimation of the claim to the freshly seized throne. It can be 
pointed out that some historical events were described by the au
thors of all these poems in accordance with interests of the rulers, 
disregarding the historical truth.

The picture of the City as well as Empire of Vijayanagara that 
we are getting could be described in terms proposed by Robert 
Redfield and Milton B. Singer for two types of cities: ortho
genetic and heterogenetic. The term orthogenetic is explained 
as “carrying forward into systematic and reflective dimension an 
old culture”, whereas heterogenetic means “creating (...) orig
inal modes of thought that have authority beyond or in conflict 
with old cultures and civilizations”.165 * In other words, the first 
term offers a picture of a place governed by moral order with 
every representative of social strata in their proper places, and 
which respects the traditional culture and does not accept inno
vations and new concepts easily. The other one assumes openness 
and readiness to participate in the intercultural discourse. Judg
ing by GangadevT’s poem, the Vijayanagara society was closed for 
strangers and the accomplishments of other cultures, i.e. ortho
genetic, inaccessible for those who do not obey Hindu gods and 
Hindu moral order. However, it seems that it was not the case of 
the Vijayanagara kingdom and its rulers. In recent years scholars 
have begun to notice and describe the presence of the process of 
Islamicization visible in different manifestations of the Vijayana
gara culture. The system of men’s court dress (Fig. 14) is one of 
the instances of Islamicization. The transformation of the image 
of the Vijayanagara king and his courtiers goes together with the 
change in the political language as it is proved by the adoption 
of the title hindu-raya-suratrana, literally “Sultan among Hindu 

165 See: Redfield & Singer 1954: 53-73. See also the discussion of the pictures 
of three cities, namely Ayodhya from the Ramayana of ValmikT, and Pukar and
Madurai from the Tamil epic CiJappatikaram, in terms of their orthogenetic 
and heterogenetic features as presented in A. K. Ramanujan’s article ‘Towards 
an Anthology of City Images’ (Ramanujan 2004).
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Kings”. It was Bukka I who first used the title.166 Perhaps it 
is worth emphasising that the early Sangama rulers did not use 
the imperial titles of rajadhiraja or rajaparamesvara but the mod
est mahamandalesvara and odeya (lord or chief). I agree with 
Philip Wagoner's suggestion that the title hindu-raya-suratrana 
would have served to differentiate its bearer from ordinary Hindu 
(i.e. Indic) kings by signalling his willingness to participate in 
the political discourse of Islamicate civilization”, to use the term 
introduced by Hodgson.167 In Wagoners words:

16(1 The epigraphical evidence is listed by Wagoner in his article “Sultan 
among Hindu Kings: Dress, Titles, and the Islamicisation of Hindu Culture at 
Vijayanagara”, (Wagoner 1996, footnote 8, p. 862. See also the text of Penu- 
gonda inscription given in footnote 138, p. 122 of the present monograph).
lr’7 Hodgson 1974. P. Wagoner explains that the adjective Islamicate coined 
by Hodgson describes the qualities specific to a social and cultural context 
associated with Islam and Muslims in opposition to the adjective Islamic which 
has religious sense. Similarly Wagoner uses the term Islamicization as referring 
to the process of becoming Islamicate whereas Islamization pertains to the 
sphere of religion (Wagoner 1996: 855).
168 In terms proposed by Richard H. Davies as a response to Aziz Ahmad’s 
classification of literay works of Persian authors as the epics of conquest and 
those penned by Sanskrit authors as the epics of resistance, the Madhuravijaya 
could be called a poem of reconquest.

Because of the fact that Muslim polities had risen to a position of 
dominance within much of South Asia by the Vijayanagara period, 
it was no longer sufficient for a South Indian ruler to articulate his 
claims to legitimacy solely within a traditional Indic idiom. 
(Wagoner 1996b: 863)

The question arises: why is this attitude, namely openness 
and readiness to participate in the transcultural dialogue, not re
flected in otherwise quite realistic depiction of the City of Victory 
as given in the Madhuravijaya mahakavya authored by GarigadevT, 
a poetess from the court of Bukka's son? Is the main subject of 
her poem,168 namely the conquering the Sultan of Madurai, re-
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sponsible for that? In fact, Tuluskas are depicted in the poem in 
negative categories: meat-eaters and heavy drinkers, responsible 
for devastation of Hindu temples, killing Hindu people and cows. 
The descriptions of SrTrangam, Cidambaram and Madhurä under 
Muslim rule as given in the poem are negations of the usual role 
of the city description. Such a presentation can only create dislike 
for everything which is strange and different and as we know this 
was not the attitude of Vijayanagara culture. It could be pre
sumed that these xenophobic traits are connected with introduc
ing the description of an enemy. However, in the same poem the 
campaign against Sambhuvaräya is mentioned and the attitude of 
the authoress to this local ruler is different—there are no pictures 
showing his bad conduct and rules. It seems that Islamicization 
at Vijayanagara was connected with the secular political sphere, 
whereas the religious culture was influenced by Sanskritic norms 
of belief, ritual and social behaviour with the dominant role of 
Brahmanas widely distributing Sanskrit culture. Brahmanas were 
important to legitimise and sanctify the position of a king and 
his reign. Velcheru Narayana Rao observes that Brahmanas were 
conferring the status of ksatriyahood on South Indian kings and 
these ksatriya kings were making Brahmanas powerful by their 
patronage.169 Taking into account this complex relations it can 
be stated that the kings of Vijayanagara cleverly operated on two 
distinct fields. In the sphere of Sanskrit culture, their devotion 
to Sanskritic moral, religious, social norms and Great Tradition 
is emphasized. The secular sphere is open to the local cultures 
including Muslim political thought and material culture as well 
as Dravidian idiom. Perhaps this elasticity and ability to use and 
change different codes was responsible for the success of the Vi
jayanagara kingdom. Its rulers had the support of Brahmanas and 
were recognised as belonging to the world of Sanskrit culture and 
representing Brahmanical ideology, which brought Vijayanagara 

Velcheru Narayana Rao 1995: 25-26.169
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the label of the “last bastion of Hindu orthodoxy” used so often in 
modern times. On the other hand, they were open to the norms 
and usages of Islamicate modes of legitimation and sensitive to the 
needs of the representatives of the local Dravidian cultures, their 
subjects. The kings of Vijayanagara patronised Telugu poets and 
scholars, as is well known.

Coming back to the Sanskrit epic poem Madhuravijaya, it can 
be stated that its authoress uses the conventions of Sanskrit liter
ature and, in connection with this fact, offers Brahmanical ideol
ogy. One could say that the poem represents one of the two codes 
which created the culture of Vijayanagara: the code responsible 
for the orthogenetic picture of the Vijayanagara city and Empire, 
which in fact could be and should be described as heterogenetic. 
This time, however, the picture one had been offered was of spe
cial value: showing the enemy as the stranger threatening “our 
norms of life” always unites; while, in fact, in the Tamil country, 
Kampana and his men were foreigners and invaders. It was better 
then to concentrate on the otherness of Madurai Sultan and be
hind the convincing pretext of fight with him hide something more 
important, namely establishing Vijayanagara rule in the TundTra 
region.

According to her testimony of the epoch, Bukka was the ar
chitect of the Vijayanagara kingdom, a claim which finds its con
firmation in the inscriptions. He aptly showed himself as the con- 
tinuator of the traditions of old South Indian dynasties. On the 
other hand, he demonstrated the far-reaching inclusiveness which 
became specific for Vijayanagara culture and politics. The fa
mous Sravanabelagola inscription, dated 1368, shows him as the 
pacifier of a dispute between Jainas and SrTvaisnavas. Bukka ex
plained that there was no difference between the Vaisnava and 
Jaina religions at all. And he made the parties hold the hands 
of one another and state that they would protect the interests of 
both religions (Ritti & Gopal 2004: 175-177). The rulers of Vi
jayanagara were equally ready to accept the tribal communities, 
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Muslims and other foreigners with their ‘cultural luggage’. Their 
gods would marry local goddesses and the royal patrons helped 
the process of acculturation of different communities.

As to the works eulogizing the usurper Narasimha’s family, the 
silence about the great past of the Sangama House goes hand in 
hand with the subtle play, although not so innocent as by the use of 
certain details it changes the historical framework. If we are going 
to believe the authors of the poems, we have to admit that these 
were the Saluvas who worked out the position of the Vijayanagara 
kingdom almost from its beginning, and they are entitled to the 
throne, also because of their moral and heroic qualities. They all 
lived lives devoted to the protection of dharma.

It also seems that a story about a conqueror of a demon/forei- 
gner will always find rewarding audience. After all it is vijaya/va- 
dha which matters, not the name of the hero. A narration about 
a victory belongs to those telling it at the particular moment in 
time. And those who were telling it, or in whose name it was 
being told, needed confirmation of their claim to the throne and 
the consolidating results it could bring. GarigadevT brings to her 
side the authority of old dynasties, divine intervention170 and the 
glory of Kamparaja's vijaya. Interestingly enough, she is silent 
about the very beginnings of the kingdom, the achievements of 
Harihara and the ancestors of the Sangama brothers. She builds 
the narrative about the lineage established by Bukka. We do not 
know if there were some other mahakavyas narrating the exploits 
of other Sangama brothers and their progeny, but if so, they were 
not transmitted because of the fact that these were Bukka’s sons 
and grandsons who continued the Sangama dynasty. GarigadevT’s 

170 Such a god’s intervention in the Calukyas’ history is described by Bilhana. 
It is said that apart from all misdeeds and treacheries of his elder brother 
Somesvara, Vikramaditya was reluctant to start a war with him. But Siva 
appeared in his dreams and commanded him to destroy his brother. After a 
victorious battle Vikrama wanted to restore the kingdom to his elder brother, 
however, Siva again intervened and forbade the monarch to do so.
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story could be propagated by the later Sangamas, and the Sâluvas 
could as well connect the names of their ancestors with the events 
mentioned in it. The continuous fights with Muslims could also 
add to the longevity of this poem.

All the poems discussed here: the Madhurâvijaya, Saluvâbhy- 
daya and Ramâbhyudaya, show an interesting process of how the 
poet creates his/her kingly patron and supplies the ideological 
frame in which the state functions. The creative vision of the 
Vijayanagara past served many authors to construct the ideology 
suitable for the circumstances. On occasion it could be a serious 
interference. As Philip Wagoner writes about the Râyavâcakamu, 
a unique specimen of Telugu historical prose:

(...) it rejects later Vijayanagara history, not by a mere passive si
lence, but by an active historiographic construction that expilicitly 
denies the existance of any kings after Krishnadevaraya. (...) This 
dynastic paradigm is nowhere contradicted in the reminder of the 
text; Acyutaraya (who in actuality reigned as Krishnadevaraya’s 
successor, from 1529 to 1542) and “Chandramauli” (identity uncer
tain, but possibly Krishnadevaraya’s nephew Sadashivaraya, who 
nominally ruled from 1542 until the Aravidu takeover) are each 
mentioned once in passing, but only as Krishnadevaraya’s broth
ers, not as kings. Even more striking is the obliteration of the 
entire Aravidu line by this historiographic construction.
(Wagoner 1993: 31-32)

It turns out that Gangâdevî, in fact, deserves the name of the 
annalist of the Vijayanagara kingdom. Her poem reflects the pol
itics of the state ruled by Bukka I with the help of his progeny 
and provides some information about court life at that time. Ob
viously, there are things on which she is silent, and some others 
are exaggerated, with others shown in accordance with established 
patterns and literary convention; nevertheless, she acquits herself 
not only as a talented poetess, but also as a writer of a work 
documenting some aspects of life and events during the reign of 
Bukka I.



Chapter 4
The Military Sequence and 

the riTti Subjects in the 
Madhuravijaya from the Point 

of View of the Theory of 
Sanskrit Literature

4.1. Victory as the aim of the mahakavya

It seems only logical that an epic poem should concentrate mainly 
on heroic deeds and victories of its heroes—gods, as well as leg
endary. mythological and historical characters. According to the 
descriptions of the epic poem (mahakavya) offered by theoreticians 
of literature, the victory of the hero is an indispensable element 
of the structure of each and every representative of this literary 
genre.

One of the oldest extant definition (laksana) of the mahakavya 
genre given by Bhamaha in his Kavyalahkara treats the triumph of 
the hero (nayakabhyudaya) as the final element in the consecutive 
phases (samdhi) of the action of this literary composition:

jiiantiadutaprayanajinayakabhyudaya171

171 KA-Bh 1.20.
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‘ ) a council, (the dispatch of) an envoy, a march (of an army),
a battle, the triumph of the hero.’

This politico-military sequence seems to be an important con
stituent of the genre never omitted in the treatises discussing the 
subject.

Also the Visnudharmottara-purâna gives prominence to it:

VdhP 15172

172 Visnudharmottara-purana Third Khanda (Shah 1958: 33-34).
173 Transi. Trynkowska 2000: 40.

nibaddhau yatra râjendra nâyakapratinâyakau // 3 // 
prayânodyatasampresyayuddhayuktam tad eva tu I 
nâyakâbhyudayopetam mahâkâvyam tad isyate // 4 //

It is required from the mahâkâvya to contain a protagonist and 
antagonist and provide (the descriptions) of marches undertaken, 
the dispatch (of an envoy), the fight and the triumph of the hero.

In the detailed definitions of later theoreticians, the sequence 
also exists, although it is put among a whole list of different sub
jects and items which should be described in the mahâkâvya.

KA-D.
(...) mahâkâvya (...) // 14 // 
nagarârnavasailart ucandrârkodayavarnanaih / 
udyânasalilakrïdâmadhupânaratotsavaih // 16 // 
vipralambhair vivâhais ca kumârodayavarnanaih / 
mantradûtaprayânâjinâyakâbhyudayair api // 17 // 
alamkrtam (...) // 18 //

(...) the mahâkâvya (...) is ornamented with descriptions of: a 
city, the ocean, a mountain, seasons, moonrise, sunrise; play in a 
garden, play in water, drinking wine, the delights of love-making; 
separations of lovers and weddings, the birth/ the growing up of 
sons; and also a council, (the dispatch of) an envoy, a march (of 
an army), a battle, the victory of the hero (... ).173
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It seems that the ‘classical’ mahakavya speaks about the vic
tory of the hero over a demon, which can be viewed as the re
working of an archetypal motif of a god overcoming chaos. The 
deadly fight not only saves the world from the destruction, but 
also brings the renewal of the moral order, and with it the revital
ization of kingly power. This is the case of the mahakavyas based 
on mythological stories, the Ramayana and the plots taken from 
the Mahabharata.

However, at a certain moment, the so-called historical Sanskrit 
epic poems appear on the scene, and it turns out that elements 
such as battles and victories of kings could be desired and useful 
in building the image of a warrior-king. In South India it could go 
hand in hand with the construction of medieval polity based on 
the web of military associations. As Cynthia Talbot points out:

(...) kingship in medieval South India was not just about being a 
good warrior, either in theory of practice. But military action was 
a very substantial element in both the success of actual kings and 
in the ways people thought about kings, and, as such, merits far 
more consideration than it has hitherto received from historians of 
South India. (...) While divine legitimation and the support of 
institutionalized religion were important assets to royal authority, 
they could never constitute its fundamental ground. Even donative 
inscriptions, which by their nature as records of religious endow
ments magnify religious dimensions over other aspects of society, 
reveal the ideological premium placed on martial heroism as a royal 
attribute and highlight the bonds of military service uniting leading 
warriors.
(Talbot 2001: 144)

4.2. Before the battle: mantra, duta and 
prayana

The component inseparable from the fight and inescapable victory 
is the march of the hero’s army or prayana. Mahakavya poets use 
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the moment of the king's setting out with his army to show the 
picture of his capital city and its inhabitants, and their reaction 
to the view of the brave king with his warriors; especially the 
excitement of womenfolk is shown in great detail. The army passes 
through the rivers, mountains and forests of the country and very 
often the autumnal landscape constitutes the background for the 
hero on the march. Indeed, because of practical reasons it was 
convenient to start the military campaign at this time of the year: 
with streams and rivers shrinking back to their old channels after 
heavy rains, passable roads, plenty of food as it is harvest time, 
and agreeable weather. But the poets emphasise the white colour 
as the dominating feature of autumn: again the lakes and rivers 
are full of blossoming white lotuses and the whiteness of migratory 
birds is described. The characteristics of autumn could have been 
used by writers to suggest the future victory of a hero as according 
to the convention the colour was associated with fame. The poets, 
while describing the moving army, usually show off their knowledge 
of military science. If the setting up of a camp is mentioned, the 
poets' preferences go for the descriptions of nights with drinking 
and love-making.

Even if the sequence a march of an army/a battle/ the victory 
of the hero is present in the poems, and one has to admit that in 
the majority of mahakavyas it does appear, the council (mantra) 
and sending an envoy (duta) are not always described. These are, 
however, significant constituents of the genre as they usually form 
discursive parts of the mahakavya. The epic poems containing the 
most famous mantra episodes were discussed in different treatises 
on the alamkarasastra. The speeches delivered at councils and the 
speeches of envoys were the subject of analysis even in the poems 
themselves. From Bharavi's KiratarjunTya, for instance, the reader 
or listener can learn what a good speech should be like (KA 2.1; 
2.5; 11.38-40; 14.3-4). Besides, some of the speeches discuss the 
issues concerning the art of politics—mtisastra.
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The whole sequence mentioned by Bhâmaha and later theoreti
cians of Sanskrit literature appears only in certain mahâkâvyas, 
although very often the kâvya authors evidently substitute its el
ements, giving some equivalents. This is the case of Asvaghosas’s 
poems. David Smith labels Buddhacarita (Acts of the Buddha) 
“an anti-court epic, for much of it concerns Buddha’s voluntary re
nunciation of court life”.174 Similarly, his Saundarananda (Hand
some Nanda) shows Nanda’s renunciation of the pleasures of cour
tly life. The choice of heroes obviously prevents the appearance 
of the military sequence, but in the case of these two poems and 
some other mahâkâvyas their composers offer certain adequate sit
uations. To name just a few: in the Buddhacarita Gautama wins 
the battle with Mara and becomes the Buddha; Nanda fights with 
his attachment to worldly pleasures and finally obtains arhatship; 
in the Kumârasambhava (The Birth of Kumâra) it is Parvati who, 
engaged in severe austerities, wins her “battle”, i.e. becomes Siva’s 
wife.175

174 Smith 1985: 25.
17,) More about the execution of the political military sequence in early 
mahakàvyas in: Sudyka 2003.

4.3. Poetess GangâdevT’s execution of the 
political-military plot

4.3. a. Counsel and embassies constituents substituted

In the earlier chapters GaiigadevT's way of telling history was dis
cussed and pieces of historical information were sought. However, 
as a representative of the mahâkâvya genre belonging to kâvya tra
dition, her poem should be evaluated in terms proper for its kind. 
Its structure and stylistics was governed by the rules meticulously 
presented by different theoreticians of Sanskrit literature. It goes 
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without saying that the widely accepted pan-Indian poetical prac
tice shaped the narration of Gahga. Since her treatment of srngâra 
themes was already discussed, it would be recommended to con
centrate once again on the political-military sequence as presented 
in her work, this time leaving aside the problems of historicity or 
creation of dynastic legends.

It is already well-known that a march of the army, a battle and 
the triumph of the hero belong to Gangâ’s story, a fact which is 
even suggested by the title Madhurâ-vijaya. We also know that 
Prince Kampana was sent by his father to fight. However, there 
is no such conventional element of the plot as despatching an en
voy unless we consider Kampana as an ambassador of his father, 
announcing the aim of his mission—to enlarge the Vijayanagara 
kingdom territory and strengthen its position. There is no de
scription of a counsel as well but Kampana hears about the deeds 
of the foe form the mouth of his father and at the same time he is 
given by King Bukka all kinds of instructions and advice, which 
triggers off a chain of future events. So as in the pattern described 
by Vladimir Propp for magic tales, right at the moment when mis
fortune or lack is made known, the counter-action is undertaken. 
This is a crucial decision for the hero that sets the course of action 
and with it he takes on the mantle of heroism. One can believe 
that a figure of a spy usually informing about the danger was re
placed with a persona of the king explaining to his son why he 
should undertake the action without delay. Then the mysterious 
woman plays exactly the same role.

So the Madhurâvijaya does not contain mantra and dûta episo
des. However, there are discursive passages in it which substitute 
for the council theme, make up for the enyoy’s speeches, and in 
that way fulfil the requirements of the genre, in which the dialogic 
parts are expected and the treatment of certain subjects in them 
is prescribed.

The battle with Sambhuvarâya is preceded by King Bukka's 
speech, and the oration of the mysterious woman urges Kampana 
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to start a fight with the Sultan. Both speeches could be com
pared with the oration of DraupadT delivered during the counsel 
described in the Kirâtârjunîya. All of them create a sort of lament 
over the dramatic situation and challenge the addressees of the 
speeches to take immediate counteraction. However, DraupadT 
supports her arguments with the science of politics, which is not 
the case with the talks contained in the Madhurâvijaya. The un
named woman, as was discussed above, delivers a speech stirring 
religious issues and displaying a dangerous otherness. King Bukka 
appeals as a father to his son, and now we are going to concentrate 
on this aspect. This speech is set in the family context. We see 
a father who wants his youthful son to be a man of great worth 
and not to take the wrong path due to the passions of youth. 
Only due to the instructions of their gurus are wise men able to 
give up the darkness, the consequence of youthfulness, explains 
Bukka (MV 3.21-22). Youth is like a deep night (mahânisîthinl), 
the darkness is created by sexual desire (madândhakâra), and the 
black colour causes an obstruction to the moon of awakening (pra- 
bodhacandrapratirodhakâlikâ), he continues (MV 3.24). “Whose 
perception in juvenility or the darkness of night is immediate and 
correct?” (tanıahpradoşe tarunimni kasya vâ samanjasam pasyati 
drştir anjasâ—MV 3.25b), asks King Bukka. In his speech there 
are also a few sentences concerning the statecraft.

dunoti dandena durutsahena yah
prasahya râştram padam âtmasampadam /
sa vrkşam âruhya kuthârapâtanam
karoti müloddalanâya durmatih // MV 3.32 //

He, who with punishments difficult to bear 
exceedingly torments the subjects—his own wealth — 
is a fool causing an axe to fall with the purpose to cut 
the tree which he climbed up.
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Yet another stanza compares the vices of the monarchs to an 
illness of consumptive nature:176

176 This stanza contains a conceptual metaphor, which, according to Anna 
Trynkowska’s analysis of Sanskrit mahâkâvyas, carried on with the methods 
of cognitive linguistics, belongs to the category the appropriate condi
tion OF THE STATE IS THE APPROPRIATE CONDITION OF THE HUMAN BODY 
(Trynkowska, forthcoming).

athaibhir aisvaryasarTrayaksmabhir 
hatakhilangair vyasanair upadrutah / 
tamahparabhutanijaujaso nrpah
prayanti kalad dvisatam upeksyatam // MV 3.34 //

The ignorance-afflicted kings, affected by these vices, 
which are like consumptions for the body of kingly power, 
in the course of time, gain disregard of their foes.

Then Bukka points out that intelligent young men like his son, 
thanks to the instructions of their gurus and their nature, are 
capable of acting properly and rejecting evil (MV 3.36). And 
the king adds that he should act in this way since “the always 
unsteady Goddess of Royal Fortune continually follows the stage of 
constancy because of your qualities” (yatheyam ekantacala bhavad- 
gunair labheta laksmTh sthiratam anaratam // MV 3.37cd).

Only after the 17-stanza-long speech does he reach the gist of 
it. In three next verses he explains the necessity of waging war 
against enemies (MV 3.38 40). And the couplets 41-43 name the 
foes which are Sambhuvaraya and demoniac Turuska.

The speech of the mysterious lady in canto 8 can, in fact, 
be treated as connected with the first address delivered by King 
Bukka. She reminds Kampana, indulged in royal enjoyments, of 
the second part of his father’s order.

In this way both speeches make Kampana not only the head 
of the army and the hero, but also an obedient son, which is the 
right path to follow.
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4.3.b.  A march of an army and battle

As far as we know, the destruction of the Sambhuvarayas and the 
Madurai Sultanate were presented by Garigadevi as two aspects of 
a far-reaching plan aimied at destroying Muslims and reintroduc
ing Hindu dharma in the Tamil country. Perhaps such a presen
tation has very little to do with the real situation, as mentioned 
above. Now, however, we are going to concentrate on the author’s 
imagery of the battle scenes.

First of all, it must be stated that the battles are described 
in two cantos: 4 and the concluding, unfortunately incomplete 
one, which in the edition of Thiruvenkatachari is not numbered.177 
Canto 4 consists of 83 stanzas. The first 16 stanzas of sarga 4 
are devoted to the depiction of dawn in a military camp. In the 
Harsacarita of Bana, the military expedition of King Harsa against 
the Gauda king also starts in the morning, a fact which enables 
the poet to show the activities of soldiers and the animals in con
nection with both occasions described there—the beginning of a 
military campaign and the beginning of the day. As Rajendran C. 
points out in his article Business unusual: Bana’s description of 
Dawn in Harsacarita:

177 One cannot be certain if this fragmentarily preserved chapter was really 
following canto 8.

Bana’s description of the dawn in the army camp is interesting in 
that it does not include any of the stereotyped images usually asso
ciated with dawn in classical Sanskrit poetry like the blossoming of 
the lotuses or the shrinking of the water lilies, the conduct of wak
ing lovers and the like. It is purely functional and context oriented. 
Dawn is here regarded as the appropriate moment to start expe
dition, and it is business unusual for people in the camp and the 
animals engaged in fight and transportation. There is commotion 
and excitement in the air as the entire camp readies for the onward 
march.
(Rajendran 2008: 144)
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As Rajendran suggested, Bâna could afford to be strictly func
tional in his approach to the descriptions as his composition be
longs to the âkhyâyikâ genre. He was not bound by the strict 
rules provided by the theoreticians of literature as is the case 
with another type of literary composition, namely the sargabandha 
mahâkâvya, which can also, at least one of its subtypes—the so- 
called historical mahâkâvya—pretend to be a kind of biography.

GangâdevT, although the authoress of a sargabandha mahâ
kâvya, does not pay too much attention to the conventional images 
and natural phenomena associated with the dawn and so often re
called in the epic poems. In 34 stanzas describing the preparations 
for the march undertaken in the morning, there are only four cou
plets referring to the fact that all the activities take part at that 
time of the day. These are above all the first two slokas opening 
the canto:

anyedyur atha rajivavanajlvanadayini / 
lokaikadipe bhagavatyudite bhanumalini 11 MV 4.1 // 
vihaya nidram vidhivan nirmitaharmukhakriyah / 
adiksat prtanadhyaksan senasannahanaya sah // MV 4.2 //

When the glorious sun—
a gardener granting life to the clusters of lotuses, 
the single lamp for the universe—rose up the next day, 
he (Kampana) woke up from sleep 
and after duly performing the rites 
prescribed for the beginning of the day, 
ordered his generals to get the army ready for fight.

The following stanzas give the setting of the event: it is dawn 
in the capital city. The poetess uses conventional images: on the 
one side we have a crown prince starting the day with proper rites, 
then giving orders, and on the other side, there is the sun, which, 
with its beams, opens lotuses and water lilies blossoming during 
the daytime. It can be said that the most important figures appear 
on the scene: those who animate the world of plants, animals and 
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people, as we see. The other couplets offer only some hints as 
to this particular time of the day: umbrellas resembling white 
lotuses in the river of the army (MV 4.12), the rays of the rising 
sun which cannot leave their redness because of the sparkling gems 
of the kings (MV 4.14), and Aruna, the charioteer, who, because 
of the flags, is in difficulty while riding the chariot of the sun (MV 
4.15).

Unlike Bana, GarigadevT is not systematic in her presentation 
of the consecutive stages of the preparations for the march. It 
seems that GarigadevT chooses certain images and develops the 
scenes which caught her attention as a poet. She is not very 
much interested in the military aspects of the event. Of course, as 
the author of a mahakavya she should also present her knowledge 
about these aspects of statecraft and military science. And that is 
what she does, although within a very limited space. She describes 
the divisions of the army in four stanzas:

abaddhakuthamatangam attaparyanasaindhavam I 
samvarmitabhatam sadyah samanahyata tadbalam 11 MV 4.7 //

His army at once got ready: 
elephants with the cloth on their back, 
saddled horses and 
the foot soldiers fully armed.

Then each of three units of the army is briefly characterized: 
from the massive temples of war-elephants streams ichor, and the 
horses with foaming mouths, swift as wind, were like the waves 
in the army-ocean. The general characteristic of infantry is also 
given:

krpanakarpanaprasakuntakodandapanayah /
samagacchanta sahasa naikadesyah padatayah 11 MV 4.10 //

The foot soldiers from different countries
armed with swords, spears, missiles, lances and bows 
gathered immediately.
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The motives which receive more attention evidently are con
nected with the figure of Kampana. The stanzas MV 4.11-15 
inform about the kings of neighbouring countries who assembled 
near the gates, with their white umbrellas, flags and gem studded 
crowns on their heads, waiting for their suzerain to appear. Fi
nally, they saw Kampana and greeted him with shouts of joy (MV 
4.32). A lot of attention is given to the delineation of Kampana's 
horse (MV 4.20-29). No wonder for, as is well known, horses were 
important and very much desired in the Vijayanagara kingdom. 
The king's horse had a symbolic significance in the consecration 
of his kingship during the MahanavamT festival (Stein 1980: 387). 
Domingo Paes writes:

You must know that this horse that is conducted with all this state 
is a horse that the king keeps, on which they are sworn and received 
as kings, and on it must be sworn all those that shall come after 
them; and in case such a horse dies they put another in its place. 
(Sewell 1992: 272)

There was a great demand for horses for military purposes, 
and a supply of strong horses must have been an instrument of 
political control by Vijayanagara rulers. The clever use of the 
cavalry, perhaps learned from the Muslims, was one of the reasons 
for their military success.

So the detailed description of Kampana's horse has its cultural 
background but, of course, also literary value and even literary 
parallels, as will be shown below.

The tall horse was waiting for the crown prince near the gates. 
The speed of the animal is mentioned in several verses. The horse 
is called a friend of Vayu and Garuda; the wind in fact seemed to 
be his pupil, taking lessons in speed. He was exceeding even the 
horse of Indra in speed. A nice comparison to Garuda is offered 
in couplet 25:

mukhalinakhallnahir acchapalyayanacchadah I 
vapusapi garutmantam anugantum ivotsukah // MV 4.25 //
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He was desirous to imitate Garuda also in his bodily form— 
with the bit of bridle clinging to his mouth like a snake 
and a bright wing-like saddle.

Again we can point to the literary legacy of Bana as offering 
a certain parallel to that image of a horse. In the KadambarT, 
Candrapida’s horse is described at length. Bana compares Indra- 
yuddha to a young elephant, then he says that the animal was 
“like the bull of Siva the Destroyer, ruddy with red lead dust 
from butting the sides of Kailasa; like Parvati’s lion with its mane 
reddened with streaks of clotted blood from the buffalo demon” 
(Smith 2006: 86). All this suggests the strength and height of 
the animal and shows the picture in colour. David Smith notices 
that Bana’s comparisons of one animal to another are striking, 
and “The strongest and richest of such animal composite pictures 
in KadambarT is given in the case of prince Candrapida’s horse, 
Indrayuddha” (Smith 2006: 86).

In GangadevT’s poem we also have a comparison of Kampana’s 
steed to other animals, namely Indra’s horse and an eagle-like 
creature, i.e. Garuda, and the picture, accordingly to the dawn 
scenery, is painted in bright and reddish colours, too. Uchaihsravas, 
Indra’s winged horse, is pure white in colour. Garuda is depicted 
as having a white face, the golden body of a man and red wings.

In the Madhuravijaya, there are also some pictures based on 
the observation of a natural horse’s behaviour,178 this, however, 
serves as the basis for metaphors promoting Kampana's fame:

178 The realistic description of horses’ behaviour at dawn is provided in the 
Harsacarita (Rajendran 2007: 142-143).

rnuhuh svajavasamrodhanamitonnamitananah I
namaskurvann iva purovartinim vijayasriyam // MV 4.27 //

(The horse) repeatedly raising and lowering his head
as a result of restraining his speed,
seemed to bow down to the goddess of victory before him.
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Finally the army sets out. The moment of leaving the city is 
marked only by one stanza:

acaralajaih pauranam purandhyas tarn avakiran /
ambhasam bindubhih subhrair179 abhramala ivacalam // MV 4.33

179 In the Thiruvenkatachari’s edition: sumrer (Thiruvenkatachari 1959: 94); 
Harihara Sastri and V. Srinivasa Sastri give: subhrair (Sastri Sastri 1924: 
20).

The wives of townsmen
showered the customary parched rice on him,
like a line of clouds in the sky
pouring bright drops of water on a mountain.

What now, in connection with the marching army, occupies the 
imagination of the poetess enormously is the dust raised by the 
moving army. Kampana is compared to the eastern wind (MV IV. 
35). The dust created by his army hides the sun, which disappears 
(MV 4.39). Grains of dust are everywhere—they cover elephants, 
enter the glands with ichor, are caught by the temples of elephants 
(MV 4.40, 45); water drops sprayed out from the elephants' trunks 
absorbing particles of dust shape a kind of hail (MV 4.42), or dust 
is fanned out by their big ears (MV 4.43). The dust, on the one 
hand, restrains the fame of the enemy and, on the other, acts as 
a fertilizer of Kampana’s own fame:

tasya diksu prarobantyah satadha klrtivirudhah I
vitatana rajasstomah karisanikarabhramam // MV 4.38 //

The cumulation of dust filled up all the directions
with rolling heaps of cow-dung
for the creeper of his fame shooting forth hundredfold.

prasrtais taccamudhulistomaih ksTratarahgini /
kirttya campaksitTndrasya sakam kalusatam agat // MV 4.49 //
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The multitude of the dust raised by his army 
soiled the KsTrataranginT (the Palar river) 
together with the fame of Campa King (Sambuvaraya).

Ten stanzas altogether are dedicated to the motif of dust raised 
by the king’s army marching against the Sambhuvaraya. Four of 
them are connected with the picture of elephants covered with it, 
and three couplets deal with the subject of the royal fame of the 
future victor as well as his enemy.

It is remarkable for this scene of the marching army that it 
concentrates mainly on the accurate presentation of the animals: 
elephants and horses. The military landscape is painted in reddish 
colours. This is the colour of omnipresent dust,180 the rays of the 
sun at dawn are of this colour as well, the gems set in kings’ crowns 
are of red hue, and also it must be the tinge of Kampana’s steed’s 
saddle. To this red-coloured background the dazzling white spots 
are added—the umbrellas resembling white lotuses (MV 4.12) and 
flywhisks reminiscent of geese (MV 4.13). The subject of dawn has 
been hardly touched, although the colour scheme is proper for the 
depiction of this part of the day in a Sanskrit mahakavya. To 
the visual representation of the army getting ready for a march 
and then marching, GangadevT adds also sound effects provided by 
alliterations. The war-drums (dundubhi) beaten by drum-sticks 
(kona) sounded:

180 It should be pointed out that Gangadevi uses different synonyms for the 
dust. These are: rajas, paraga, dhuli, renu, ksoda and pamsu.

rarana konabhihito rananiryanadundubhih I MV 4.3b

The next three stanzas inform about the intensity of the sound 
and echoes from the caverns. It is not certain from which place 
Kampana started his campaign against the Sambhuvarayas. Gan- 
gadevT's narration suggests that it was the City of Victory as in the 
first canto its description is given. If we think about the possible 
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dates of the first and even the second campaign, the Vijayana
gara city was not yet built, although at that time Bukka I could 
already have been ruling from Hosapattana. In that case the phys
ical surroundings would be identical—a hilly place, with massive 
boulders and the caves in the hills which echoed with the sound of 
war-drums. To that noise all the sounds produced by animals—the 
horses and elephants—contributed:

posito hayahcsabhir brmhito gajabrmhitaih I
vardhitas türyanidhvânaih ko’pi kolâhaJo 'bhavat. // MV 4.16 //

The clamour supported by neighing of the horses, 
increased by trumpeting of the elephants and strengthened 
by the sounds of musical instruments was inconceivable

Also people were shouting, as the already-mentioned kings 
awaiting Kampana near the outer gates, and the Brahmanas were 
chanting hymns. As is already visible from the stanzas quoted, the 
poetess employs onomatopoeic words, trying to bring the sound 
effects of the instruments and animals.

Then, for a moment, Gangâdevï tries to be more of an annalist 
than a poet. She gives information about the route of the army 
already discussed in chapter 3. The description of a combat again 
applies conventional stylistics, although sometimes the clash be
tween some elements constructing the images is surprising. For 
instance, the faces of soldiers cut off by bhalla arrows or missiles 
are compared to lotuses in the river of blood (MV 4.58);181 or the 
sparks struck by the clash of weapons are said to be reminiscent 
of a group of glow-worms in the darkness of the dust.182

181 This particular stanza will be discussed in the next chapter.
182 rajastamasi vïrâstrasanghasamghattanotthitaih I
babhre sphulingasamghataih khadyotanivahadyutih // MV 4.55 //

Also the picture presented in stanza 61 is quite unusual:

vïrâh kunjarakumbhesu sâyinah satrusâyakaih / 
prâbudhyanta surastrTnâm kucakumbhesu tatksanât // MV 4.61 //
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The heroes, put to sleep
on the protrusions of their elephants by enemy arrows, 
in a moment woke up
on the pitcher-like breasts of divine ladies.

The fights are described in ten consecutive stanzas (MV 4.52- 
61). The next five verses (MV 4.62-66) inform about fleeing of 
the forces of the king of Dravidas (dramidendra). Some of the 
soldiers swore that they would never fight again, some others pre
tended to be dead; however, because of the fear of jackals, they 
decided to continue their run. Yet others mistook their own shad
ows for the pursuing enemy. Then Kampana began to lay siege 
to the stronghold RajagambhTra, as we already know (MV 4.67). 
In nine stanzas (MV 4.69-77) the picture of the fortress and its 
defenders is given. With its flags the stronghold made impres
sion of greeting Kampana, the houses lit up by the missiles were 
like lamps ready for the ceremony celebrating the victory of the 
Vijayanagara forces. The stones sent from the fortress’ catapults 
were like messengers. Heads severed by arrows resembled palmyra 
fruits, and when they were falling down they looked like balls of 
the deity of war. The comparison of severed heads to fruit is also 
present in the Vikramahkadevacaritam of Bilhana.183 There were 
pregnant women in the fortress whose embryos slipped out from 
the mothers’ wombs because of fear of the soldiers:

IK3 adhiruhya baladvaye balad bhujadandaih paridolanodyate I 
samaradrumatah phalavalir nipapateva sirahkadambakaih // VC 15.44 //

athodbhatabhataksvedagalitabhrunagarbhinam / 
nihatasranadimajjajjanatasasyajivitam // MV 4.75 //

alabdhanirgamam durgam asid evam upadrutam 11 MV 4.76 //

The fortress was oppressed—with no chances for escape, 
with its preganat women loosing their embryos 
because of battle cries of vehement warriors, 
with people immersed in rivers of blood of the slain 
but desirous for life.
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Finally, the decisive fight between the Sambhuvaraya monarch 
and Kampana took place. It is described in three stanzas, one of 
which again brings out the idea of pregnancy:

antarbimbitacampendra kampendrasyasiputrika I
apsarobhyah patiin datum antarvatnl kilabhavat // MV 4.81 //

The sword of king Kampa
reflecting the image of Campa monarch 
was like a pregnant daughter 
about to give (birth to) a husband for apsarases

The analysis of the most important battle for Kampana, the 
Vijayanagara kingdom and also for this composition, i.e. the fight 
with the Sultan, must be limited to 40 stanzas only as the rest is 
unfortunately lost or incomplete. The technique of depiction the 
poetess is now using is similar. A complex panorama of the battle 
is built by a series of miniatures showing different scenes. Each 
of them has a different hero or heroes. A certain warrior pierced 
with a lance, with the same lance sticking in his body wounded his 
own oppressor (MV 12184). Two warriors, after a long fight, cut 
each other's heads with their swords (stanza 13). There are also 
portraits of animals. The war-elephants are depicted or mentioned 
in 12 strophes. Three of them use the conventional image of pearls 
obtained from the temples of elephants (stanzas 4, 6, 17). There is 
also a picture of a dead elephant in whose body the birds of prey 
are feasting and the corpse moves, which gives impression that the 
animal lives and the jackals flee away (stanza 7). On the battle
field, there appear also demons drinking the blood of elephants 
and spitting the pearls (stanza 6), and the severed heads serve 
the raksasa women as wreaths ornamenting their ears (stanza 8).

184 The stanzas of the concluding, unnumbered chapter of the Madhuravijaya 
in the texts edited by Thiruvenkatachari and Harihara Sastri & Srinivasa Sastri 
do not have numbers either. For the sake of convenience, I number every 
stanza, even if incomplete.
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Figure 14: Painting of the rariga. mandapa ceiling in Lepakshi 
Temple. Andhra Pradesh. (Photo L. Sudyka)
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Figure 15: Hero stone, Penukonda. (Photo L. Sudyka)
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The imagery employed here again belongs to the realm of warrior 
tales, as we know them from Indian textual traditions—headless 
warriors, demons or goblins haunting the battlefields, pools and 
rivers of blood, apsarases taking the heroes to heaven, comparison 
of royal warriors to lions (stanza 14), etc. Such heroic stories had 
their visual representation on the hero stones found all over India, 
although their largest concentration is in the South India.185

185 More about hero stones in: Settar & Sontheimer 1982, Vassilkov 2011, 
Swidzinska 2003 and Swidzinska 2007.

The fallen hero is shown with a bow and arrows or riding a 
horse or elephant and fighting enemies. Some hero stones have 
three panels: the lowest presents the hero in the battle, the middle 
one shows him with divine damsels, whereas the uppermost one 
depicts him adoring his patron deity, very often with the sun and 
the moon above as representing everlasting fame of the deeds of 
the hero (Fig. 15).

The association between warriors and lions, as it is observed 
in stanza 14 of the Madhurâvijaya conluding canto, is one of par
ticular interest:

sangrâmav anyâm abhitas caranto 
darpoddhatâh kecana râjasimhâh I 
pratyarthinâm pârthivakunjarânâm 
sirâmsy abhindan nakharaih [kharagraih // ]

<In their war madness> <certain kingly warriors>, 
wandered all around the battlefield
and tore the heads of their <powerful> adversaries 
with their sharp nails,
like <the kings among lions> <aroused by (the smell) of ichor> 
do to the mighty elephants.

At first glance the poetical figure employed here is rüpaka, i.e. 
metaphorical identification, then the presence of slesa or double
entendre comes out into the open. The main idea of rüpaka is that 
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the fighting kings are similar to lions when they encounter their 
powerful enemies. Here comes the use of slesa, which I marked 
both in the original text and its translation. The compound word 
räjasimha I read twice: ‘the kings-lions’ and ‘the kings among 
lions’. The lions are excited by the temporine’s (also called ichor) 
smell (Skr. darpa—‘musk’), produced by the elephants in rut. The 
warriors are excited by combat (Skr. darpa—‘pride, arrogance, 
haughtiness, insolence, conceit’; in the given context I interpret the 
compound darpoddhata as describing the state of battle frenzy). 
In kävya convention lions are shown as enemies of elephants186— 
they claw the heads of the latter. And the group of warriors 
described by GangädevT behaves exactly the same towards their 
powerful opponents equated with ‘the kings among elephants’.

186 The most common conventional image is as follows: the lions tear ele
phants’ globes and pearls scatter from their victims' heads.
187 According to Monier Monier-Williams dictionary, the word ksvedä among 
other designations can also mean: ‘the roaring of a lion’ or ‘battle-cry’ (Monier- 
Williams 2005: 334).
188 For the translation see page 161 of the present monograph.
189 Vassilkov 2011; Vassilkov forthcomnig a); Vassilkov forthcoming b).

This image could be treated just as elaborate kävya metaphor 
strengthened by the presence of paronomasia, showing atrocities 
of war, and the compund räjasimha as eulogising and idealizing 
the hero. However, in this case, as well as in the case of frightening 
lion-cries of warriors187 mentioned in MV 4.75-76,188 it would be 
possible to point out the possible sources of the origin of these im
ages. According to Yaroslav Vassilkov's research,189 the epithets 
such as ‘tiger-man’ (purusavyäghra) or ‘lion-man’ (narasimha), 
referring to warriors, can be traced to the animal symbolism of ar
chaic Indo-Aryan warrior brotherhood. Memories of such warrior 
societies, as Vassilkov claims, are preserved in the Mahabharata:

Generally speaking, in the MBh, as it seems, there is a cultural layer 
which shares certain values with the culture of Deccan militant 
pastoralists—the culture that produced the phenomenon of hero 
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stones. This may look strange, and one may ask: what link can 
there be between the Sanskrit epic and these Deccan pastoralist 
tribal communities? And the answer will be: the Vrätya traditions, 
the Vrätya culture.

What I mean by the Vrätya culture here is the original, typologically 
earliest, archaic culture of the Indo-Aryans. The “Vrätya society” is 
a society of mobile and militant pastoralists, a society characterized 
by the age-group system and by what J. Heesterman called the “du
alistic system of cyclical exchange”—which included the exchange 
of cattle-raids. The warriors formed militant brotherhoods. In the 
way similar to other IE peoples, these warrior brotherhoods were 
of two kinds. One of them were bands of young, adolescent war
riors, characterized by aggressiveness and behavior reversed from 
the norm—they prowled at night, attacked from ambush; were en
gaged in predatory activities and probably imitated wolfs in their 
behavior. There were also brotherhoods of adult, married warriors, 
in whose activities the defensive, “doggish” function probably dom
inated over the “wolfish”, aggressive one.
(Vassilkov forthcoming a)

It is quite natural to suppose that the Aryans brought this kind 
of warrior societies to South Asia from their northern homeland. 
However, on the Indian soil, the image of the dog/wolf as a symbol 
of battle fury and an emblem of a warriors’ gang from the earliest 
times began to merge with the image of the more dangerous and 
widespread local predator—tiger/lion—and was later practically re
placed by it.
(Vassilkov forthcoming b)

The migrations of non-Vedic Aryans to the regions inhabited 
by either non-Aryan tribes or by a first pre-Vedic wave of Indo
Aryans would be a factor responsible for these analogies between 
the tribal societies of Deccan and South India and the most ar
chaic culture of Indo-Aryans discovered by Günther-Dietz Son- 
theimer. The stanzas from Garigadevi’s poem leave no doubt that 
the mythological link between a hero (vira) and a lion (simha) as 
well as the image of lion-warrior brotherhood was still very much 
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alive in the minds of medieval poets.190

190 I am extremely grateful to Professor Yaroslav Vassilkov for allowing me 
not only to quote his paper delivered at the Indological Seminar “The broken 
world of sovereignty in India and beyond”, University of Cagliari, Italy on 27th 
June 2013, but also for sending me two other articles of his: “The Mahabharata 
and Non-Vedic Aryan Traditions” (forthcoming) and “Indian ‘hero-stones’ and 
the Earliest Anthropomorphic Stelae of the Bronze Age” published in: Journal 
of Indo-European Studies. Vol. 39, No. 1 & 2, Spring/Summer 2011.
191 The divine sage Narada is alluded to here. In Indian mythology he is a 
go-between who, because of his missions, is very often involved in conflicts and 
quarrels.

The hero of seven miniatures is Kamparaja himself. The brave 
king uses his sword (stanza 16) and javelin skilfully (stanza 18), 
and with his mace he hits the turbaned heads of the enemies 
(stanza 20).

na jâmadagnyena na râghavena 
tathâ na bhlmena na cârjunena I 
âpâditas tena yathâ sanrike 
harso maharseh kalahapriyasya 11 MV 9.22 //

Not even Prasurâma, Rama, Bhlma or Arjuna 
provided such joy to the sage,191 
who was (always) fond of fights, 
as he (Kampana) did in (this) battle.

But the most important moment in this battle is about to 
come—the combat with Tuluska. It seems that all the verses de
voted to it have been preserved. Three stanzas (24, 25, 26) offer 
the description of this powerful enemy. The fight proper is pre
sented in 11 stanzas. In two of them the author gives the picture 
of Kampana just before the moment of beheading the Sultan. It 
must be said that the figure of the Vijayanagara crown-prince with 
the magic sword in his raised hand and on his wonderful steed 
looks impressive. The goddess of Victory and Royal Prosperity 
definitely must have been standing by the side of such a hero: 
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visacchatadhumrarucir nrpasya 
karagradhuta karavalalekha / 
[jihveva reje*]yavanadhiraja 
prananilan jigrasisor bhujaheh // MV 9.36 //

The line of the sword in a dim colour of accumulated poison 
was shining, shaken with the raised hand of the king.
It resembled the tongue of the snake 
desiring to drink the lifebreath of the Yavana king.

sa vaiicayams tattaravaridharam 
dharavisesapravanaupavahyah I 
asatayat tasya siro nimesa—
[dane*]na karnatakulapradTpah // MV 9.37 //

Having the enduring horse,
he—the glory of the Karnata race— 
avoiding the blade of his foe’s sword, 
cut off with it (his own sword) his (Sultan’s) head in a moment.

Now we see a horrifying scene, but also showing an amazing 
courage of Kampana’s opponent:

cyute ’pi sirse caiitasvavalga— 
niyantranavyaprtavamapanim I 
pratipraharaprasrtanyahastam
virah kabandham dvisato ’bhyanandit 11 MV 9.39 //

The hero (Kampana) saluted to his foe.
Even after his head had fallen,
the headless trunk holding the reins with the left hand 
continued to restrain his speedy stallion 
while the other hand stretched forth to give a counter-blow.

The canto ends with a conventional image showing the joy of 
gods—the flowers and auspicious rice was falling from the sky on 
Kampana’s head. After the defeat of the Parasikas, the region of 
the South shone like the river Yamuna deprived of the serpent, 
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Kaliya. In the very last stanza one more piece of information is 
added—Kampana guaranted safety to the rest of the defenders.

Summing up, GangadevT as the authoress of the mahakavya 
and the singer of the glory of Vijayanagara, and in particular of 
Kampana, the crown-prince of the empire, implemented her task 
according to all the rules and requirements as far as the treatment 
of key issues, namely the battle(s) and victory(ies), is concerned. 
She devoted one 83-stanza-long chapter to Sambhuvaraya’s vic
tory and the concluding chapter to the victory over Madhura 
Suratrana. On the one hand, she, as the witness of these events, 
seems to provide the reader with precise data such as the names of 
rivers and places. On the other hand, the lack of interest in a more 
detailed and systematic description of the military operations is 
clearly visible. What really attracts the attention of the poetess is 
the figure of Kampana. Also here everything revolves around him. 
If he mounts his horse, it is this animal which receives as much 
attention as the decisive combat. Kampana is shown not only as 
the winner of both duels, but there are some other scenes showing 
his skills as a warrior. Perhaps in other historical mahakavyas 
their heroes are not presented with such affection and dedication. 
Indeed, it is another proof that the author of this particular poem 
was emotionally close to the hero of the story and was not like one 
of the many court poets. Also the style of the passages devoted to 
the fights, besides conventional imagery, shows some traces pecu
liar to this particular court poem—the long passages devoted to 
one issue, such as the one dealing with the dust, or the recurrent 
subject of elephants' pearls. And the pictures combining the aw
ful effects of war with ‘delicate" matters, as in the comparison of 
sparks originated during the clash of weapons with glow-warms or 
the stronghold compared to the anthill (MV 4.77); finally, the two 
stanzas referring to pregnant women. It seems that the woman
writer’s emotional attitudes and her point of view, despite all the 
limitations due to the literary conventions, are traceable in the 
poem.



Chapter 5 
Intertextuality or GangadevT’s 
Dialogue with Earlier Kavya 

Poets

As already mentioned in this book, GangadevT’s poem shows cer
tain affinities with Kalidasa’s Raghuvamsa as far as the treatment 
of pregnancy and childbirth is concerned. Additionally, canto 8, 
with the mysterious woman appearing before Kampana, without 
any doubt is modelled on Raghuvamsa 16. The situation we are 
confronted with in both texts in the verses opening the respective 
sargas is exactly the same—both young kings seem to be unaware 
of the unstable condition on the territories under their reign and 
perfectly satisfied with their life of royal enjoyment. Kusa does not 
realise that his misrule of the capital city, experiencing a period 
of total decline entailing a broken relationship with the goddess of 
royal fortune SrT, can have detrimental effects on his rule and king
dom. Kampana, after conquering the Sambhuvarayas, feels secure 
in his well-organised reality forgetting that just around the corner 
a foreign regime will replace the old order. The technique used by 
Kalidasa while showing a picture of a dilapidated Ayodhya is, to 
quote Tomasz Winiarski (forthcoming):

(...) juxtaposing two images: one portraying the Indian reality — 
again, it is in fact kavya “reality” but not devoid of elements of 
truth, such as the construction of the city, or better to say ideal 
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city, the portraits of ideal king and other members of society and 
their roles, etc.; the other image is purely fantastic. What we ought 
to add now is that they also contrast the two temporal planes: that 
of the past with this of the present. And once again Kalidasa is 
using the literary technique which provokes a reader’s cognitive 
dissonance: the frame of text’s reality differs from what we expect. 
The image of present Ayodhya existing in Kusa’s reality is totally 
unrealistic. The city is claimed by packs of jackal-like fantastic 
beasts etc. These descriptions of the mutilated and distorted reality 
are consistently interlaced by verses depicting bygone splendour 
of the same city. The latter realistic images are—paradoxically 
enough—referring to the non-existent state of reality which —(pun 
intended)—is no longer real.

GarigadevT in her description of SrTrarigam and Madhura also 
confronts the past with the present. But in the image of the 
present Tamil country, in place of fantastic beasts, she puts drun
ken Turks due to whom the old Brahmanical order has gone topsy
turvy. In this way she intensifies the message for the audience: 
Tuluskas behave like the demons or fantastic beasts, and Kam- 
pana, a son of Bukka I, is like Kusa. If so, Bukka—his father— 
can be identified with Rama—Kusa’s father. Kusa was able to 
resolve the situation and revitalize both the capital city and his 
kingly power. Such is the destination of Kampana. This message 
was legible for all those who knew the Raghuvamsa, and there 
is no doubt that the educated recipient (sahrdaya) was familiar 
with Kalidasa’s oeuvre. Such intertextual and intellectual plays 
were part and parcel of kavya tradition, and Gariga cleverly and 
consciously uses them.

To give more details concerning the similarities and dissimilari
ties between both passages, the poetess Ganga and the master poet 
Kalidasa present the king's way (in both cases the word rajapatha 
is used) as resounding with soft noise produced by the anklets worn 
by women (in RV 16.12 they are abhisarikas or women proceed
ing for a tryst; in the MV just charming women, mistresses—Skr. 
ramani). The image of the horrifying present time is different: in 
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the RV rajapatha is “now traversed by prey tracking she-jackals, 
which emit sparkles of fire from their growling muzzles”;192 in the 
MV 8 the tinkling of anklets is replaced with screams of Brah- 
manas being dragged in legs chains. The disturbance in perform
ing rituals makes the divine women in both texts suffer (in both 
cases the verb duye is used). Also here, in the Madhuravijaya, the 
poor condition of the Tamil country is presented in connection 
with women,193 although the way in which it affects their situa
tion is completely different. As Richard Davis notices in his book 
Lives of Indian Images quoting the translation of the distich from 
the canto 8:

192 Translation in Winiarski (forthcoming).
193 For an exposition of the role of women in RV 16 see Winiarski (forthcom
ing).

“Its waters no longer restrained”, reports the goddess, “the Kaveri 
River now overflows its ancient banks into all the wrong places, 
as if suddenly decided to imitate the Turks in following wicked 
pathways” (8.6). In this verse GangadevT suggests through double 
entendre that the young women of the area, like the flooding Kaveri, 
are transgressing the ancient codes of proper conduct and following 
the Turks into immoral pastimes. The new rulers pose a sexual 
threat.
(Davies 1997: 117)

Most probably Gahga’s unnamed woman appears during the 
night, as happens in the Raghuvamsa. The beginning of the sarga 
is missing but the previous one contains the description of the 
evening and night, that is why one can suppose that the ‘divine 
intervention’ takes place during the night.

Obviously, GangadevT says a lot about ruined temples, and the 
final message formulated by the woman with the sword is different, 
but the presence of the literary intellectual game to which Gańga 
invites her reader is the fact one cannot deny. One might also 
think that for a woman-writer it was tempting to show an episode 
in which a woman plays such an important role.
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There are also some parallels between the Madhuravijaya and 
other works of kavya masters. The case of Vikramahkadevacaritam 
of Bilhana concerning the similarities between the exposition of 
the problems of poetics and the dialogue of the royal damsels has 
already been mentioned. One could also give the GTtagovinda of 
Jayadeva careful consideration as far as Gangadevi's treatment of 
the spring season and the feelings of Kampana’s wives and con
cubines toward their lover are concerned. Kampana’s women can 
only think about their beloved. That is why they are drawing a 
picture of the king who, for them, is the god of love, just as in the 
case of Radha.

Jayadeva, GG, 4.8.5194

Sandahl-Forgue 1977: 174.

vilikhati rahasi kurahgamadena 
bhavantam asamasarabhutam I 
pranamati makaram adho vinidhaya 
kare ca saram navacutam 11

Being alone she draws you with the deer musk
in the shape of the god of love—
below she puts makara at your service,
in the hand she places the arrow of a fresh mango blossom.

In the Madhuravijaya we read:

sutanavah phalakesu madhutsave 
ratipatim parilekhitum udyatah / 
hr dayagocar at am anisam gatam 
hariharatmajam eva samalikhan // MV 5.71 //

The beauties (of king’s harem), during the spring festival, 
commenced drawing Rati’s husband (i.e. Kama) 
on the painting boards.

194
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Instead, they painted Kampana,195 
incessantly present in the realm of their hearts.

195 Strangely enough, Kampana is introduced here as a son of Harihara— 
hariharätmaja. Perhaps we have to understand it as pointing to the fact that 
Bukka was a continuator of Sangama’s line as well as his son Kampana. The 
compound word with ätmaja taken as “originating from intellect” (Monier- 
Williams 2005: 135) could be understood in a sense that Kampana was a 
“spiritual son” of Harihara. One could also think that Kampana is introduced 
here as an embodiment of Visnu and Siva, Hari-Hara. Such traits in the poem 
of GangadevT are present. The early Sangamas were Saivas as is well known, 
Kampana, however, is shown as having among other auspicious marks on his 
body a SrTvatsa mark on his breast, which clearly shows that he was supposed 
to be an avatära of Visnu. In fact, puränic and dharmasästric statements 
on kingship underline the fact that a king is an embodiment of Visnu’s royal 
power, i.e. a partial avatära (amsavatära) of this god. Subrahmanyasästri’s 
supposition that Harihara may have been another name for Kampana, and 
Gaurämbikä another name for DeväyT (SubrahmanyasästrT 1969: B12) can
not be accepted. Harihara II, according to the inscriptions, was a son of 
Gaurämbikä and he ruled after the death of his father in 1377. Kampana, a 
son of DeväyT, died before Bukka.

The idea of painting a picture of the beloved as the god of 
love is the same in both stanzas although the images created 
differ in details. Anyway, the works of Kalidasa, Jayadeva and 
Bilhana must have been known to GangadevT as well as to her 
audience. Kalidasa is honoured by the poetess in one of the very 
first stanzas of her poem. There is nothing about the Gitagovinda 
and Vikramarikadevacarita’s authors. The Vikramankadevacarita 
originated in South India and treated about the history of the 
Calukyas and the life and accomplishments of Vikramaditya Tri- 
bhuvanamalla of Kalyana in particular. Definitely, it was the right 
composition to become an inspiration for someone who was also 
going to write a historical poem and promote the fame of the 
Sangamas, who just appeared on South Indian political stage. 
The Gitagovinda is one of the best known literary Indian texts, 
in South India included. Known as Astapadi, it is still performed 
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in the temples of South India or during bhajana congregational 
devotional worship.196

196 More about bhajanas of South India in: Singer 1966 and Venkateswaran 
1966.
197 This neologisms was for the first time used by David Smith while describ
ing the place of lotus in the craft of kavya poets (Smith 2000).
198 Translated by Lidia Szczepanik (Szczepanik 2010).

There is one more text which can be considered a potential 
source of Gariga's inspiration, namely the work written by Bhatti 
(c. 7th c. A.D.) commonly known under the title Bhattikavya 
(The Poem of Bhatti), bearing also other titles describing its con
tents, namely Ravanavadha, Ramacarita or Ramakavya. Bhatti 
describes the life of Rama and simultaneously illustrates the rules 
of grammar and devices which belong to the realm of poetics. His 
poem belongs to the mahakavya genre but at same time pertains 
to the sastrakavya type.

The distich of Ganga showing the lotus-ised197 rivers of blood 
at the battlefield reveals close affinity to the stanza composed by 
Bhatti.

Madh uravijaya,
asrapagasu pari to nissrtasu sahasrasah I
bhatanam bhallanirlunair ambhojayitam ananaih 11

Everywhere rushed forth thousands of rivers of blood, 
lotus-ised with faces of warriors cut off by the bhalla arrows.

Bhattikavya
sambabhuvuh kabandhani prohuh sonitatoyagah I 
terur bhatasyapadmani dhvajaih phenair ivababhe //

Headless bodies gathered
and bloody water surged forward
in which soldiers’ faces floated like lotuses
and banners looked like foam.198
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Chapter 14 of the Bhattikavya describing the battle on Lanka 
is devoted to the presentation of the perfect tense system. This is 
the reason for introducing so many verbs. Ganga was not bound 
by such tasks proper for sastrakavya, so there is no accumulation 
of verbs in her stanza; her aim, however, was the same—to create 
a shocking picture. As Lidia Szczepanik comments:

The picture here is exceptionally gruesome when we realize that the 
image described is a grotesque distortion of the lotus pond theme 
so often used in kavya. Originally, the lotus pond symbolises a 
tranquil beauty, it is often the meeting place of lovers but here, 
Bhatti seems to purposefully take this well-known theme and warp 
it into a ghastly scene that fills the reader with dread. Moreover, 
the face was so often compared to a lotus flower in Sanskrit poems 
that the comparison found here: the grimacing, cut-off faces of dead 
soldier floating in a river of blood, is entirely shocking.
(Szczepanik 2010: 19)

Was GangadevT familiar with this bewildering Bhatti’s pro
posal of employing the image of a pure lotus flower for battle scene 
description? Judging by the number of commentaries and authors 
quoting it, the Bhattikavya was definitely well-known and popu
lar in India and outside India, too.199 Some verses from Bhatti’s 
poem were included into the kosas or the collections of most ap
preciated stanzas. Also Visvanatha, mentioned by Ganga in the 
first canto of her poem among the literati most venerated by her, 
refers to the Bhattikavya.

More in: Sudyka 2004b: 25-28.

The way of introducing evening and the moon-rising descrip
tion reminds us that of the Naisadhacarita. Nala returns to Dama- 
yantT after performing evening rites and in the dialogue they de
scribe to each other the moonshine and darkness. It might be that 
Ganga was inspired by the beauty of this portion of Snharsa’s 
poem.

Ganga speaks about poet Agastya, who authored seventy-four 
compositions. But only three works of this author have come 

199
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down to us: Balabharata, Krsnacarita and some fragments of 
Nalakirtikaumudi. Possibly, this erudite poet and scholar had in
fluenced the writings of our poetess as he belonged to the same re
gion and was a maternal uncle of Visvanatha, whom Ganga named 
as a master shaping her scholarship. It is difficult to judge which 
of his works was the most liked and revered by GangadevT. It 
could be that the poetess was familiar with the concept of the 
caves treated as mouths emanating loud noise due to her studies 
of the Krsnacarita, where the Govardhana Mountain is compared 
to other mountains:

KC, govardhanagirivarnanam, line 12-13200
(...) mandaram apy apahasantam iva nirjaradhavanibhih kan- 

daramukhair (...)

(it looked as though the Govardhana) laughed at the Mandara 
with its mouth-like caves echoing waterfalls.

In GangadevT’s verse the mountain seems to yell out in fright 
“with its mouth-like caves resonating with the sounds of the war
drums”: taddundubhipratidhvanamukharaih kandaramukhair (MV 
4.68).

Most probably a comparative study of preserved literary works 
of Agastya or Visvanatha could reveal more such parallels and 
affinities. After all, studying the poems of the predecessors be
longed to the education or vyutpatti of a poet. Drawing on 
the works written by the masters of Sanskrit literature and lan
guage could also show her expertise in the history of literature 
and of course ’speak' to the audience, allowing the connoisseurs 
(sahrdayas) to taste and saviour the images evoked by other poets 
well-known to them but presented by GangadevT in a completely 
new attire. That was a skill expected on the part of a good poet— 
to bring associations with the most admired poets and literary 

200 Venkatacharya 1975: 39.
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works. The ‘creative’ borrowings were part and parcel of the pro
cess of writing kâvya works. The poet could change the aesthetic 
emotion evoked by a certain image authored by his or her prede
cessor or link it to the new picture arising from his (or her) imagi
nation, however, the path leading to the earlier work was traceable 
to the connoisseurs, who were proud whenever they could recog
nise familiar ’sounds’ in a newly created composition. That was 
a kind of dialogue with past masters, too, but most importantly 
with the audience; establishing the basis for communication with 
sensitive listeners decoding a poem on the spot and reacting im
mediately to the familiar tunes. If we continue the comparison 
within the field of music, it was like developing the same motif 
for different musical instruments. Good execution of the motives, 
clear tunes and agreement with the rest of the composition could 
have brought the author a grand finale, the dream of each and 
every poet—fame and wealth. Exactly as Gangâdevî said:

karoti klrtim arthâya kaJpate liant! duskrtam I
unmîlayati câhlâdam kim na süte kaveh krtih // NIV 1.23 //

Is there anything the work of a poet does not yield?
It creates fame, brings wealth, destroys evil and gives delight.





Conclusions

The analysis of the epic poem Madhuravijaya confirms the fact 
that it was authored by a woman. A considerable part of the 
composition is devoted to show the education of the poetess and 
her capability of writing according to the rules observed by San
skrit kavya. The world of arts was reserved almost exclusively for 
men, even if its patron is the goddess SarasvatT. In the Sanskrit 
language, so rich in synonyms, there is no feminine form of the 
word kavi to denote a poetess. It may have made GarigadevT very 
willing to prove her proper education: both in literary criticsm 
and history of literature. The suggestion that Visvanatha could 
have been her teacher would be also a good move to show her own 
value as a poetess.201 The fact that she was a talented pupil of 
Visvanatha is attested by her poem202—an economy of words with 
a perfect choice of phrases that embody the emotional attitude of 
the author, an arrangement of sounds that attempt to achieve a 
maximum euphonic effect and an intelligent play with an implied 
reader.

2111 See the text and translation of the stanza devoted to Visvanatha on p. 34.
2112 Even if the literary merits of the Madhuravijaya have not been extensively 
discussed in the present monograph, its author hopes that the stanzas quoted 
here show the beauty of Gariga’s language and her deep knowledge of poet’s 
profession.

It must also be said that the way in which the scenes from fam
ily life are presented and the attitude shown towards pregnancy, 
childbirth, family bonds and women at the court also demonstrate 
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a woman-writer’s attitude. The interest in these particular sub
jects is clearly visible. Let us remember that a structure element 
of the political-military sequence important for the mahakavya, 
namely a counsel, was replaced with a conversation between a fa
ther and his son. In this way, in the Madhuravijaya, the dialogic 
parts indispensable for the mahakavya are formed by causeries of 
harem ladies, a conversation between a prince and his court poet
ess, a talk between a father and his son and a speech of an unnamed 
woman—quite an unusual set of dialogues as for the mahakavya, 
the aim of which is to present a victory, not employed by other 
mahakavya creators of vijaya-type mahakavyas. Also the stylistics 
of the work shows certain preferences of its creator. In particular, 
the figure of the king receives a lot of attention. As we already 
know, he was described in detail first as a newborn child, then 
a youth, a married man among his women and finally as a great 
warrior. In fact, the pictures of the battles are created to provide 
the scenery in which he is presented. And all these pictures of 
Kampana speak about close and affectionate bonds of the author 
of such a presentation with the person depicted.

It could also be stated that the pictures from a woman's life 
at the king's court are more visible and more vivid in the Ma
dhuravijaya than in any other male-authored works. No won
der, the authoress of the poem knew life in the king’s harem very 
well. These pictures are satiated with colours which usually fade 
in conventional delineation of a king’s life as presented by male 
literati. We see women at the court in their different roles—as 
a mother, wife, lover, dancer, musician, poet, maidservant and 
a chowri bearer while an audience was being granted to other 
kings. The women's world naturally revolves around one man. 
The scenes in the harem we are witnessing are in accordance with 
convention (kavisamaya), but the poetess always throws more light 
on this very little known sphere of court's life. The king’s and his 
ladies' frolicking in water (JalakrTda, jalakeli) is depicted in canto 
6 in a very conventional way but the description of the walk to 
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the pleasure lake and the conversation we can overhear allows us 
to visualise this moment in the everyday life of the harem, es
pecially with the closing scene—Kampana watches his women as 
they change into fresh clothes and tie their hair. However, the 
time for entertainment has come to an end:

tatah sairandhnbhih krtasamucitakaJparacanah 
purandhribhih sardham samadhigatasuddhantavasatih I 
trayTgitam tejas tripuraharam aradhya vidhivad 
yatharhair vyaparair narapatir ahahsesam anyat 11 MV 6.69 //

Then the king, suitably attired by the dress-maidens, 
entered the inner quarters with the eldest matrons. 
There he worshipped, 
in accordance with sastra, 
the divine light to whom the triple Vedas pay tribute, 
the tormentor of Tripura203, 
and spent the rest of the day in fitting occupations.204

203 Siva.
204 Transl. Rajaraman & Kotamraju 2013: 73.

Such an introduction and end to the jalakrlda makes the pic
ture realistic. This time frolicking in water is not just one of the 
elements ornamenting the mahakavya genre and recommended by 
theoreticians. The whole 69-stanza-long sarga is created around 
this motif and in such a way that the audience could treat this 
chapter as a kind of report presenting a few hours from normal 
court life.

As to the historical value of the Madhuravijaya, it should be 
stressed that it is not a historical document in the strict sense but 
one of narrative “histories” written by Indian court poets. In the 
colophons closing each canto the word carita appears:

iti sngahgadevya viracite madhuravijayanamni 
virakamparayacarite prathamah sargah I
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This is the first [and similarly: second, third, etc.] canto in the 
life-story of Kamparaya, entitled the Conquest of Madhura.

As a term pertaining to genology, it refers to a biography, i.e. 
the genre recording significant events in the life of a historical per
son. However, also in Western culture, what a biographer usually 
does is to interpret and explain certain facts as well as present 
a character in a lively, interesting and also entertaining manner. 
If so, a biography, besides its historical aspects, portrays artis
tic and fictitious characters, too. Ronald Steiner, in his article 
“Truth under the Guise of Poetry. Asvaghosa’s Life of the Bud
dha”, notices this twofold nature of biographies. He writes that 
on the one side there is “the lived life of a certain person” and 
on the other, ‘“same' life imagined or conceived by an author”.205 
There was no need for GarigadevT to imagine the life of her hero, 
as she was witnessing it day by day. Her task, however, was to 
allow some other people to imagine it, but in a proper way. This 
“proper way” was customized first of all to fit Vijayanagara poli
tics, to meet an implied reader’s expectations and conform to the 
rules prescribed for kavya. Among implied readers was Kampana 
himself and his court, as well as King Bukka I, and perhaps other 
Vijayanagara-influenced/dependent courts.

The Madhuravijaya usefulness for studying medieval South In
dia cannot be questioned; nevertheless, a broad, contextual read
ing of such an indigenous source is required as well as its compar
ison with other texts and epigraphical records, if there are any, 
addressing the same episodes. One should bear in mind that:

Before asking how these texts may (or may not) accurately reflect 
that past, we must first attempt to understand the particular forms 
and contents of their representation according to their own cultural 
logic.
(Wagoner 2000: 304)

205 Steiner 2010: 90.
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Trivialising Wagoner’s statement and focusing on our texts cre
ating different historical personages to become victors over sura- 
trana, we could say that actually it is not so important who ex
actly killed the Muslim ruler but how and for what purpose the 
Madhura triumph was used and in what circles announced.

If the real conqueror of the Sultan was Saluva Marigi, he still 
was a general of Kampana, and his success and that of Kampana’s 
troops could be ascribed in a very natural manner to Kampana 
himself. Again, Kampana was a son of Bukka I and was acting 
in his name; so following the same line of thought the victory 
was also his father’s. In that case, GangadevT, in her poem, the 
presentation of which could be restricted in fact only to the court 
of Kampana, could show her beloved as a hero of the battle in 
a symbolic sense. It is certain that he fought many battles for 
Vijayanagara and won many times. In some royal inscriptions, it 
was Bukka I who was the winner of the combat, as this time the 
discourse about “what happened” was on a state level and the role 
of inscriptional prasastis was to proclaim and establish the glory 
of the dynasty and kingdom through the deeds of its ruler.

If we deny Saluva’s role as a victor, the versions presented in 
both mahakavyas, the Ramabhyudaya and Saluvabhyudaya, have 
to be treated as a part of the foundation legend of the Saluvas, 
explaining why their line deserved the Vijayanagara throne. The 
message for the courtiers and the subjects was clear—because of 
the merits of their ancestors and the will of the gods.

Taking into account the presupposition that Gariga’s poem was 
like her “nocturnal poem” closing canto 7, a work of the scope lim
ited to Kampana’s court only, the question arises: how could it sur
vive until the present day? If we think about the Madhuravijaya as 
one of the early texts reacting against the order introduced by the 
newcomers to the region, it gains importance as it inscribes into a 
class of culturally and politically important works described as the 
epics of resistance (Aziz Ahmad’s term introduced in his article 
“Epic and Counter-epic in Medieval India”) or the epics of recon
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quest (Richard H. Davis' term proposed in the third and fourth 
chapter of his book Lives of Indian Images'). As such it belonged 
to indigenous historiographic discourse about the past. Some pas
sages of the Madhuravijaya could even sharpen the “communally 
inspired image of Vijayanagara as a Hindu state, dedicated to the 
containment of Islam and the preservation of the traditional Hindu 
cultural order in the south” (Wagoner 2000: 301). However, in re
cent years, the understanding of the transcultural processes in me
dieval India has been deepened and various Vijayanagara-oriented 
projects have brought to light new facts or made possible their dif
ferent interpretations, a fact that also helps evaluate Garigadevi's 
work and appreciate its significance as a Vijayanagara-period nar
rative. It is also worth pointing out that this poem shows the 
great poetic skills of its author.206 Listening to such poetry could 
really have been as enjoyable in the past as it is now.

206 In the introductory part to the Maduravijaya edition of Subrahmanya- 
sastrT, Kasi Krishnamacharya, a poet himself, presents such an opinion: “It 
might sound blasphemous to say that the poetess Gangadevi excelled di
vine Kalidasa in flight of poetic imagination and yet it appears to be true” 
(SubrahmanyasastrT 1969: B 46).



Postscriptum or What 
Happened to our Heroes after 

the Conquest of Madhura

We do not know if the canto describing the battle with the Sultan 
was really the last one. In fact, the aim announced by the poetess 
in the title of her poem, namely vijaya, had been achieved—the 
Sultan was defeated. Anyway, one could expect a closing chapter 
describing the restoration of normal life after the Muslim occu
pation and the further prosperous rule of Kampana. As we are 
left without any information in the mahakavya about the period 
following the victorious battle, we can turn to inscriptions only 
to satisfy our curiosity as to the fortunes of Kampa and Gariga. 
It seems that the Tamil country was well administered by him, 
perhaps with the help of his son Jammana or Jommanna, whose 
name appears in inscriptions from the Gingee area.207 In 1374 
Bukka I visited (inspected?) his viceroyalty, as is attested by 
an epigraph (Srinivasan 1990: 85). In the same year, the victor 
in the battle with the Sultan of Madhura died.208 The last in

2117 The inscription from Eyil in Gingee taluk, dated 1369, is perhaps the 
earliest among those referring to Jainmana (Srinivasan 1990: 85).
2(IK SubrahmanyasastrT, in his historical introduction to his edition of the Mad- 
huravijaya, claimed that it was not Vira Kampana, the Madhura victor, who 
died in 1374. As we know his younger brother and uncle also bore this name. 
According to Subrahmanyasastn, Kampana had another name and ruled as
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scription mentioning his name, dated 2nd October 1374, is from 
Tirupullani. In the inscription from Tiruvannamalai, dated 17th 
December 1374, Jammana introduces himself as a ruler of the 
earth, Kampana's son, who was a son of Bukka, and offers some 
land to the Arunacalesvara temple for chanting the Vedas “by one 
person daily till the moon and the sun endure” as a part of rites 
following his father Kampana's death.209 It is highly probable 
that it was a part of a purification ceremony which takes place 
one month after death. If so, it would mean that Kampana must 
have died in mid-November, 1374. His father, Bukka I, outlived 
him, dying in 1377.

Harihara II after the death of Bukka. The inscriptional eulogies served the 
learned editor and commentator as proof. He cites the inscription at Vijayana
gara of 1382: “With the conquest of Chola, Pandya, and Kerala regions, his 
repute was reflected as in a mirror in the entire South India. Though he always 
set out for invasion in Sarat (...) the sky would be always cloudy with the 
tears of the wives of the Muslims he killed” (Subrahmanyasastri 1969: B26). 
Even if such words bring to mind Kampana’s southern campaign, there is no 
direct statement in this particular inscription and some others that Harihara 
was a conqueror of Madhura and the mentions of commencing the military ex
pedition in autumn and tears of enemies’ wives accord with rhetoric used in the 
epic poems as well as in the prasastis. It is visible that Subrahmanyasastri 
treats the Madhuravijaya of GangadevT as a regular chronicle in which the 
author relates events systematically and in accordance with historical truth. 
However, it is a poem which the poetess wrote in order to show in nice words 
and pictures the glory of Kampana and splendour of the Sangama dynasty 
and kingdom. Additionally, it would be also possible to point out inscrip
tions which create quite a different picture. For instance, the inscription on 
a stone set up at Modalli, Kollegal Taluk corresponding to 1392 (A.R. No. 
247 of 1913.) informs that in the reign of Harihara the fields and houses 
once granted by Hiriya Kampana to Brahmanas of Modehalli named Kam- 
parajapura were restored to them. Judging by this inscription King Harihara 
and Hiriya Kampana were two different persons.
209 The text and the translation of this inscription can be found in Srinivasan 
1990: 422-423.

One can speculate on Kampana's age at the moment of his 
death, believing GangadevT's words that he was a very young 
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prince—just after finishing his education and then getting married 
when he was sent by his father for his digvijaya around 1351. If 
it is true, Kampana must have been in his early or middle forties 
when he died. As we know his son Jammana was his successor, but 
it seems that he did not stay long in Tamil country. As Srinivasan 
mentions:

Subsequently, in A.D. 1375 he was rulling in east Mysore (E.C., X 
Ct. 94). It indicates his transfer from Tamilnatu to Mysore. After 
this date Jammana is not heard of. What happened to this prince 
later on is not known.
(Srinivasan 1990: 85)

The epigraphical evidence is silent about women from Kam- 
pana’s family. We do not know what Garigadevrs lot was. What 
is now obvious is the fact that her poem must have been written 
before 1374, and so perhaps she commenced its writing immedi
ately after Kampana’s triumph to commemorate the deeds of the 
victor in the battle of Madhura “till the moon and the sun shine”.





Appendix
The Subject Matter of the 

Madh urâ vijaya

Chapter 1: Praise of the literary predecessors of Gangâdevï and 
her poetic manifesto. The description of the Vijayanagara city 
and King Bukka I.

Chapter 2: Devayi gives birth to her first son; the childhood of 
Prince Kampana.

Chapter 3: Prince Kampana's description. King Bukka instructs 
his son Kampana.

Chapter 4: March of Kampana's army and the battle with Samb- 
huvarâya.

Chapter 5: Kampana's just rule in Tundïramandalam. The 
King’s lovemaking throughout all the seasons of the year.

Chapter 6: The King and his ladies frolicking in the water.

Chapter 7: Description of sunset, moon-rising and night.

Chapter 8: The speech of a mysterious woman depicting the 
Tamil country under Muslim rule.

Concluding canto: The battle with the Sultan.
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